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Figure
1.1 LIGO Hanford Observatory, at top in the plain in this north-looking photograph.
Hanford Route 10 passes closest to the corner station joining the arms. Highway
240 goes northwest. The Yakima River flows southwards, joining the Columbia
River downstream. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
1.2 View closer to LIGO Hanford Observatory. Ripples in the plain catch wind. The
corner station connects the X and Y arms, 4 kilometers long, which each have a
mid- and end-station. The corner station also contains the laser, beam-splitter,
and photo-detector of the gravitational wave interferometer. . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
2.1 The Hulse-Taylor binary PSR 1913+16, orbital period change over time consistent
with emission of gravitational radiation from its system [172]. Gravitational waves
emission depletes orbital energy, causing the binary stars to slowly inspiral into
closer orbits. Shrinking pulsar radius R leads to the shorter period T – Kepler’s
third law, T ∝ R3/2 (first stated in Harmonices Mundi [99]). Timing error can be
ruled out, because the orbital decay is not linear. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
2.2 Six GW polarizations are permitted by metric theories of gravity [178]. Here, all
are shown propogating in the z-direction (note different axes along left column: the
wave travels into the plane of the page for the top three, along the plane of the page
for the bottom three). GR permits the top two, (a) and (b); scalar-tensor-vector
theory permits also (c); the last three are found in other theories [179]. Convention-
ally, (a) is labelled h+ and (b) is h×. Shown is the metric perturbation; physically,
this corresponds to measured relative motion of test particles. A complete wave
cycle is depicted. Off-page (not shown) third- and time-axis are not perturbed.
For illustration, the figure shows strain ampitude h = 0.25, large enough that the
linearized GR model would become inaccurate. This strain is over 20 orders of
magnitude larger than the strains LIGO typically expects; LIGO is designed with
GR and h+ and h× polarizations in mind. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
2.3 Hypothetical internal structures of a neutron star. Left: theoretical neutron super-
fluid vortices and magnetic field lines (citation: Dany Page, http://www.learner.
org/courses/physics/visual/visual.html?shortname=a_neutron_star). Right:
putative depths of internal layers (citation: http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/
docs/objects/binaries/neutron_star_structure.html). . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
x
2.4 Enhanced LIGO primary systems and optics. From left, the phase-stablized laser
(PSL) produces coherent light, kept at constant frequency by the frequency-stabilization
servo (FSS). The pre-mode cleaner excludes non-Gaussian beamshapes, allowing
only the TEM00 mode to pass. The beam is the phase-modulated using three
electro-optical modulators (EOMs) before being further shaped in the input mode
cleaner (IMC). The beam passes through the power recycling mirror (RM) and is
split at the beam-splitter (BS). Along the X and Y arms, light resonates in the
Fabry-Perot cavity formed between the input test mass (ITM) mirror and the end
test (mass) ETM mirror, before recombining at the beamsplitting. Any light with
the same phase as before the arms is returned to the interferometer by the RM,
but if phase-shifted, perhaps by a gravitational wave, it exits through the output
mode cleaner (OMC): a photodiode just downstream of the OMC records the signal. 34
2.5 Screenshot of MEDM control panel. MEDM is a Motif Epic and Display Manager
for EPICS, the Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System, which lets
operators control LIGO. MEDM allows operators to run locking scripts as well as
alignments and tests, and to activate and de-activate filters. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35
2.6 Omega scan of an audible broadband glitch. Shortly before the start of Science Run
6, detector characterization took place to identify categories of glitches, such as the
‘gremlin’, and to eliminate them. The burst group analysis pipeline, Omega, gen-
erated time-frequency spectrograms that made this identification easier. Glitches
are a limiting factor in the identification of rare events and therefore of potential
gravitational wave burst signals. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
2.7 Real-time servo loop diagram. The MICH CTRL signal can be though to leak
into the true DARM signal via a transfer function, H 0. (The letter ‘h’ is typical
for transfer functions as well as gravitational wave strain; coincidentally, this is
a noise transfer into the channel for displacement, DARM, which is proportional
to strain h(t)). H 0 leaks into error signal, which is otherwise kept null thanks
to the servo cancellation provided by DARM CTRL times a physical actuation
function AC. The measured error signal is DARM IN1. If desired, an excitation
can be supplied via DARM EXC for a sum of DARM IN2. This error signal passes
though digital filters D to yield the aforementioned control signal DARM CTRL.
The auxiliary length cancellation loop is simply adding H md to DARM CTRL in
order to subtract out the corruption of H 0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39
2.8 Real-time work on a LIGO noise filter. This Bode plot, made in Matlab, shows
the correction to the existing MICH damping (cancellation) loop needed mid-2010,
toward the end of Science Run 6. The correction is small, because the majority
of the coupling fits the flat model expected from theory. This transfer function
estimate suffices for post-factor correction. However, in order to be incorporated
into the control scheme shown in Figure 2.7, measurements of the open loop gain
G and actuation function AC are necessary to incorporate the filter correctly into
the closed loop response. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
2.9 Early work on post-facto noise filtering. After testing out MICH damping filters
oﬄine, post-facto, the correction factors for AC and Gclosed were incorporated and
the entire filter imported using Foton into the EPICS control system, where it was
used real-time from the September equinox of 2010 until the end of Science Run 6. 41
2.10 Optical table layout with Fabry-Perot cavity and Pound-Drever-Hall locking for
phase camera. Faraday isolator and polarizing beam-splitter at upper right; piezo-
electrically-actuated mirror at center left. Difficulties with stability, despite a plex-
iglass enclosure and floated table, meant that locks were fractions of a second at
most, hampering efforts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42
xi
3.1 Gravitational wave strain h(t) is derived from differential arm motion (DARM),
read-out from a photodiode downstream of the antisymmetric port. An inter-
nal reflection off an anti-reflective coating, on either the beam-splitter (BS) or an
input test mass (ITM), provides the Michelson (MICH) channel. The DARM read-
out channel predominantly measures the small change in differential arm length,
δ(L−) ≡ δ(Ly − Lx), while MICH measures that in the Michelson length δ(l−) ≡
δ(ly − lx). There is also a small coupling from δ(l−) to the DARM channel. To a
lesser extent, changes in the length of PRC, which is defined as δ(l+) ≡ δ(ly+ lx)/2
and is measured in quadrature demodulation with respect to the MICH pick-off,
also add noise to DARM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54
3.2 Sample coherence measurements between h(t) and auxiliary control channels for
LIGO Hanford Observatory, H1: 2010 March 21. MICH-h(t) coherence on left,
PRC-h(t) coherence on right. Statistically significant coherence justifies fitting;
in frequency bands, about 80 to 400 Hz, where coherence rose above background
levels, the transfer function fit was weighted more heavily. Units of coherence
spectral density (Hz−1/2) vs frequency (Hz). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58
3.3 Sample transfer function measurements (amplitude and phase) from LIGO Hanford
Observatory, H1: 2010 March 21; MICH-h(t) on left, PRC-h(t) on right. Transfer
function fit in coherent band – note the difference between raw data residual and
the ‘pre-processed residual’, which has been smoothed and weighted to emphasize
known-coherent bands. Units of amplitude spectral density (Hz−1/2) and phase
(degrees) vs frequency (Hz). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59
3.4 Sample Bode plots of fitted ZPK filter functions (amplitude and phase) for multiple
1024 s windows in a science segment, at LIGO Hanford Observatory, H1: 2010
March 21; MICH-h(t) on left, PRC-h(t) on right. Colors only represent different
time windows. The similarity in the high-coherence, 80 to 400 Hz band leads us to
conclude that the filter design is fairly stable throughout a science segment. Units
of amplitude spectral density (Hz−1/2) and phase (degrees) vs frequency (Hz). . . . 60
3.5 Sample subtracted spectra for one window, representing the applied feedforward
corrections for each channel during that window, at LIGO Hanford Observatory,
H1: 2010 March 21; MICH-h(t) correction on left, PRC-h(t) correction (after
MICH-h(t) correction is applied) on right. Units of amplitude spectral density
(Hz−1/2) vs frequency (Hz). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
3.6 Calibration line test: before-feedforward mean of the 393.1 Hz line and two neigh-
boring FFT bins was 8.7261× 10−22, after was 8.7569× 10−22. Feedforward made
the calibration line region noisier by 3.1× 10−24 or 0.35%, suggesting that we cor-
rectly apply Hann-windowed feedforward without subtracting true h(t). Moreover,
no spectral line combs are observed to either side of the calibration line peak at
393.1 Hz, indicating that the method does not introduce windowing artifacts. . . . 69
3.7 Time-domain plot of diagnostic channels from a burst injection. Colors are illustra-
tive only to the fact that the envelopes of the traces increase after 1.8 s, indicating
that the burst injection time is correct in the new data. ‘Before feedforward’ and
‘after feedforward’ traces occult each other in the graph, because they are almost
identical. ‘Before feedforward’ is h(t) data; ‘after feedforward‘ is h(t) with feedfor-
ward subtraction. ‘Injection estimated strain’ is the digital injection as intended
to be introduced into strain, but the actual injection is made on the end test mass
X (ETMX), so the calibrated ‘Injection estimated ETMX’ is also displayed. Raw
‘DARM ERR’ and ‘ETMX EXC DAQ’ are redundant but reinforce the trend. . . . 70
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3.8 Cross-correlation pairwise between h(t) pre-, post-feedforward, and ETMX injec-
tion data: the extrema and zero-crossings match. Note both before-feedforward
(blue) and after-feedforward (green) strain traces are almost identical and there-
fore overlap. The strains appear inverted, but in the same way, due to a sign error
in the hardware injections at this time. The absence of a time lag shift between
before and after indicates that feedforward has not altered the phase of the data,
at least for this injection. The equivalence in cross-correlation magnitude indicates
that amplitude also is unaffected. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71
3.9 Feedforward subtraction pipeline to read in h(t), MICH, PRC, and write out
AMPS-corrected h(t). Data flows schematically from left to right; the MICH-h(t)
stage output is used as input for the PRC-h(t) stage, then data is written. Code on-
line: http://ligo-vcs.phys.uwm.edu/wsvn/MatApps/packages/detchar/AMPS/
trunk/aletheia.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72
3.10 Schematic windowing for one LIGO science segment, illustrating windowing af-
ter an initial half-window offset. Filters are calculated for windows up to 1024-s,
then 50%-overlapping Hann windows merged, giving a corrected measurement of
h(t). Code online: http://ligo-vcs.phys.uwm.edu/wsvn/MatApps/packages/
detchar/AMPS/trunk/eleutheria.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 74
3.11 Exemplar of a typical case, +1.1 Mpc (5.9% inspiral range) (GPS time 953164819
to 953165839, 2010 March 21). Read ‘DARM’ as h(t), ‘MICH’ as ‘MICH-PRC’.
The most benefit is seen in the 80 to 400 Hz band, especially around 150 Hz, where
LIGO is most sensitive. The main fundamental limit in this band is thermal suspen-
sion noise, but historically auxiliary channel noise has been a major contaminant.
Note that the 60 Hz and harmonic lines are not subtracted, although a separate
magnetometer servo does reduce their impact. The 340 to 360 Hz violin mode is
not likely amenable to feedforward. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76
3.12 Best improvement seen in S6 for H1 h(t), +4.4 Mpc (29% inspiral range) (GPS
955187679 to 955188191, 2010 April 13). Read ‘DARM’ as h(t), ‘MICH’ as ‘MICH-
PRC’. Such a loud cross-coupling would be noticed in real-time by the on-site staff.
The elevated noise floor is unusual in science mode, but the fact that feedforward
corrects it suggests the importance of controlling auxiliary channels to prevent such
glitches. The post-feedforward spectrum is comparatively normal for science mode 77
3.13 Harmonic mean, GPS seconds 931.0× 106 (2009 July 07) to 932.8× 106 (2009 July
28): (before-after) (L), (before-after)/before (R); greater than zero is improvement.
The mean shows the absolute and relative difference of before and after, between the
average of many spectra. Improvement from 80 to 400 Hz is noticeable; at higher
frequencies there is degradation, negligible in relative terms, due to high-frequency
filter rolloff. Frequencies below 50 Hz should be disregarded; they are usually not
searched by LIGO, so spectra for this plot were generated with a high-pass filter
at 38 Hz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78
3.14 Inspiral range vs time for S6 (starting 2009 July 07) before GPS time 9.33e8 (2009
July 30): Each frequency band with reduced noise and consequent enhanced sen-
sitivity contributes to the inspiral range integral, detailed further in Section 4.2.2.
LIGO Hanford Observatory, H1 (top) gains 0.23 Mpc; LIGO Livingston Observa-
tory, L1 (bottom) gains 0.84 Mpc. In this first month of S6, L1 saw greater benefit
from post-facto feedforward correction; later data from H1 and L1 would improve
by fluctuating amounts thanks to better real-time feedforward servos. Although
H1 is less improved than L1 here, real-time tunings were made soon after. . . . . 79
3.15 Inspiral range vs time for all S6 (2009 July 07 to 2010 October 20): LIGO Hanford
Observatory, H1 (top) gains 0.68 Mpc; LIGO Livingston Observatory, L1 (bottom)
gains 0.44 Mpc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80
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3.16 Inspiral range fractional gain vs time for S6 (starting 2009 July 07) before GPS
time 9.33e8 (2009 July 30): LIGO Hanford Observatory, H1 (top) 1.68% better;
LIGO Livingston Observatory, L1 (bottom) 7.00% better. This plot shows relative
gain for the same data for we also show absolute gain. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81
3.17 Inspiral range fractional gain vs time for all S6 (2009 July 07 to 2010 October 20):
LIGO Hanford Observatory, H1 (top) 4.14% better; LIGO Livingston Observatory,
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4.1 Diagram of squeezer integration into the LIGO inteferometer. Red lines show 1064
nm laser light, green 532 nm; dashed are squeezed (1064 nm) beams. A pump laser,
phase-locked to the PSL, generated laser light at 1064 nm, boosted to 532 nm by
the second harmonic generator (SHG). This 532 nm beam resonates in the optical
parametric oscillator, containing a periodically-poled KTP crystal for non-linear
optical effects. The squeezed beam is generated there and exits the OPO, passes
through the Faraday isolator and into the interferometer. Simplified and adapted
figure [4]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99
4.2 Image by Lisa Barsotti in Hanford eLog.
Counterclockise from lower left: Sheila Dwyer, Lisa Barsotti, Conor Mow-Lowry,
Grant Meadors. This photograph shows the uncovered squeezer table with compo-
nents from the MIT squeezer experiment unpacked at LIGO Hanford Observatory
in November 2010. The table sat in a temporary location by HAM6, where it was
recommissioned by Dwyer, Mow-Lowry, Sheon Chua, and Alexander Khalaidovksi
until H1 could be brought back online for the squeezing experiment in late 2011. . 100
4.3 Table legs testing. The squeezer table is raised to its final height by the leg ex-
tensions. From top to bottom: table (WISCT10), existing leg extensions (with
flanges), new leg extensions (flangeless), triangular high table legs. This assem-
blage provided the squeezer a serendiptously-stable (as measured by Sheila Dwyer,
Sheon Chua, and Robert Schofield) platform at low cost. Photo in temporary loca-
tion; the actual squeezer table was anchored to these table legs, grouted, by HAM4.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102
4.4 Table legs SolidWorks schematic. This initial design for the table leg extensions
on the squeezer table incorporated a flange, which was removed immediately prior
to fabrication, replaced with a larger diameter flangeless tube with incorporated
tap-holes. Flanges were thought necessary for a flexible alignment initially, they
would be prohibitively expensive to machine, and welding would induce unaccept-
able distortions into the metal. Manufactured by Brockman Machine Works, of
Kennewick, Washington. Design in consultation with Daniel Sigg, Lisa Barsotti,
Keita Kawabe, Gerardo Moreno, Richard Savage. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103
4.5 Integrand of inspiral range as a function of frequency, with and without squeezing. 106
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4.6 Net effect of squeezing on inspiral range integrand. Scientific benefit from squeez-
ing is evident at the few hundred Hz ‘bucket’ where initial LIGO is most sensitive,
and although low frequency noise is slightly worse, this in an already noisy spec-
tral band. Enhanced LIGO unambigiously benefitted from squeezing, proving the
technique’s efficacy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 107
5.1 After Doppler-shifting the frequencies into the solar system barycenter, TwoSpect
analyses begin on this first, time-frequency plane. A simulated signal at 100.015
Hz and asini = 1.44 is injected with h0 = 4 × 10−21 into 106 seconds of Gaussian
noise at Sh = 4× 10−24 (the projected minimum Advanced LIGO noise level); the
signal period is 68023.8259 seconds, as with Scorpius X-1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115
5.2 Fourier-transforming along the ‘rows’ (constant frequency bin, variable time bin)
generate a second plane, the frequency-frequency plane. The power of each bin
in this transform is plotted as a pixel. By aggregating power, this second Fourier
transform enhances signal so that matched templates can be applied for a search.
The x-axis label is in fact bin number and each value is the 2nd Fourier frequency
in Hz times 1800 s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116
5.3 Exact templates for putative signals weight the pixels in the frequency-frequency
plane to generate R statistic for a simulated pulsar (note: not the same as pulsar
40 in the Scorpius X-1 mock data challenge) at 100.015 Hz and asini = 1.44. The
resulting R values are heatmap-plotted on the modulation depth vs frequency plane.119
5.4 The Davies algorithm translates R statistic values for exact templates into (single-
template) p-values, plotted on the modulation depth vs frequency plane. . . . . . . 120
5.5 All-sky maps, {H1, L1, V1} interferometer analysis from top to bottom, for tem-
plate tests varying right ascension and declination. Scorpius X-1 mock data chal-
lenge pulsar 16 (101x101 templates), showing log10 p-value on a Mollweide projec-
tion. Contour lines at 1-radian great-circle distance intervals from the intended
injection location of Sco X-1. The results match the intended injection and confirm
that the simulation is accurately representing the known sky location of Sco X-1. 123
5.6 Scorpius X-1 Mock Data Challenge (MDC) pulsar 40 {H1}: 5 Hz band. The p-
value (single-template, applying Davies’ Method to the R statistic) in is show in
this heatmap, peak in red. All templates are plotted on the (frequency, modulation
depth) plane. This is a relatively broadband view. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124
5.7 Heatmaps {H1, L1, V1} of 11x11 templates centered around Scorpius X-1 MDC
pulsar 8. This is a relatively narrowband view. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125
5.8 Scorpius X-1 MDC pulsar 8 {H1}: 5 Hz band. This heatmap shows 3.6 × 105
templates, 10 to 22 mHz modulation depth, 120-125 Hz frequency. The peak signal
at about (df = 0.019, f = 121.9) Hz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 127
5.9 Scorpius X-1 MDC statistics. These histograms of the R statistic and p-value
distribution helped in understanding noise, temporal gap & spectral leakage, as
well as establishing a threshold p-value ∼ false alarm probability of 1%. These
p-values are for single templates, appropriate to the all-sky search but not to a
dense templated search with a large trials factor. Here, histograms show statistics
in the absence of a signal. The left-skew of the p-values is associated with gaps in
the data (as is right-skew, with different gaps). Diurnal bias in barycentering is
assumed, but the correlation is not fully understood. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 128
5.10 Error in strain estimation versus circular-effective injected strain. Higher injected
strain results in higher absolute errors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132
5.11 Parameter estimation: error in strain and dependence on recovered p-value (top)
and frequency (bottom). The strain appears broadly distributed, without any
systematic patterns. The overall error vs frequency is shown at bottom after a rerun
to fix a misconfiguration where inadequate data was read in at high frequencies. . 134
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5.12 Parameter estimation: error in frequency and dependence on recovered p-value
(top) and frequency (bottom). The overall error vs frequency is shown at bottom
after a rerun to fix a misconfiguration where inadequate data was read in at high
frequencies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 135
5.13 Parameter estimation: a sin ι (projected semi-major axis; directly proportional to
modulation depth for a given frequency and period) and dependence on recovered
p-value (top) and frequency (bottom). The overall error vs frequency is shown at
bottom after a rerun to fix a misconfiguration where inadequate data was read in
at high frequencies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 136
5.14 Open pulsar detection efficiency curve. Because only 50 pulsars were in the open
set, this curve is relatively-poorly defined – the binning has been chosen to give
the most accurate representation based on the chosen thresholds. The 95% level is
approximately about 3 × 10−25 (again, without the corrective factors of 1.74 and
1.11) but is too imprecise to judge using this method. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137
5.15 Detections and upper limit determination. Depending on whether a injection was
seen in three, one, or no detector pairs, it was assigned a color-coded circle and
plotted in recovered strain versus effective circular strain injected. (There are no
injections seen with two detection pairs, because this plot only shows the loudest
outlier from each 5 Hz band; if some injection were seen in two and not three pairs,
it would mean two distinct coincidences were seen, only one of which would be the
loudest). Color-coding red pulsars as non-detected, blue as single pairwise detec-
tion, and green as triple pairwise detection, we identified a shelf of non-detected
pulsars that was 95% contained by an upper limit about 2.19×10−25. This number,
when corrected, yielded the upper limit of 1.74*1.11*2.19×10−25 = 4.23×10−25 for
TwoSpect. The unity-slope line is shown to ascertain whether a further empirical
rescaling factor was needed (it was: constant 1.11). The zero-slope line is shown to
indicate the ninety-five percent confidence upper limit in the absence of detection. 138
5.16 Simulated detection efficiency curve. Because the cos ι ambiguity simulation require
a priori model of detection efficiency, we described it simply. Here, no detections
were claimed below 1×10−25, all were detected above 3×10−25, and the probability
of detection rose uniformly on the intervening interval. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140
5.17 Distribution of 2 million simulated stars, strain between 3×10−26 and 3×10−24 un-
der a log-uniform distribution, following application of cos ι and detection efficiency
cuts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 141
5.18 Regression using grid. By binning the simulated stars on the true strain vs de-
tected (recovered) strain plane, an accurate mean slope for the cos ι correction was
ascertained. It had to be modified downwards by the equivalent of one bin, to 1.74.
However suggestive, the 1-σ thresholds proved inaccurate, probably due to noise
fluctuations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 143
5.19 Simulation with fit lines as given by the bin-method regression. . . . . . . . . . . 144
5.20 Confidence intervals with final fit. After manual optimization of the cumulative
distribution function, and constraint to the region with a full bijective mapping
between injected and recovered strains (below 1 × 10−24), a 1-σ value of 0.37 in
the slope was found to give accurate confidence intervals. The reason for the afore-
mentioned restriction of the plot to h0-effective < 1 × 10−24 can be seen in the
distortion at levels above that. The chosen 1.74 ± 0.37σ, however, yielded the
necessary correction factor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145
6.1 Detection efficiency of 500 injections (each at H1, L1) into S6 data at 142 Hz, given
threshold log10 p = -7.75. The least-squares curve fit is to a symmetric sigmoid,
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CHAPTER I
Introduction
Space should reverberate with gravitational waves. Light shows part of cosmic
history; now, primeval epochs and secret stellar reaches might be seen in patterns of
light transformed by gravity. General Relativity and related theories of gravitation
posit [76] that changing quadrupolar masses radiate gravitationally, just as acceler-
ating dipolar charges do electromagnetically. In those waves we might see black holes
and neutron stars colliding, supernovae, the dawn of the Big Bang and rotating neu-
tron stars – and the potential for unanticipated insights, into other objects or laws
of physics, is too tantalizing to ignore. As yet, we have made no direct detections.
Hulse and Taylor [103] observed a neutron star in a binary system, PSR 1913+16,
with an orbit shrinking just as gravitational radiation would predict.
Following on the pioneering work of Joseph Weber with bar detectors [171] and
Robert Forward with tabletop interferometers [82], kilometer-scale interferometers
were built at the end of the last millenium to look for gravitational radiation. Laser
light in these instruments travels orthogonal paths and is reflected back; shifts
in the combined pattern are scrutinized for indications that gravitational waves
stretched space itself. LIGO (the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observa-
tory) [21,84], Virgo [27], and GEO600 [180,100], soon to be joined by KAGRA [112],
1
2are kilometer-scale intereferometers, gravitational wave antennae standing on the
threshold of discovery. This thesis includes analysis of LIGO data.
Vibrations in spacetime’s metric require many steps to detect. The author’s work
has pursued a series of clearer perspectives on detection: filtering & regressing out
correlated noise, helping cancel fluctuations in the electromagnetic field with quan-
tum optics, and looking for continuous waves from promising neutron stars in binary
systems. Chapter II describes General Relativity’s prediction of gravitational waves
and the design & operation of LIGO. Noise intrinsic to the optical configuration of
these instruments is subtracted post-facto by feedforward filtering using recorded
servo data in Chapter III. Quantum optical squeezing reduces relevant uncertainties
per Heisenberg’s principle in Chapter IV. Then the search begins. Astrophysicists
expect to find signals from four categories of cosmic sources: inspiralling binary sys-
tems of stellar remnants, supernovae and similar bursts, stochastic background, and
continuous waves from neutron stars. Einstein’s theory predicts the intensity, speed,
and polarization of gravitational waves that could be emitted from these sources.
Low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) should lead astronomically long lifetimes, radi-
ating continuous waves from their constituent neutron stars. Chapters V and VI
use these expectations to enhance and run Fourier-domain analyses of simulated
and real data. These searches target the LMXB Scorpius X-1 and X-ray transient
J1751-305. Astronomy has grown from humanity’s first glimpses into the night sky
with the unaided eye. With every new instrument, from Galileo’s telescope through
radio antennae and neutrino catchers, our understanding of the cosmos has grown.
Communicating that understanding is the subject of Chapter VII. Gravity pervades
the universe like no other force: we must hear its tale.
3Figure 1.1:
LIGO Hanford Observatory, at top in the plain in this north-looking photograph. Han-
ford Route 10 passes closest to the corner station joining the arms. Highway 240 goes
northwest. The Yakima River flows southwards, joining the Columbia River down-
stream.
4Figure 1.2:
View closer to LIGO Hanford Observatory. Ripples in the plain catch wind. The corner
station connects the X and Y arms, 4 kilometers long, which each have a mid- and end-
station. The corner station also contains the laser, beam-splitter, and photo-detector
of the gravitational wave interferometer.
CHAPTER II
Gravitational Waves and LIGO
2.1 Cosmic sources of gravitational waves
Gravity’s power induces ripples in space. Pulsar 1913+16, discovered by Hulse
and Taylor in radio waves, not only followed a pattern of orbital decay consistent
with radiative energy loss to gravitational radiation – it continued to do so [173,172],
as seen in Figure 2.1, after the 1993 physics Nobel Prize. This year, there has been
much debate as to whether or not the BICEP2 [29] and Planck [30] probes of the
cosmic microwave background have seen evidence ofB-mode polarizations that would
indicate primordial gravitational fluctuations due to inflation. Eventual identification
of the polarization is expected by many, regardless [45]. We still may ask whether
any gravitational waves will be directly detectable on Earth. We may ask whether
they appear in detectors in a way consistent with General Relativity. The basic fact
of their emission, however, appears settled. Gravity has the power to make waves.
Before delving into general relativitic emission, let us consider the astrophysical
sources expected to emit gravitational waves. Physics prompts our search, but as-
tronomy enriches it. When gravitational waves are heard by the interferometers, we
will be hearing the songs of dead stars, rippling through the fabric of spacetime.
Gravitational wave (henceforth also abbreviated GW) searches presently focus on
5
6Figure 2.1:
The Hulse-Taylor binary PSR 1913+16, orbital period change over time consistent with
emission of gravitational radiation from its system [172]. Gravitational waves emission
depletes orbital energy, causing the binary stars to slowly inspiral into closer orbits.
Shrinking pulsar radius R leads to the shorter period T – Kepler’s third law, T ∝ R3/2
(first stated in Harmonices Mundi [99]). Timing error can be ruled out, because the
orbital decay is not linear.
7four distinct types of cosmic sources. This categorization of sources was first pre-
sented no later than the 1983 LIGO Blue Book proposal [63,151] and has since guided
research focus. The quadripartite division:
• Burst (rarely, ‘supernova’)
• Compact binary coalescence (or ‘inspiral’)
• Continuous wave (or ‘pulsar’)
• Stochastic
This thesis concentrates on continuous waves (CWs) – sine waves. CWs are most
likely to emanate from neutron stars. Neutron star CWs can be modulated by
orbital motion, spun-up from accretion or spun-down from radiated energy. Given
a sufficiently large ellipticity, ! ≈ 10−7 [136] to within an order of magnitude for a
neutron star rotating on the order of 1 kHz, a crust deformation (alternatively an
r-mode [138, 137]) would radiate sufficient gravitational radiation to be a plausibly
detectable source. In an isolated neutron star, GW radiation would rapidly deplete
rotational energy [138]. Binary systems, where the neutron star could be recycled
and spun-up by a partner [139, 168], would last longer in contrast. Scorpius X-1
offers a canonical case [24], although TwoSpect (a search for neutron stars in binary
systems, detailed in this thesis) anticipates an abundance of other low-mass X-ray
binary (LMXB) systems of interest. Given the paucity of insight on the interiors of
collapsed stellar remnants, direct detection of GWs from neutron stars would prove
informative [117]. Just as we might infer details from neutron star binary coalescences
favoring one equation of state [113, 145], we might also extract parameters from
continuous waves suggesting the existence of quark stars or gravitars [136], and will
have an unparalleled peek into the interior of the densest stable three-dimensional
8objects in the universe. Their simple waveforms might even facilitate the calibration
of other types of GW data, whereas binary mergers should sound like standard
sirens to compare against electromagnetic and neutrino observations [142] (see next
paragraph). CWs are conceptually elegant and astronomically enticing. Yet other
sources of GWs have a comparable pull on our attention.
Inspirals or compact binary coalescences occur when two stellar remnants draw
nearer in their orbits, radiating gravitational radiation and finally merging in a ti-
tanic release of energy. While sometimes invisible – except as short-hard gamma ray
bursts (GRBs) – these events compete with supernovae as the most explosive in the
modern universe. Were GW observatories to see their waveforms, they could be com-
pared with those predicted through post-Newtonian approximation and numerical
relativity. As GW amplitude should diminish inversely with distance, we would then
have standard candles or standard sirens by which to calibrate and measure the uni-
verse. Advanced LIGO [33,86] may prove sensitive to neutron star-neutron star and
stellar mass black hole-neutron star mergers, and, if low-frequency sensitivity is suffi-
cient and the sources exist, to intermediate-mass black holes. Proposed space-based
observatories such as the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) and ensuing
DeciHertz Gravitational-wave Observatory (DECIGO) & Big Bang Observer (BBO)
could detect supermassive black hole mergers. If launched, they would see a low-
frequency noise floor due not to seismic vibration, as in LIGO, but to white dwarf
binaries throughout the galaxy. Since the waveforms are well-predicted, we could
even investigate deviations from General Relativity, perhaps seeing new physics in
the ringdown of highly massive black holes.
Physical insight could also come from burst searches. Bursts searches share with
inspiral searches the property of looking for a single transient event, as opposed to
9a source spread over long duration. Analytical programs for bursts can sometimes
be applied to inspiral or detector characterization tasks as well; rare noise events are
a limit on their astronomical sensitivity. Yet the immediate focus lies with super-
novae [60, 135] and perhaps gamma-ray bursts. Because the waveform is unknown,
burst searches rely significantly more on the coincidence between multiple detectors
to distinguish signal from noise. Just as with neutrino observations of supernova
1987A, the burst program would hope for a fortuitously nearby cataclysm to be seen
simultaneously – or nearly so, the time of flight indicating a direction – by multiple
detectors in a global gravitational-wave detector network. Due to the versatility of
this method, some researchers have proposed looking for longitudinal polarization in
addition to plus and cross orthogonal polarization (possible in non-general relativis-
tic terms; see Section 2.1.1). Any detection would be quite exciting for probing still
mysterious systems with electromagnetic and neutrino measurements, and it would
help, in conjunction with multi-messenger coordinated searches with those observa-
tories, to ascertain at precisely what speed gravity travels through space-time and
to what extent it is attenuated or altered.
The background of space-time itself may hide GW signatures. Searches for the
stochastic GW background look not for single events but for persistent phenomena
buried in many months of correlated signals between networks of detectors. In doing
so, they hope in particular to see the earliest turbulence of the universe. Long be-
fore the cosmic electromagnetic background was emitted 380000 years after the Big
Bang – now redshifted into microwaves – GWs were travelling unimpeded. While the
opacity of the infant cosmos conflates electromagnetic signals from different times
and places, the transparency of the universe to gravity means that we might see
the inflationary epoch. Unfortunately, this signal is thought to be far below the
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sensitivity of existing detectors in the LIGO band. While LIGO did set a new up-
per limit on the energy density of GWs, measured as a fraction, Ωgw of the critical
closure density of the universe [163], the inflationary background at LIGO frequen-
cies is predicted to be about ten orders of magnitude lower. Alternative theories,
such as ekpyrotic/cyclic universes or an axionic inflaton, make other predictions; an
anomalously high stochastic background could thus prove cosmologically significant.
All GW searches strive to open up new directions in astronomy. While the most
exciting possibility is that we will see the unexpected, we think that our present
algorithms will permit serendipity. Continuous wave and inspiral methods both
search against waveform templates; burst and stochastic have no template and rely
on correlation and coincidence. Continuous wave and stochastic searches analyze
weeks, months, even years of data in search of persistent features; inspiral and burst
searches look for transient events. In the abstract dimensions of search groups, we
are complete. Our attention is narrow now – in the focus on audio frequencies of tens
to a few thousand Hertz at present – narrowness that will in time be broadened by
CMB polarization, pulsar-timing and space-based interferometry for low frequencies
and possibly by atom interferometry [69] around 1 to 10 Hz. To appreciate our choice
of focus in these nascent days of the field, we must turn back a century to understand
its origins in Einstein’s mathematics.
2.1.1 History from General Relativity
Einstein’s theory unified a sequence of historical insights. Since 1676, when Roe-
mer used the moons of Jupiter to measure the finite speed of light, just before
Newton’s 1687 Principia Mathematica [99], the question of gravity’s propagation
beckoned. Bringing together the work of Minkowski and Poincare´, the 1905 special
theory of relativity highlighted the universality of the speed of light, but only in 1915,
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with the presentation of the Einstein field equations of General Relativity, based in
Riemannian geometry, did a means to an answer emerge. In 1916, Einstein predicted
GWs. At last, gravity had a theoretical speed: the same as for electromagnetism,
that of light in the vacuum, c. In the linear approximation to the nonlinear theory
of General Relativity (henceforth GR), the waves were mathematically similar to the
waves of electromagnetism, as will be shown in Section 2.2. GR offers a consistent
explanation for how changes in the distribution of matter change gravitational fields.
Yet the detectability of the waves, even in principle, would remain an open question
for another half century. Uncertainty in whether fluctuations within spacetime could
be detectable with instruments themselves changed by the same fluctuations dom-
inated the debate. Thought notions, Gedankenexperiment, such as beads-on-rods
led to consensus that GWs carried and could deposit physical energy and thus be
detected. Consult Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler’s Gravitation [131] and Sean Car-
roll’s lectures notes [55], as well as other history books of the field for an account
of the controversy. Saulson [150] explicates both why gravitational waves should be
detectable in theory and why travel time is superior to wavelength in understand-
ing GW interferometry. See Gravity’s Shadow [63] for sociological perspective, and
Gravity’s Ghost [64] for insight into the detection criteria that have since evolved1.
Discussions of GWs frequently begin with derivations of the wave equations from
Einstein’s field equations. General relativity, however, is not the only theory to
predict GWs: waves are a natural consequence of a class of similar theories, which
make a range of testable predictions (such as number of polarization modes, from two
to six, and possibly speeds different from c) [178]. Waves are expected even if some
small variation from Einstein’s theory is discovered, pointing a way perhaps toward a
1See also a recent review by Riles [146].
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quantum theory of gravity [148]. Eventual observation of some form of gravitational
waves is highly probable, given our knowledge of the Hulse-Taylor binary.
Before deriving the answer to the detectability question from the field equations,
a contrast with the situation in other fields of astronomy is in order.
2.1.2 Contrast with electromagnetic and particle astronomy
With astronomy, detection came first, then theory. Visible light astronomy be-
gan with the earliest humans. Records of the star Sirius are known from Egyptian
astronomers, the planet Venus from Babylonians, sunspots from the Chinese, and
eclipses from the Greeks. Thus the telescope, though revolutionary, was not unimag-
inable.
Infrared radiation, as first seen by William Herschel, was just beyond the visible
red light of a prism. As the wave nature of light came to be understood, culminating
in Maxwell’s equations, the existence of invisible electromagnetic radiation was put
on sound theoretical footing. The only remaining questions pertained to whether
this radiation would prove astronomically interesting, especially in the extreme low-
(radio) and high- (X- and γ-ray) frequencies found at the end of the 19th Century.
Fortuitiously, unlike with GWs today, these novel bands of electromagnetic spectrum
could be easily generated and detected by scientists in small laboratories, as with
Marconi and Marie & Pierre Curie. Within half a century, radio telescopy began with
Karl Jansky [153], with Grote Reber soon observing the Milky Way [94]. By the early
21st Century, radio astronomy ranged from common rooftop designs [1] (nonetheless
sensitive enough to infer the galactic rotation curve in the hydrogen line [126]) to
planetary-scale very long baseline interferometry and plans for a Square Kilometer
Array. Electromagnetic, or photon, astronomy has the advantage of calibration with
familiar sources.
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Other particles besides the photon began to play a role in 20th Century astron-
omy. Muons from space were detected long ago, as in C.D. Anderson’s 1949 paper
on what was then called the mesotron [115]. Solar neutrinos were, after much diffi-
culty, seen by Ray Davis [41], and neutrino astronomy was a well established field by
the turn of the millenium, following the detection of Supernova 1987A in the Large
Magellanic Cloud. New types of neutrino detectors2 could yield additional informa-
tion and better sensitivity. As with electromagnetic waves, humans can generate a
measurable neutrino flux. Since the Savannah River nuclear reactor experiments, the
experimental detectability of neutrinos has been settled. Solar neutrino observations
spurred a deeper understanding of neutrino oscillation to coincide with theory [40];
now, astrophysics with neutrino observatories is becoming mature. Nuclear fusion in
the Sun has been well-established, and arrays such as Antares [32] and IceCube [2]
will move the field outwards toward cosmic sources.
GWs from the PSR 1913+16 system itself [173] are too low in frequency to be
seen with existing interferometers, but they confirm that the phenomenon is real.
Although no terrestrial sources of GWs can be feasibly generated, calibration [10] of
interferometers is nonetheless accurate to a few percent. Direct detection of GWs
would let us infer the true strength of astrophysical gravitational radiation and com-
pare that power with theory. Surprising new insights are probable in any new field,
not unlike the discovery of neutrino oscillation in the solar spectrum or the anomalous
galactic rotation curve due to dark matter.
Yet how can gravity be seen? GWs are conceptually simple, with mathematics
illustrated by electrodynamic analogy in Appendix A. A short derivation follows.
2For example, time-projection chambers using electron bubbles in cryogenic noble gas such as helium or neon,
the subject of some prototype construction and simulation research by the author [46, 124].
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2.2 General relativity
Einstein’s theory of General Relativity (hence GR) describes gravitation as cur-
vature. Gravity is a pseudoforce, unlike Newton’s force F = −GCM1M2r−2rˆ for two
bodies of masses M1 and M2 separated by a vector distance r in a universe with a
gravitational constant GC (henceforth, units are set where GC ≡ 1). Einstein posits
that objects always follow an extremized path, δs = 0 for arclength s – a geodesic
worldline – when the curvature of spacetime is considered.
The curvature of spacetime is described by the Riemann tensor, Rµνρσ, which
physically is required to be a solution to the Einstein field equations. Section 2.2.2
clarifies the connection between these field equations and the Ricci scalar curvature
R, a trace of the Riemann tensor, whence they can be derived. This Riemann tensor
is constructed from the Christoffel connection, Γµρσ, which in turn can be expressed
in terms of the metric, gµν . That metric measures distance across spacetime: ds2 =
gµνdxµdxν . Hence gravity is a pseudoforce in GR: curvature distortions (arising from
matter) change the distance along worldlines and thus affect trajectories.
For more detail, please see Appendix A. Carroll and Gravitation are useful refer-
ences [55, 131], consulting others for the Einstein-Hilbert/Palatini action [78].
2.2.1 Symmetry and action principles
Einstein’s geodesic equation is a replacement for not only Newton’s law of gravi-
tation but also for the Laws of Motion. An object’s acceleration is described in terms
of its proper time and the Christoffel connection. The supposition that objects follow
a geodesic path follows from Fermat’s principle of least time, which also inspired the
least action principle, δS = 0. In turn, interferometry is best understood in terms of
least-time phase or time-of-flight.
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Gauge symmetries and the associated conservation laws of Noether’s theorem
have been critical to the development of quantum field theory. Whereas electro-
magnetism arises from U(1) unitary Lie group gauge symmetries, the electroweak
force from SU(2) × U(1), and quantum chromodynamics from SU(3), GR arises
from GL(4,R) general linear Lie group symmetries. These symmetries are diffeo-
morphism invariances with respect to Lorentz boosts and translations, meaning we
can pullback vector fields, such as the other forces, through a coordinate change
without changing their physics. Ergo the conservation laws that emerge from GR
are the familiar ones from mechanics – stress-energy, momentum, and so on, with
subtleties (particular for non-static universes).
2.2.2 Derivation of field equations
A common approach to GW derivations is linearized GR [81]. Linearization pro-
ceeds [31] from the metric gµν approximation as the sum of a Minkowski (flat space-
time) component, ηµν , plus a perturbation h, where |hµν |( |ηµν |, so |hµν |( 1:
(2.1) gµν ≈ ηµν + hµν ,
the weak-field approximation, leading to a wave equation, notated by a d’Alembertian
! = ∂µ∂µ,
(2.2) − 1
2
!
(
hµν − 1
2
ηµνh
λ
λ
)
=
8piGC
c4
Tµν .
The right-hand side indicates that GWs are sourced by the stress-energy tensor,
Tµν , which subsumes the electromagnetic stress-energy, pressure, and density terms.
For gravitational sources of astrophysical interest, the majority of sourcing comes
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from matter density – since mass-energy is conserved, monopolar radiation is for-
bidden (formally, by the Birkhoff theorem), and conservation of linear and angular
momentum forbids the dipole terms. GWs are thus sourced by quadrupoles Iij and
higher only, although the higher-order terms are generally smaller and neglected.
The wave does carry energy density ρgw and power P [42]:
ρgw =
c2
16piGC
〈|h+,0|2 + |h×,0|2〉 ,(2.3)
P =
GC
5c5
〈(
∂3t Iij
)2〉 ≈ 5.5× 10−54W−1 〈(∂3t Iij)2〉 .(2.4)
Equations 2.1-2.4 represent the testable predictions of GR about GWs. GR itself
is found by finding the field equations from the action [78], optimizing (extremizing)
the integral of curvature: the Ricci scalar R. Here |g| indicates the determinant of g.
Add two terms to R: a hypothetical constant, Λ (termed the cosmological constant),
and the matter Lagrangian density LM . The sum generates the Einstein-Hilbert
action S:
(2.5) S =
∫ (
1
8pi
(R− 2Λ) + LM
)√
−|g|d4x,
Extremizing δS = 0 involves expanding R = Rµµ, where Rµν = Rλµλν , the Ricci
tensor. In turn, the Ricci tensor is contracted from the Riemann tensor, Rµνρσ (the
curvature tensor, equivalently the 2-form Rµν ). Maurer-Cartan structure equations
show how the Riemann tensor is an operator, the sum of a ‘differential’ plus connec-
tion ω, applied to the connection ω itself,
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Rµν = dω
µ
ν + ω
µ
ρ ∧ ωρν ,(2.6)
ωρ
′
µσ′ = e
α′
ν e
λ
β′Γ
ν
µλ − eλβ′∂µeα
′
λ ,(2.7)
Γσµν =
1
2
gσρ (gνρ,µ + gρµ,ν − gµν,ρ) .(2.8)
where the last equation defines the Christoffel connection. Just as metric induces
distance on the spacetime Riemannian manifold, and the connection corrects geodesic
paths, so the curvature tensor accounts for geodesic deviation between paths.
Substituting into the action, we obtain [55] the Einstein field equations by varying
over the metric gµν , we make use of the fact that δR = (gµνδRµν+Rµνδgµν) (the first
term of which vanishes due to Stokes’ theorem). The equations are often simplified
using the Einstein tensor, Gµν ≡ Rµν − (1/2)Rgµν:
δS =
∫
d4x
(
δR
√−|g|+ (R− 2Λ)δ√−|g|
8pi
+ δ(
√
−|g|LM)
)
,(2.9)
=
∫
d4x
√
−|g|
(
δgµν
8pi
[Gµν + Λgµν ] +
δgµν√−|g| δ(
√−|g|LM)
δgµν
)
.(2.10)
Since the integral must vanish everywhere,
1
8pi
[Gµν + Λgµν ] = − 1√−|g| δ(
√−|g|LM)
δgµν
.(2.11)
The field equations are sourced by the right-hand side, identified (e.g., by comparison
with Newtonian gravity) with the stress-energy tensor, Tµν :
(2.12) Gµν + Λgµν = 8piTµν .
Einstein’s concern was the different nature of the source term. Much of the effort
toward unifying GR with the other forces can be understood as trying to fuse the
matter Lagrangian with the Ricci scalar in an intuitive way.
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The linearized wave derivation in transverse-traceless gauge is standard in GWs.
Radiation in the non-linear near-field is explored by numerical relativistic studies [78].
Equation 2.12, however, also allows derivations using the curvature. This deriva-
tion makes it easier to compare interferometer observations (of length scale L much
smaller than GW wavelength λ) with less-linear spacetimes or where L is comparable
to λ. In vacuum, the Riemann tensor satisfies a non-linear covariant wave equation
in any gauge [111], 0 = R λµνρσ;λ+Sµνρσ, where the Sµνρσ is quadratic in the Riemann
tensor and therefore negligible. The first-order perturbative response of the Riemann
tensor in Minkowski space of an observer at rest, in conventional transverse-traceless
gauge (see below), to a metric perturbation h¯µν is then,
(2.13) R0µ0ν = −1
2
h¯µν,00.
Obtaining this first-order response recovers the common formalism [42], where a
metric perturbation is substituted into Equation 2.12 to yield,
(2.14) Gµν = −1
2
(
h λµν,λ − hλµ,λν − hλν,λµ + ηµν(hλσ),λσ − ηµν(hσσ),λλ − (hσσ),µν
)
,
simplified by switching coordinates to a traceless gauge, defined by h¯µν ≡ hµν −
(1/2)ηµνhλλ, that obeys the harmonic (transverse) condition, h¯µν = 0, into
(2.15) Gµν = −1
2
h¯µν,00 = 8piTµν .
Equation 2.15 is the origin of Equation 2.2 and also corresponds to Equation 2.13.
Moreover, outside a source, we can impose the transverse-traceless gauge, which ver-
ifies that in vacuum h¯µν = hµν . The curvature wave equation is what is fundamental.
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However described, the wave, parametrized by path xµ(λ) follows the same geodesic
equation as light, where the covariant derivative by µ of V ν is defined by ∇µV ν =
(∂µV ν + ΓνµλV
ν) and along a path [55] by Dλ = dx
µ
λ∇µ,
(2.16) Dλ∂λx
µ = 0
In GR, the six possible independent components of the waveform reduce to just
two h+ & h× terms, although other theories of gravity predict additional polariza-
tions. These plus h+ and cross h× polarizations make the metric waveform along the
z-axis (kµ = diag(1, 0, 0,ω), initial phase φ0) in transverse-traceless gauge:
(2.17) hµν =


0 0 0 0
0 −h+ h× 0
0 h× h+ 0
0 0 0 0


+
(
e
√−1(kµxµ+φ0)
)
.
Tensor polarization corresponds to the prediction of hypothetical gravitons being
spin-two particles, analogous to the spin-one photon with a vector-polarized elec-
tromagnetic field. GWs in GR travel at the same speed of light as electromagnetic
waves, for which experimental data [132] has matched theory [92] so well that c is
now embedded into our system of units. Any deviation measured in the speed of
GWs from c, as might be seen in coincident electromagnetic observations of the same
source, would be of great theoretical interest. Unlike light, which has complex inter-
actions with interstellar media [54,122], GWs should pass almost unimpeded through
the stars. While the transverse-traceless equation describes the (near-)vacuum, far-
field GWs we seek to detect, the source term in Equation 2.15 must be understood
to justify our expectation of astrophysical sources.
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2.2.3 Radiation from quadrupoles
Section 2.2.2 notes that monopole and dipole sources are forbidden by conservation
of mass-energy and momentum. This leaves us to derive radiation from quadrupolar
sources in the stress-energy tensor. Starting from the field equations, a Green’s
function G (impulse response) lets us invert the linear differential operator ! by
solving for a point, Dirac delta source δ [55]. As with electromagnetism, the retarded
Green’s function from a source at yσ to an observer at xσ is given (where the Heaviside
step-function is θ) by,
(2.18) G(xσ − yσ) = − 1
4pi|xi − yi|δ
(|xi − yi|− (x0 − y0)) θ(x0 − y0).
Hence the source integral is (n.b.,
√−|g| = 1 in flat space),
h¯µν = −16pi
∫
d4x
√
−|g|G(xσ − yσ)Tµν(yσ),(2.19)
= 4
∫
d3x
|xi − yi|Tµν
(
t− |xi − yi|, yi) .(2.20)
Note that the latter equation is integrated over time. Converting to far-field at
distance r = |xi − y−i| and retarded time tr = t − r, then Fourier transforming
h¯ and T over time into ˜¯h and T˜ respectively, we can impose the Lorenz gauge
(˜¯h0ν = (
√−1/ω)˜¯hiν),
(2.21) ˜¯hij(t, x
i) = −2
r
e
√−1ωrω2I˜ij(tr),
where Iij is defined as the quadrupole moment with the Kronecker δ,
(2.22) Iij =
1
3
∫
d3xT00
(
3xixk − r2δij
)
.
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Inverting the Fourier transform yields the time-domain equation for gravitational
radiation in terms of a quadrupole moment,
(2.23) h¯ij(t, x
i) =
2
r
Iij,00(tr).
Deducing radiated power requires a second-order perturbative expansion [55,42],
yielding Equation 2.4. While this second-order expansion makes many assumptions,
the implied power in the gravitational wave strain is physically (but not literally)
observable, as in PSR 1913+16. The goal of gravitational wave astronomers now is
not just to infer radiated power but to measure hµν directly.
Both polarization states, h× & h+, can be measured directly. The interferometer
antenna patterns for each polarization are detailed in other references [91], but in
particular the LIGO interferometers are most sensitive to a wave travelling perpen-
dicular to, and aligned to maximally stretch, each arm. In coordinate system of
Equation 2.17, this would be a plus-polarized h+ wave travelling along the z-axis,
with arms aligned on x- and y-axes. Conversely, a h× wave along the z-axis would
not stretch the arms and would then not be seen. The expected polarization for
continuous wave signals is discussed in Section 2.3.2. GW sources in general can
emit, as with light, a mixture of polarizations.
Should more than the expected two GW polarizations be seen, it would, as with
deviations from the speed of light, be of great theoretical interest. A full six states
are possible in GR-like theories [178,179]. This full table of six states, with standard
two polarizations at top, are represented in Figure 2.2.
Given our expectations for GWs are predicted by GR, LIGO and allies have built
highly-sensitive interferometers to search for the signals anticipated in Section 2.3.
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Figure 2.2:
Six GW polarizations are permitted by metric theories of gravity [178]. Here, all are
shown propogating in the z-direction (note different axes along left column: the wave
travels into the plane of the page for the top three, along the plane of the page for the
bottom three). GR permits the top two, (a) and (b); scalar-tensor-vector theory permits
also (c); the last three are found in other theories [179]. Conventionally, (a) is labelled
h+ and (b) is h×. Shown is the metric perturbation; physically, this corresponds to
measured relative motion of test particles. A complete wave cycle is depicted. Off-page
(not shown) third- and time-axis are not perturbed. For illustration, the figure shows
strain ampitude h = 0.25, large enough that the linearized GR model would become
inaccurate. This strain is over 20 orders of magnitude larger than the strains LIGO
typically expects; LIGO is designed with GR and h+ and h× polarizations in mind.
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2.3 Astrophysical estimates
Spacetime is stiff. Even large radiated power corresponds to low GW amplitude.
Since anthropogenic gravitational waves are too quiet to plausibly detect [149], atten-
tion has turned to the cosmos. One Hubble time is roughly 8×1060 in geometric units,
and one-and-a-half-generation interferometers were built with optimal ‘horizon’ dis-
tances on the order of 1059PL Planck lengths, O(50 Megaparsec), in hopes of seeing
perhaps one inspiral per year. Such astronomical scales make GWs a distinctly classi-
cal phenomenon, yet their effects on Earth are on the quantum scale. These interfer-
ometers had displacement sensitivity of at best 8×10−20 m/√Hz = 5×1015PL/
√
Hz,
or strain sensitivity 2×10−23/√Hz. Advanced detectors should push strain sensitiv-
ity down to as low as 4× 10−24/√Hz. Astrophysical estimates, elucidated next, will
let us understand what these sensitivities might unveil for the sources of Section 2.1.
2.3.1 Sources: burst, continuous, inspiral and stochastic
Ground-based interferometric detectors concentrate on the aforementioned four
searches: burst, continuous, inspiral, and stochastic [146]. As the focus of this thesis,
continuous sources are expounded on in Section 2.3.2.
Compact binary coalescences, or ‘inspirals’, are sufficiently well-defined by nu-
merical relativistic simulations to permit templated searches. Templating allows
for high-sensitivity matched filtering, characterized by an inspiral range [80] for an
average-orientation, average-sky location coalescence of two neutron stars to be de-
tected at a signal-to-noise ratio (nominally 8). Equivalently, to a constant factor,
one can calculate the optimal orientation & location horizon distance. These ranges
yield a detectable volume, which, integrated over the time of a science observation
run, yields an expected number of detected events. Six LIGO science runs have been
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conducted to date, with the most recent, S5 (2005 November to 2007 October) and
S6 (2009 July to 2010 October), attaining O(1 year) coincident data between multi-
ple observatories at inspiral ranges up to 15 Megaparsec in S5 and 20 Megaparsec in
S6; their successor instruments each have a planned inspiral range of 200 Mpc [97].
To date, no true GW events have been discovered. Neutron star binary merger rates
between 2× 10−4 to 0.2 (most likely 0.02) per year would be expected for an instru-
ment at S5 sensitivity; advanced detectors anticipate rates of 0.4 to 400 (most likely
40) per year [11].
Conversely, the absence of gravitational wave detections, coupled with confidence
in calibration, allows setting upper limits. LIGO and Virgo have estimated the rate
of non-spinning binary black hole mergers (3.3 × 10−7 per cubic Megaparsec per
year) [5] and binary neutron star (1.3× 10−4Mpc−3yr−1) or neutron star-black hole
(3.1 × 10−5Mpc−3yr−1) mergers [15], with 90% confidence. If Advanced LIGO and
Virgo find no gravitational waves, resulting upper limit rates may begin to conflict
with the astrophysical expectations, which could be interesting in its own right,
though no conflict is seen yet. Nonetheless, detection is the goal.
Burst searches rely on coincident observations among detectors – and possible
electromagnetic or neutrino counterparts – even more than inspiral searches. Short-
hard gamma ray bursts (GRBs), thought to arise from the merger of a neutron star
progenitor with another neutron star or black hole, can be seen with satellite obser-
vatories such as Swift and Fermi and correlated with LIGO data [14]. Long GRBs [6]
might have long-lived gravitational wave counterparts. GRB detections thus trigger
worldwide alerts for GW observatories to quiet local noise sources temporarily in
case a corresponding GW signal proves detectable. GW observatories are also able,
inversely, to provide trigger information so that electromagnetic observatories can
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search for candidate events [8]. Bursts also have the capability for purely coinci-
dent analyses, without any prior assumptions about waveform [13]. As yet, no burst
detections have been made, but direct coordination with the Swift gamma-ray [77]
and Antares neutrino [32] observatories, and many more, has already begun and is
foreseen to expand in the advanced detector era.
Stochastic background measurements could offer insight into early universe cos-
mology [93, 118]. Although reliant on correlated signals between detectors, as burst
searches exploit, stochastic search algorithms integrate over long durations rather
than seeking distinct events. While the expected background from the Big Bang
and foreground objects (possibly ranging from white dwarves to superstrings) is well
below the expected sensitivity of initial and advanced detectors, upper limits have
already contributed to physics by excluding some models of universe evolution and
string theory [163], bettering indirect limits extant from Big Bang nucleosynthe-
sis by limiting the cosmic critical energy density due to gravitational waves to be
Ωgw < 6.9×10−6 at 95% confidence in the LIGO band. Upper limits at high frequen-
cies were also improved by a factor of seven [16]. Over time, methods [36, 83, 20, 19]
have refined so that not only all-sky but also directional limits can be obtained.
Anisotropies could be imparted by the Earth’s motion or by the distribution of
sources in this or nearby galaxies [35]. Radiometer combination of data streams [44]
could search for these point sources, and can further be adapted to multipolar de-
composition [125] of the sort that has proved crucial for understanding the cosmic
microwave background [133]. While prospects for the next generation are tentative,
GWs promise a way unavailable by any other instruments to see a background from
the dawn of time.
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Figure 2.3:
Hypothetical internal structures of a neutron star. Left: theoretical neutron superfluid
vortices and magnetic field lines (citation: Dany Page, http://www.learner.org/
courses/physics/visual/visual.html?shortname=a_neutron_star). Right: pu-
tative depths of internal layers (citation: http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/
objects/binaries/neutron_star_structure.html).
2.3.2 Continuous waves from neutron stars
Spinning neutron stars (NS) [141] motivate clear yet computationally challenging
GW searches. Perhaps one NS is born per century in the Milky Way [134]. In
the solar-system reference frame, an isolated NS would emit a pure sine wave, as
predicted by (with leading constant GC/c4) Equation 2.21. One emission mechanism
of gravitational radiation with amplitude h0 from a NS is from a surface deformation
defined as ellipticity ! (outer crust, Figure 2.3), leading to a quadrupole moment
I [181, 22] and thus emission at frequency f = 2ν, twice the NS spin frequency ν:
! =
Ixx − Iyy
Izz
,(2.24)
h0 =
4pi2GC
c4
Izzf 2
r
!.(2.25)
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Emission might also arise from r-mode oscillations or free precession [152]. Ex-
pected sensitivities for terrestrial interferometers, best around 100 Hz, highlight NS
with comparable periods (millisecond pulsars) as suggestive targets. For GWs from
a rotating NS with a spin axis inclined at angle ι to an observer’s line-of-sight, the
relative polarization amplitudes [66] would be,
h+ =
1
2h0(1 + cos
2 ι),(2.26)
h× = h0 cos ι.(2.27)
For cos ι = 1, where the spin axis is along the line of sight, gravitational waves
will thus be circular polarized; cos ι = 0, an orthogonally-aligned spin axis, implies
linear polarization. Excepting the case of torque balance [139,168] in low-mass X-ray
binary systems (LMXB), NS rotation frequency will decay due to gravitational radi-
ation, yielding a relationship between the ‘spindown age’ [51] τ and the gravitational
radiation amplitude:
τ = −f/f˙ ,(2.28)
h0 =
1
r
√
5GCIzz
2c2τ
.(2.29)
Although pure sine waves are considerably simpler than the numerical relativistic
templates needed for inspirals, the low expected h0 and consequent long-duration in-
tegration needed to detect NS mean that the search over parameter space is extremely
sensitive to mismatched templates. This sensitivity implies that the algorithms must
use fine-grained templates, necessitating long computational time. Algorithms have
been developed to search for these waves, starting from maximum likelihood esti-
mates of isolated NS [106]. These have become progressively more sophisticated,
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incorporating barycentric solar-system correction [17], distributed computing [25],
and semi-coherent methods [26]. Many isolated pulsars [18, 22], including the Crab
and Vela pulsar remnants [9], as well as the LMXB Scorpius X-1 [23] and the direction
of the Galactic Center [3] have been the target of these methods.
Many NS in known catalogs, such as ATNF (Australia Telescope National Facil-
ity [119]), that pulsate in the LIGO frequency band are in binary systems. This thesis
describes, in Chapters V & VI where this discussion continues, a computationally-
efficient means, TwoSpect [90] of searching for NS in binary systems, particularly
LMXBs. First, we discuss how gravitational wave interferometers sensitivity can be
improved to make astronomy possible.
2.4 Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatories
Design and construction of the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observa-
tories required extensive prototyping and commissioning both during Initial LIGO [121,
31, 42] and Enhanced LIGO [85, 156, 70]. The core features of interferometer design
were established even before construction, summarized by Saulson [149], but many
technical noise sources were encountered. Motivations, fundamental noises, and the
developments of commissioning all merit attention.
2.4.1 From Weber bars to interferometry
Between the earliest interferometry of Michelson [130] and present-day LIGO came
the resonant bar detectors of Joseph Weber [171]. Bar detection of GWs developed
rapidly through the 1960s, but contradictory results dampened enthusiasm [149,63].
Nevertheless, great effort was devoted to technically excellent bars such as ALLE-
GRO, AURIGA, EXPLORER, NAUTILUS and NIOBE over the subsequent decades.
Meanwhile, prototypes by Rainer Weiss, Robert Forward [82], Ronald Drever and
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many others demonstrated that interferometry could also achieve the sensitivities
desired for gravitational wave detection. Interferometry promised better fundamen-
tal noise sources and broadband operation, meaning that a single instrument could
listen to a wider frequency band. Xylophones of bars were proposed, but never built,
that might scale the few Hz bandwidths of bars to the hundreds to thousands of Hz
of interferometers. Gravitational wave interferometry has carried the prospects for
GW astronomy toward unprecedented levels of sensitivity, thanks to performance
factors detailed in Section 2.4.2.
2.4.2 Gravitational wave interferometry in theory
Michelson invented modern interferometry [130] in his 1887 experiments with
Morley to try to measure the velocity of the Earth with respect to the luminiferous
ether. Although commonly claimed to have spurred the work of Minkowski, the
implications of this work for special relativity may not have been fully understood
for several decades [64]. Yet the value of the experimental technique was undeniable.
Michelson & Morley had invented an accurate relative phase-meter for light.
Existing GW observatories, at their cores, are also Michelson interferometers. In
contemporary GW interferometers, monochromatic laser light (typically 1064 nm) is
used. This light is split into two equal beams by the beam-splitter, reflects offmirrors
at the ends of two arms, X and Y, and returns to interfere at the beam-splitter after
times Tx and Ty. The power P at the beam-splitter output ‘dark’ port, is by design
near zero except when the measureable (e.g., ether, a GW, or other disturbance)
causes a fringe shift ∆φ related to the angular frequency ω of the light and the
time-of-flight down the x and y arms, Tx and Ty. Energy is conserved; the change
of sign on the beam-splitter reflective surface means that destructive interference on
the ‘dark’ port implies constructive interference on the opposite ’bright’ port. Power
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is classically proportional [105] to the squared electric field [149]:
P =
!0cE20
2
∣∣1− ei∆φ∣∣2 = 2!0cE20(1− cos∆φ),(2.30)
∆φ = 2pi(Ls + L0)/λ+ ω(Ty − Tx).(2.31)
In Enhanced and Advanced LIGO, Ls is known as the Schnupp asymmetry (a
constant difference in arm length related to RF-modulated sidebands) [31], and L0 is
a smaller constant offset from a fringe to enable non-radio-frequency-modulated DC
readout [85]. A putative, even smaller ‘DARM’ phase shift can read out ω(Ty − Tx),
due to differential arm motion, encoding any time-varying GW signal in the relative
time-of-flight between the arms. Operating near the maximum of dP/d(∆φ) would
increase susceptibility to unwanted power fluctuations, so the interferometer was
initially operated with radio-frequency modulation at minimum dP/d(∆φ) and P (a
dark fringe), later changed to a slight offset and DC readout once the noise sources
were better understood.
The GW sensitivity of the power P can be directly improved by increasing ef-
fective laser power (e.g., a brighter laser or use of ‘power recycling’), and that of
∆φ can be increased by making Tx,y storage times longer (e.g., with Fabry-Perot
cavities). Doing so allows more accurate measurements of P in the presence of shot
noise (fluctuations in photon counting, entering via the E0 term), radiation pressure
(photon momentum-induced fluctuations in the mirrors causing changes in Ty−Tx),
and other motions that change ∆φ (such as thermal and seismic). Yet these noise
sources implicate quantum effects, and the photodiodes used to measure power do
so with a certain quantum efficiency. More realistic descriptions by Caves [57, 58]
clarify the quantum mechanical origin of shot and radiation pressure noise. Quan-
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tum squeezing, the subject of Chapter IV, can mimic the effect of higher power in
Equation 2.30. GWs, eminently classical phenomena, are small enough in amplitude
that quantum behavior is a key limit on detection.
Gravitational wave signals enter the interferometer by changing the spacetime
curvature in the arms. In the simplest, linearized picture, the spacetime curvature
arises from a GW with amplitude h at frequency f . When the GW is linearly
polarized in h+ and aligned with x-axis and y-axis arms of equal length L (see [106]
for the antenna pattern correction when it is misaligned), it changes the time-of-flight
in the arms according to Equation 2.17:
Tx =
∫ 2Lx
c
0
√
|gxx|dt ≈
∫ 2Lx
c
0
(
1− h+(t, x(t))
2
)
dt,(2.32)
Ty =
∫ 2Ly
c
0
√
|gyy|dt ≈
∫ 2Ly
c
0
(
1 +
h+(t, y(t))
2
)
dt,(2.33)
We have been able to neglect issues of the proper-time of the mirrors (as opposed to
the photodiode) because the laser frequency ω is unchanged (gtt = 0 in transverse-
traceless gauge). The mismatch in the integrals leads to a detectable time-varying
signal,
(2.34) φDARM ≡ ω(Ty − Tx) = ω
∫ 2L
c
0
h+(t, x(t)) + h+(t, y(t))
2
dt.
Measured by Equation 2.30, φDARM encodes the GW signal. Comparing φDARM from
different observatories, or waiting while a single observatory is Doppler-modulated
by terrestrial motion, can pinpoint the origin of such a signal.
We often assume that the time-of-flight is much less than the GW period, Tx,y (
1/f . This assumption is easily relaxed by accounting for the destructive self-interference
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of the signal light from a high f signal [149]. A straightforward interpretation emerges
for a quasi-static plane-wave (when phase offset 2piL0/λ - φDARM) – the interfer-
ometer linearly transduces GW strain (via h+ = φDARMc/(2Lω)) into power:
dP
dh+
=
2Lω
c
dP
d(∆φ)
= 4Lω!0E
2
0 sin
(
2pi
λ
(Ls + L0)
)
,(2.35)
P =
[
4Lω!0E
2
0 sin
(
2pi
λ
(Ls + L0)
)]
h+.(2.36)
2.4.3 Interferometer theory in practice
Interferometers transduce GW strain into power in a manner like Equation 2.36
only because they operate in a linearly-controlled regime [85] with noise sources
supressed as well as possible [149,174]. A complete discussion of noise is beyond our
scope, but the key limits on a ground-based GW interferometer arise, for a facility
in vacuum, from microseisms, gravitational gradients, thermal coating and thermal
suspension noise, and quantum effects (radiation pressure and shot noise).
Seismic noise dominates the lowest frequences, and it is suppressed by use of
servo controls, as well as by passive damping from pendula. Each stage of a multi-
stage pendulum reduces, for frequencies above its natural resonant frequency f0, the
coupling of seismic noise into the interferometer by a factor (f/f0)2.
Gravitational gradients due to clouds, human activity, and density fluctuations in
the ground are an area of concern, but may be addressed through active feedforward
servos [72], as may magnetic couplings.
Thermal coating noise is reduced by using larger laser spot sizes on the surfaces of
mirrors and optimizing the material properties of the coatings; the mirror itself must
be made of a material with a high Q, such as fused silica, where Q is the quality factor
for internal oscillations. Suspension thermal noise is also reduced by using high-Q
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materials, per the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [149]. These effects predominate
in the logarithmic middle of LIGO’s frequency range, termed the ‘bucket’.
Shot noise is naively reduced by increasing laser power, which indeed yields im-
provements up to a point. At high laser power, however, thermal distortions due to
absorption in the mirrors are inevitable, leading to the need for thermal compensa-
tion systems [42]. High laser power also buffets the mirrors with radiation pressure
noise, requiring heavier mirrors. Quantum squeezing can circumvent the issue of
thermal distortions, but it too induces radiation pressure noise (typically worse, be-
cause the Heisenberg uncertainty area increases); a solution may be squeezing at
high (shot noise-limited) frequencies and anti-squeezing at low (radiation pressure-
limited) frequencies, as discussed in Chapter IV.
GW interferometers on Earth are limited in size (thus storage time and strain
sensitivity) by the planet’s curvature (which couples vertical displacement noise into
horizontal) as well as by finances. GEO600 uses delay lines, and the other interfer-
ometers use Fabry-Perot arms to extend the storage time of light. Fabry-Perot arms
with high-finesse [144, 143] (roughly 137 in Initial LIGO) are locked [48] using the
Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) technique. Electro-optic modulators (EOMs) provide a
radio-frequency error signal for PDH locking the Fabry-Perot arms.
Figure 2.4 presents a schematic overview of the key systems in Enhanced LIGO.
2.4.4 Observatory operation
Satisfying the noise requirements above, the first-generation LIGO detector was
designed with the following features:
• Power recycled Michelson interferometers with 4-km Fabry-Perot arms3
• Hanford, Washington and Livington, Louisiana observatories
3A second 2-km interferometer was sited at Hanford as well during Initial LIGO.
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Figure 2.4:
Enhanced LIGO primary systems and optics. From left, the phase-stablized laser (PSL)
produces coherent light, kept at constant frequency by the frequency-stabilization servo
(FSS). The pre-mode cleaner excludes non-Gaussian beamshapes, allowing only the
TEM00 mode to pass. The beam is the phase-modulated using three electro-optical
modulators (EOMs) before being further shaped in the input mode cleaner (IMC). The
beam passes through the power recycling mirror (RM) and is split at the beam-splitter
(BS). Along the X and Y arms, light resonates in the Fabry-Perot cavity formed be-
tween the input test mass (ITM) mirror and the end test (mass) ETM mirror, before
recombining at the beamsplitting. Any light with the same phase as before the arms
is returned to the interferometer by the RM, but if phase-shifted, perhaps by a grav-
itational wave, it exits through the output mode cleaner (OMC): a photodiode just
downstream of the OMC records the signal.
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Figure 2.5:
Screenshot of MEDM control panel. MEDM is a Motif Epic and Display Manager for
EPICS, the Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System, which lets operators
control LIGO. MEDM allows operators to run locking scripts as well as alignments and
tests, and to activate and de-activate filters.
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• 4-km perpendicular beam tubes
• 109 torr vacuum
• 10 W Nd:YAG 1064 nm laser (Enhanced LIGO upgraded to 20 W)
• 10-kg fused silica primary optics
• 4-stage seismic isolation (including active hydraulics at Livingston)
• Laser frequency stabilization
• Angular sensing and control (wavefront sensors, optical levers)
• Length sensing and control (magnet coils, common mode)
• Pre- & input-mode cleaning (Enhanced LIGO added output mode cleaning)
• Power recycling
• Digitally filtered servos and readout
• RF heterodyne (Initial LIGO) or DC homodyne (Enhanced LIGO) readout
LIGO’s digital systems were managed with MEDM and EPICS, seen in Figure 2.5.
Extensive effort on installation was required to attain the necessary angular, length,
and auxiliary servo control needed for Initial LIGO operation [87]. Science Run
5 succeeded in obtaining the desired sensitivity and duty cycle. Although the RF
heterodyne technique4 had good low-frequency sensitivity, it limited the shot noise
performance compared to a DC homodyne instrument by a factor of
√
3/2, and
squeezing was also easier in DC. The switch to DC readout occured prior to S6, and
in the leadup to that science run, substantial detector characterization was needed
to understand the upgraded interferometer.
4Curiously, the RF power sidebands as measured by the author were not always equal in the recycling cavity [123].
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Figure 2.6:
Omega scan of an audible broadband glitch. Shortly before the start of Science Run
6, detector characterization took place to identify categories of glitches, such as the
‘gremlin’, and to eliminate them. The burst group analysis pipeline, Omega, generated
time-frequency spectrograms that made this identification easier. Glitches are a limiting
factor in the identification of rare events and therefore of potential gravitational wave
burst signals.
2.5 Detector characterization and development
Commissioning Enhanced LIGO in the three months encompassing the start of S6
around July 2009 required eliminating the residual noise sources lingering from instal-
lation. In particular, the Output Mode Cleaner [156] was new, and its servo-locking
scheme (involving both piezoelectric and thermal actuation) required some artistry.
DC readout generally increased the low-frequency noise floor. New glitches sprang
forth as a result, and the author’s work at LIGO Hanford Observatory centered on
identifying them.
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Common tools for investigators on-site are both time-domain (DataViewer) and
frequency-domain (Diagnostic Test Tools) data-plotters. While those perspectives
allowed diagnosis of at least one flaw in the interferometer’s filters, a combined,
spectrogrammatic view using the burst group’s Omega analysis pipeline proved a
needed third, unified view, seen in Figure 2.6. This pipeline was run on many pre-
and early-S6 glitches using a manual infrastructure5.
Effective engines for tracking and, preferably, eliminating glitches and persistent
lines in the detector spectrum – the process of detector characterization – are critical
to distinguishing rare events.
2.5.1 Feedforward filtering
Feedback servos keep LIGO operational, holding the relative positions of the mir-
rors and auxiliary systems in stationary ‘lock’ points. Closing the loop in feedback
requires a way to actuate a physical control signal to cancel out whatever influence
is causing an error signal that pushes the system away from its lock point. When
this direct cancellation is not possible – for instance, when ambient magnetic fields
due to 60 Hz mains lines cannot be escaped – feedforward remains. Feedforward, an
open-loop technique, can be done purely in software as discussed in Chapter III, but
it requires an accurate estimator for the influence of a noise source into the system.
In the case of Enhanced LIGO commissioning, an example was implemented with
the aforementioned 60 Hz line using a magnetometer to supply the feedforward cor-
rection [156], which greatly enhanced sensitivity near the Crab pulsar frequency by
suppressing magnetic-coupled noise. Subsequently, into the following years, this au-
thor began to work on the long-known [31,42] potential improvement from cancelling
the influence of auxiliary length control noises. These noises exist in the mirror servos
5Omega scan diagnostics were later automated by Tomoki Isogai.
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Figure 2.7:
Real-time servo loop diagram. The MICH CTRL signal can be though to leak into the
true DARM signal via a transfer function, H 0. (The letter ‘h’ is typical for transfer
functions as well as gravitational wave strain; coincidentally, this is a noise transfer into
the channel for displacement, DARM, which is proportional to strain h(t)). H 0 leaks
into error signal, which is otherwise kept null thanks to the servo cancellation provided
by DARM CTRL times a physical actuation function AC. The measured error signal
is DARM IN1. If desired, an excitation can be supplied via DARM EXC for a sum of
DARM IN2. This error signal passes though digital filters D to yield the aforementioned
control signal DARM CTRL. The auxiliary length cancellation loop is simply adding
H md to DARM CTRL in order to subtract out the corruption of H 0.
and contaminate measurement channels for gravitational waves. Loops for nulling
this effect exist, diagrammed in Figure 2.7, but they require periodic retuning [108].
The direction of this work was to find an automated, and more precise, way to tune
these servos. A finely tuned servo filter was implemented in late September 20106.
This filter reduced the noisiest residual coupling, from the differential inner Fabry-
Perot mirror motion to the differential arm motion that encodes strain, by almost
an order of magnitude.
Figure 2.8 illustrates the closed loop gain. Control theory shows how this gain is a
function of frequency. The closed loop gain is the geometric sum of time-delayed (by
6After, and unrelated to, the famed Big Dog blind injection [146] in the same month, simulating an inspiral event.
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Figure 2.8:
Real-time work on a LIGO noise filter. This Bode plot, made in Matlab, shows the
correction to the existing MICH damping (cancellation) loop needed mid-2010, toward
the end of Science Run 6. The correction is small, because the majority of the coupling
fits the flat model expected from theory. This transfer function estimate suffices for
post-factor correction. However, in order to be incorporated into the control scheme
shown in Figure 2.7, measurements of the open loop gain G and actuation function AC
are necessary to incorporate the filter correctly into the closed loop response.
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Figure 2.9:
Early work on post-facto noise filtering. After testing out MICH damping filters oﬄine,
post-facto, the correction factors for AC and Gclosed were incorporated and the entire
filter imported using Foton into the EPICS control system, where it was used real-time
from the September equinox of 2010 until the end of Science Run 6.
τ) open loop gain responses, by the DARM CTRL control channel, to error signals
from the error signal DARM ERR: Gclosed = limp→∞ΣpnGe
inωτ = (1 +Geiωτ )
−1
.
Because MICH damping sums with DARM CTRL, it acquires an additional factor
of the actuation function AC for a net transfer function ofHmdGclosedAC in the closed
loop. Compared to an open-loop subtraction (effect estimated in Figure 2.9), a real-
time servo will differ by a factor of GclosedAC. See Chapter III for full details of open-
loop subtraction and the extension to a post-facto, veto-safeguarded improvement in
the sensitivity of all S6 data.
2.5.2 Phase camera
Improving length control is intuitive, since length directly correlates with LIGO’s
inference of GW strain. Angular control, however, is just as necessary: LIGO uses
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Figure 2.10:
Optical table layout with Fabry-Perot cavity and Pound-Drever-Hall locking for
phase camera. Faraday isolator and polarizing beam-splitter at upper right; piezo-
electrically-actuated mirror at center left. Difficulties with stability, despite a plexi-
glass enclosure and floated table, meant that locks were fractions of a second at most,
hampering efforts.
quadrature-photodiode wave-front sensors [121] to minimize misalignment. Misalign-
ment causes direct angle-to-length coupling, adding noise to the system by corrupting
the phase measurement at readout; it also permits power fluctuations in the Fabry-
Perot arms, reducing shot noise-limited performance and, when the relative power
returning from the arms (the contrast defect) changes, directly corrupting the power
measurement at readout [70]. Maintaining lock also becomes hard if misalignment
grows too severe. Therefore more sophisticated systems have been researched in
hopes of reducing angular fluctuations still further, including exploration of a phase
camera at Michigan [66].
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Locking uses the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) method [48, 121]. Mathematically,
the method assumes two mirrors: an input, with amplitude reflectivity r1, and an
end, with amplitude reflectivity r2. Upon the input mirror is incident a coherent
electric field, due to light, Einc at frequency ω0. A field Erefl is reflected. The key to
the technique is that the incident electric field is phase modulated by an amplitude Γ
with modulation frequency Ω, by a device such as an electro-optic modulator (EOM,
e.g., a Pockels cell). Typically this modulation is done at radio-frequency. This
EOM modulates an electric field of amplitude E0 into higher and lower frequency
sidebands, amplitude E+ and E−, as determined by expansion in Bessel functions
Jn(Γ) – higher order sidebands exist at smaller amplitudes. From the reflected signal,
intensity I encodes an error signal of the arm length l, for given light wavenumber
k = ω/c, at the modulation frequency (besides additional DC and 2f signals):
Erefl =
r1 − r2e−2ikl
1− r1r2e−2iklEinc,(2.37)
Einc = E0e
iΓ cos(Ωt) ≈ E0eiω0t
[
J0(Γ) + J1(Γ)e
iΩt + J−1(Γ)e−iΩt
]
,(2.38)
Erefl ≈ eiω0t
[
Erefl0 + E
refl
+ e
iΩt + Erefl− e
−iΩt] ,(2.39)
I =
[|E0|2 + |E+|2 + |E−|2]+[
(E∗0E+ + E0E
+
−)e
iΩt + C.C.
]
+
[
E+E
∗
−e
2iΩt + C.C.
]
.
(2.40)
Radio-frequency photodiodes are generally needed to record this intensity with
its modulation. Typically, the photodiode current is demodulated with a mixer
that uses as local oscillator the same sine wave that drives the Pockels cell EOM
phase modulation. Alternative photoresistor readouts were explored in hopes that
they might have faster response times since the standard electronics references were
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compiled [102,155], because of their potential desirability for a low-cost many-pixel
readout. Part of this author’s work included a Spice simulation and physical con-
struction of a photoresistor circuit. Sadly, the inexpensive photoresistors used had
rise times of milliseconds, far too slow for a direct RF readout scheme. This result
refocused attention on photodiodes.
Using the usual RF photodiode, a Fabry-Perot cavity was built prior to this
author’s work, seen in Figure 2.10. My efforts began with characterizing the RF
electronics of the analog locking system. A signal analyzer helped re-select a ca-
ble of appropriate length and phase delay for the system. Numerous attempts to
stabilize the cavity and derive a useful PDH locking signal were made. The laser
was upgraded from Helium-Neon to solid-state. A faulty EOM replaced, and its
frequency response was studied by this author (helped by Gustafson) to choose a
better modulation frequency where the EOM could supply adequate modulation
depth. Unfortunately, locks proved too fleeting to pursue a program of phase camera
angular measurements. Much progress nonetheless was made by Dergachev in real-
izing effective methods of high-speed digitization of the RF-modulated signal in free
space [66]. The full program, for investigating a multi-pixel RF sensor with digital
(in-software) demodulation, has yet to be realized. If pursued, more sophisticated
angular controls might be available for future interferometers.
2.5.3 Advanced observatories and beyond
Advanced LIGO (aLIGO) [33,86] is intended to improve upon the first-generation
LIGO inspiral range tenfold, to 200 Mpc. To accomplish this, it simultaneously must
lower the noise floor at the most sensitive frequencies, to a strain noise 4×10−24/√Hz,
and push the low-frequency wall of seismic noise down, so that frequencies as low as
10 Hz (rather than about 50 Hz) can be probed.
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The aLIGO optical systems are far superior to those of initial LIGO. The 10-kg
fused silica test mass mirrors have been upgraded to 40 kg for better radiation pres-
sure performance. Fused silica fibers with high mechanical Q suspend the mirrors,
instead of steel piano wire; fibers are welded directly to the test mass. Using fused
silica in this manner is intended to reduce the suspension thermal noise that domi-
nates in the middle of the LIGO frequency band. Rather than a single pendulum,
each test mass sits at the bottom of a four-stage ‘quad’, actively-servoed pendulum
chain, reducing seismic noise, in principle, by a factor of (f/f0)8. The quad pen-
dulum itself is attached to a new in-vacuum seismic isolation table (similar tables
hold the auxiliary optics). This multi-stage pendula-and-seismic-isolation scheme
is needed to reduce the effect of ground motion, which was the limiting factor for
frequencies below about 40 Hz in initial LIGO. Images of the quadruple pendula
and the mirror weld can be found on the observatory webpages (e.g., http://www.
ligo-wa.caltech.edu/galleries/gallery_092311.html).
These test masses indeed need to be heavier. Laser power has increased from
20 W in Enhanced LIGO to 200 W in aLIGO. Fabry-Perot arm cavity finesse has
also increased, raising the stored arm power. The arm cavities can be locked in-
dependently of each other and brought into the Michelson interferometer gradually,
which should improve ease of use, allow quick recovery from lock-losses, and thereby
improve reliable duty cycle, coupled with other system-wide improvements in con-
trol architecture. Resonant sideband extraction [149,86] is one of the most inventive
changes, adding an additional signal recycling mirror to the optical configuration,
which allows tuning the cavity pole of the Fabry-Perot arms and trading between
different levels of high- and- medium-frequency shot noise-limited performance.
Although not part of the reference design, the success of the LIGO Hanford squeez-
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ing experiment [4, 62, 74] noted in Chapter IV make quantum optics a likely feature
of any enhanced follow-up.
Once commissioned, aLIGO’s second-generation design should make possible de-
tections at the rate of 40 per year [11]. Hanford and Livingston have both upgraded
their 4 km interferometers and have begun commissioning. The 2-km Hanford inter-
ferometer had been intended to be upgraded, but its optics have found a new and
likely more useful prospect – part of the growing network of observatories described
in Section 2.5.4.
2.5.4 Worldwide network
Gravitational wave observations are new to astronomy. It has long been recog-
nized that multiple observatories with independent confirmation of a signal would be
more persuasive evidence of detection than an isolated site. Yet even once the field
is established, additional observatories will permit better science. Sky localization
of inspiral and burst sources relies on relative arrival times of a GW signal [149].
Multiple, widely separated observatories give the best baseline. Moreover, the data
for continuous wave searches from separate sites can often be coherently combined
to yield a quieter noise spectrum. LIGO is fortunate thus not to be alone in the
pursuit of gravitational wave astronomy.
Optics for a third interferometer will form the core of the nascent LIGO India
project [104], which will dramatically improve the accuracy of sky position measure-
ments for gravitational wave transients. In Japan, KAGRA [112] is being built; when
completed with sapphire mirrors and cryogenic systems, it should reach comparable
sensitivity to Advanced LIGO interferometers. Advanced VIRGO [28] benefits from
the first-generation superattenuator’s superb seismic isolation performance; from it
will be suspended new optics that reflect a more powerful beam. Together, these
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second-generation ground-based interferometers should suffice to make direct detec-
tion of gravitational waves a reality.
Around the same time as these observatories make first detection, a different tech-
nique of GW astronomy, pulsar timing [101], may open up vastly lower frequencies
(O(10−9) Hz). Pulsar timing uses radio telescopes to measure the arrival time of
pulses, with characteristic wavelengths of order of one light-year. The two tech-
niques should provide complementary information about the gravitational sky, as
distinctive as gamma ray telescopes are from radio.
Yet GW astronomy would become a true precision science if a third generation of
instruments followed. Third-generation interferometry could take place underground,
either in proposed American DUSEL or the European Einstein Telescope [142], po-
tentially with xylophone interferometers tuned to optimize sensitivity in different
frequency bands. Prospects in space appear even grander in the long-term, despite
short-term setbacks. Following NASA withdrawal from the Laser Interferometer
Space Antenna, LISA, in 2011, the European Space Agency has made a concerted
push to launch LISA Pathfinder in 2015, with plans for a somewhat-reduced yet
very capable eLISA in coming decades [167]. If eLISA launches, it may open the
way for measurements of the most elusive gravitational signature: the background of
the universe itself, analogous to the cosmic microwave background. Both the Deci-
Hertz Gravitational Observatory (DECIGO) [39] and Big Bang Observer (BBO) [98]
proposals could, by midcentury, open up a vision of the cosmos in its earliest days.
2.6 Summary
Initial LIGO, during the science run S6, would have been able to see the coales-
cence of two neutrons stars at about twenty Megaparsecs, out in the Virgo cluster
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of galaxies, from sixty-five million years ago, when dinosaurs still walked the Earth.
In the first week of aLIGO lock at Livingston, following Memorial Day 2014, aLIGO
had a temporal range extending only as far back as when early humans began their
diaspora from Africa – a terrestrial parallel to the expansion of the cosmos. Just
after Labor Day, aLIGO had exceeded the range of S6. Progress on aLIGO has been
swift. When completed, the Hanford and Livingston second-generation interferome-
ters should see back ten times beyond what S6 could, six hundred and fifty million
years, to before the Cambrian explosion of life. Perhaps in the third or fourth gen-
eration of interferometers, our view of the gravitational sky may stretch back to the
age of the observable universe. Even then, we will not have seen all that can be seen.
With the two long-range forces of the universe, electromagnetism and gravitation,
giving two complementary views of spacetime, we still must build great machines to
explore the sights they show, we must understand what we are seeing, and we must
propagate that understanding.
This thesis is a prelude to those efforts, from the building of the quantum optical
squeezer, and the feedforward regression and continuous waves binary search, to our
public interferometer exhibitions. Feedforward regression provides a microcosm of
the complexities of gravitational wave interferometry, so there we will begin.
CHAPTER III
Feedforward: Auxiliary MICH-PRC Subtraction
Most of this chapter is drawn from Meadors, Kawabe, and Riles, ‘Improving LIGO
sensitivity with feedforward subtraction of auxiliary channel noise’ Classical and
Quantum Gravity 31 (2014) 105014 [127], a paper that carries LIGO Document
Number LIGO-P1300193.
LIGO, the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory, has been de-
signed and constructed to measure gravitational wave strain via differential arm
length measurements. The LIGO 4-km Michelson arms with Fabry-Perot cavities
have auxiliary length control servos for suppressing Michelson motion of the beam-
splitter and arm cavity input mirrors, which degrades interferometer sensitivity. We
demonstrate how a post-facto pipeline (AMPS) improves a data sample from LIGO
Science Run 6 with feedforward subtraction. Dividing data into 1024-second win-
dows, we numerically fit filter functions representing the frequency-domain transfer
functions from Michelson length channels into the gravitational-wave strain data
channel for each window, then subtract the filtered Michelson channel noise (wit-
ness) from the strain channel (target). In this chapter we describe the algorithm,
assess achievable improvements in sensitivity to astrophysical sources, and consider
relevance to future interferometry.
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3.1 Introduction
Antennae for gravitational wave observations [165] require precise understanding
of noise sources to attain peak sensitivity. Some of these noises arise from auxiliary
degrees of freedom in interferometric antennae. Feedforward control can correct
these auxiliary control noises. Cluster computing on archived data makes previous
methods of feedforward correction scalable to year-long science runs. Computing can
also adjust for the non-stationarity inherent in these noise couplings. This chapter
describes such a computational method and the improvements it might provide for
searches with LIGO (Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory).
As a network with GEO600 [180, 100] and Virgo [27], Enhanced LIGO [21, 84]
produced data during LIGO Science Run 6 (S6) that was the most sensitive yet taken
in the search for gravitational waves of astrophysical origin reaching the Earth: in
this chapter, we further enhance LIGO sensitivity via post-run software corrections.
LIGO infers gravitational-wave strain h(t) at each of its two observatories [Han-
ford, Washington and Livingston, Louisiana] from the length difference between 4-km
Michelson interferometer arms [149] using a calibration response function [10]. Each
arm contains a Fabry-Perot resonant cavity locked using the Pound-Drever-Hall tech-
nique [71,49], comprised of an input test mass, near the Michelson beam-splitter, and
an end test mass. A power-recycling mirror sits between the laser and the beam-
splitter. These six core optics form coupled optical cavities with four length degrees
of freedom, each of which is servoed to maintain optical resonance by minimizing
motion (see Section 3.2). The effective change in the differential arm length L− (col-
loquially DARM) caused by gravitational waves is encoded in the intensity of the light
reaching the anti-symmetric port of the Michelson interferometer and is read out by
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DC homodyne [84]. Auxiliary length control for the beam-splitter and input mirrors
is becoming more complex, as in Advanced LIGO, which will add a signal recycling
cavity. This chapter describes post-facto software improvements of detector noise
using adaptive feedforward subtraction in a pipeline called Auxiliary MICH-PRC
Subtraction (AMPS) [116]: these improvements refine LIGO’s gravitational-wave
sensitivity to astrophysical sources.
AMPS improves LIGO S6 data (2009 July 07 to 2010 October 20), as this chap-
ter will show. S6 gravitational wave strain (target) is corrected based on auxiliary
length noise measurements (witness). Enhanced LIGO generated the S6 data with
high laser power and DC readout to prepare for Advanced LIGO. The motion of the
beam-splitter and input mirrors of the Fabry-Perot cavities is known [31,42] to cause
cross-talk in the gravitational wave strain channel, which compounds a noise floor
fundamentally limited by seismic, thermal suspension, and laser shot noise. Observed
S6 cross-talk included differential Michelson (MICH) as well as power-recycling cav-
ity length (PRC). The DARM readout, as explained in Section 3.2, is intrinsically
sensitive to MICH divided by a factor of arm cavity gain, Equation 3.10. (Theoreti-
cally, physical h(t) is imprinted in MICH, but the cavity gain and relative smallness
of the Michelson cavity make the effect about five orders of magnitude smaller than
in DARM, so it is ignored). Methods [109] to tune real-time feedforward filters for
LIGO servo cross-talk are our starting point, but we seek to automate and improve
retuning.
Post-facto, adaptive feedforward simplifies cross-talk subtraction. AMPS uses
Matlab 2012a [164]. The witness-to-target transfer function is estimated in discrete
time windows of 1024 seconds and fit to a zero-pole-gain filter with Vectfit [68,96,95].
Safeguards ensure a statistically significant fit that does not further degrade the
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target signal. Noise from the witnesses passes through respective filters, then is
subtracted from the strain target channel. The correction lowers the noise floor,
benefitting any gravitational-wave searches using this data.
3.2 Description of the feedforward method
Gravitational-wave antennae around the world share features and form a collab-
orative network. Amongst kilometer-scale Michelson interferometers, GEO600 in
Hannover, Germany uses folded arms with both power- and signal-recycling, LIGO
and Virgo use Fabry-Perot cavities coupled with power- (and potentially signal-) re-
cycling cavities. The Japanese interferometer KAGRA, under construction, will have
a similar optical layout to LIGO and Virgo but with cryogenically-cooled mirrors in
an underground laboratory. Although nomenclature here pertains to LIGO, the core
problem of this chapter applies directly to all power-recycled Michelson interferom-
eters with Fabry-Perot arms. It could extend to other instruments with multiple
degrees of freedom that obtain a signal from a target contaminated by control noise
from auxiliary degrees of freedom, especially when those auxiliaries are controlled
using a lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) error signal than for the target and when
the witnesses are highly independent.
LIGO core optics include the beam-splitter (BS) and power-recycling mirror (PRM),
which is situated between the laser and the beam-splitter. The four LIGO mirror test
masses (TM) are named by arm (X or Y) and input (I) vs end (E) of the Fabry-Perot
cavities. LIGO controls four optical pathlength degrees of freedom [87]. DARM is
a signal of differential arm length, which is calibrated into the primary part of the
gravitational strain measurement, h(t). CARM yields common arm length, and is
controlled with a common mode servo using laser frequency. MICH Michelson and
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PRC power-recycling cavity length refer only to input test masses.
Strain: h(t) =
δ (L−(t))
〈L+〉 ,(3.1)
Common arm length: CARM ∝ δ(L+) = δ(Ly + Lx)
2
,(3.2)
Differential arm length: DARM ∝ δ(L−) = δ(Ly − Lx),(3.3)
Power-recycling cavity length: PRC ∝ δ(l+) = δ(ly + lx)
2
,(3.4)
(Inner) Michelson length: MICH ∝ δ(l−) = δ(ly − lx),(3.5)
Ly ≡ z(ETMY)− z(ITMY),(3.6)
Lx ≡ z(ETMX)− z(ITMX),(3.7)
ly ≡ z(ITMY)− z(RM),(3.8)
lx ≡ z(ITMX)− z(RM).(3.9)
Average arm length is 〈L+〉, about 4 km in LIGO. The distance function z(X )
indicates the distance (note that z(ITMY) is a function of both the ITMY and BS po-
sition), along the optical path, from the laser to an optic X . The variation δ denotes
a change with respect to nominal value. DARM length is thus defined as δ(Ly −Lx)
and MICH length as δ(ly − lx). In practice, DARM and MICH are the names given
to the channels that predominantly measure those quantities. Unless stated other-
wise, the terms DARM, MICH, PRC and CARM will refer to the measured channels,
which are related to the lengths through calibration and are cross-contaminated (e.g.,
DARM = δ(L−) + pi/(2F)δ(l−), where F is cavity finesse). The terms will not refer
to the ideal physical lengths in Equations 3.2 through 3.5.
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Figure 3.1:
Gravitational wave strain h(t) is derived from differential arm motion (DARM), read-
out from a photodiode downstream of the antisymmetric port. An internal reflection off
an anti-reflective coating, on either the beam-splitter (BS) or an input test mass (ITM),
provides the Michelson (MICH) channel. The DARM readout channel predominantly
measures the small change in differential arm length, δ(L−) ≡ δ(Ly−Lx), while MICH
measures that in the Michelson length δ(l−) ≡ δ(ly− lx). There is also a small coupling
from δ(l−) to the DARM channel. To a lesser extent, changes in the length of PRC,
which is defined as δ(l+) ≡ δ(ly + lx)/2 and is measured in quadrature demodulation
with respect to the MICH pick-off, also add noise to DARM.
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As Equation 3.3 and 3.5 imply and Figure 3.1 illustrates, MICH noise confuses
the physical interpretation of DARM. An arm cavity gain r′c/rc 0 139/0.990, where
rc is the arm cavity reflectivity for the LIGO laser carrier frequency and r′c is the
derivative of rc with respect to round trip phase [87,42], amplifies DARM motion for
Initial and Enhanced LIGO. Where F 0 219, the gain is given by Equation 3.10:
r′c
rc
=
2F
pi
0 (139/0.990).(3.10)
A priori MICH noise will leak into measurements of DARM with a transfer func-
tion equal to the inverse of Equation 3.10 [154]. Coherence measurements confirm
this coupling dominates the transfer function, but residuals suggest other effects ex-
ist. PRC is also indirectly correlated with DARM. These correlations are physical
consequences of the interferometer design.
In Enhanced LIGO, DARM is measured with a photodiode at the interferometer
‘dark’ antisymmetric port of the beamsplitter. Independent photodiodes for MICH
and PRC, used for feedback on their respective auxiliary length control servos, pro-
vide the witness channels for canceling cross-talk into DARM. The MICH and PRC
photodiodes receive a beam from an internal reflection in the beam-splitter. This
beam carries a radio-frequency modulation; one demodulation quadrature provides
MICH, the other PRC.
3.2.1 Auxiliary noise coherence at sensitive frequencies
Coherence, the Fourier frequency-dependent analog of statistical covariance, quan-
tifies cross-talk. On a scale of 0 (none) to 1 (full), magnitude-squared-coherence
(MS-coherence) represents the normalized fraction of power of a frequency bin in the
spectrum of one channel that can be found in the same frequency bin in the spectrum
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of another channel. First, we must define the cross-power of two time-series. Where
Pxy is cross-power spectral density, we can describe how the coherence at a given
frequency f and time t [176] is given by Equation 3.11.
Cxy(f, t) =
√
|Pxy(f, t)|2
Pxx(f, t)Pyy(f, t)
.(3.11)
The calibrated strain channel for h(t) (internally, the discrete-time calibrated
strain channel for the physical strain h(t) is called ‘Hoft’), is, with high confidence,
coherent with MICH and PRC, as seen in Figure 3.2. MICH-h(t) coherence is some-
times as large as 0.1 in the 100 to 300 Hz band; PRC-h(t) is an order of magnitude
lower. Unfortunately, this is the most sensitive band for Initial and Enhanced LIGO.
Because this band is so sensitive, it generates much of LIGO’s scientific value. Re-
moving a fraction of 0.01 to 0.1 of the noise is useful, particularly when doing so
demonstrates a technique applicable to future cases with potentially-worse noise.
3.2.2 Estimating filters
Allen, Hua, and Ottewill (AHO) [37] proposed the filtering scheme that this chap-
ter employs. Where there is a strong correlation between a signal (target) channel
and a noise (witness) channel, the noise can be partially cancelled if a witness-to-
target transfer function, convolved with the witness, is applied to the measured tar-
get. Equations 3.12 through 3.13 capture this method. It is analogous to frequency-
domain principal component analysis (PCA) using Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization.
In the original theory, superscript (b) indicates a frequency band that we denote as
domain (f). Equation 8 in AHO corresponds to Equation 3.13 here.
The transfer function Txy, from the cross-power ratio of arbitrary channels x and
y, guides the estimated feedforward filter g. Figure 3.3 shows the fit to the transfer
function. Viewed as an inverse Fourier transform F−1, decoupling signal (target,
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subscript s) from noise (witness, subscript n):
g(t) = F−1 (fit [Tsn(f)]) .(3.12)
Finally, the post-filtering signal (target) sˆ is given by the convolution (×) with γ,
the transfer function coupling noise (witness) into signal (target), s pre-filter signal,
n noise, and with channels indexed by j and curly brackets indicating an observable
quantity:
sˆ(t) = {s+ Σj (γj × nj)} (t)− Σj (gj(t)× {nj} (t)) .(3.13)
Blind application of this method could produce incorrect noise reduction. Appli-
cation of this chapter’s method to uncorrelated channels would lead to arbitrary noise
reduction by an average analytic factor of (1− 1/F ), where F is the number of bins
in a fitted frequency span (equal to the the number of time-domain averages). Given
1-s windowing with 50%-overlap on 1024 s, F = 2047, for a false noise reduction of
about 0.05%. The ideal of 1024-s windows is not always achievable with LIGO duty
cycles. In these cases, AMPS incorporates some filters estimated on as little as 32 s
of data, for which the reduction would be 3%, but only when these filters are aver-
aged together with longer-duration (512 s or greater) filters. No isolated filter uses
less than 60 s of data, which could yield a false reduction of 1.5%. AHO clarify that
subtraction is tenable so long as covariance is present at a statistically significant
level. They set a benchmark of an order-of-magnitude above the magnitude-square
covariance expectation value of 1/F . Since the AMPS pipeline emphasize fits in
regions where the magnitude-squared coherence is greater than 3%, and often 10%
or more, it usually satisfies their criterion.
As detailed in Section 3.5.1, filters for each 1024-s window are blended to estimate
the target. Figure 3.4 illustrates the short-term consistency of transfer functions dur-
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Figure 3.2:
Sample coherence measurements between h(t) and auxiliary control channels for LIGO
Hanford Observatory, H1: 2010 March 21. MICH-h(t) coherence on left, PRC-h(t) co-
herence on right. Statistically significant coherence justifies fitting; in frequency bands,
about 80 to 400 Hz, where coherence rose above background levels, the transfer func-
tion fit was weighted more heavily. Units of coherence spectral density (Hz−1/2) vs
frequency (Hz).
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Figure 3.3:
Sample transfer function measurements (amplitude and phase) from LIGO Hanford
Observatory, H1: 2010 March 21; MICH-h(t) on left, PRC-h(t) on right. Transfer
function fit in coherent band – note the difference between raw data residual and the
‘pre-processed residual’, which has been smoothed and weighted to emphasize known-
coherent bands. Units of amplitude spectral density (Hz−1/2) and phase (degrees) vs
frequency (Hz).
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Figure 3.4:
Sample Bode plots of fitted ZPK filter functions (amplitude and phase) for multiple
1024 s windows in a science segment, at LIGO Hanford Observatory, H1: 2010 March
21; MICH-h(t) on left, PRC-h(t) on right. Colors only represent different time windows.
The similarity in the high-coherence, 80 to 400 Hz band leads us to conclude that the
filter design is fairly stable throughout a science segment. Units of amplitude spectral
density (Hz−1/2) and phase (degrees) vs frequency (Hz).
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Figure 3.5:
Sample subtracted spectra for one window, representing the applied feedforward cor-
rections for each channel during that window, at LIGO Hanford Observatory, H1: 2010
March 21; MICH-h(t) correction on left, PRC-h(t) correction (after MICH-h(t) correc-
tion is applied) on right. Units of amplitude spectral density (Hz−1/2) vs frequency
(Hz).
ing a few-hour science segment, presenting Bode plots of MICH-h(t) and PRC-h(t)
transfer function fits for consecutive windows from 2010 March 21 at LIGO Han-
ford Observatory (magnitude, top and phase, bottom vs frequency [Hz]). Figure 3.5
presents sample subtractions. These figures show that AMPS efficiently builds on
AHO for operational data for a kilometer-scale gravitational wave interferometer.
Section 3.3 compares transfer function estimators, with Section 3.3.2 being the
chosen method. Section 3.4 discusses safeguards and vetoes, and Sections 3.5 and 3.5.1
discuss the details of implementation and verification.
3.3 Feedforward in- and out-of-loop methods
Feedforward subtraction must meet operational constraints. Existing manually
designed filters have long worked, but are more labor-intensive than automated de-
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sign; new methods, such as Wiener filtering now being considered for seismic and
gravity-gradient cancellation [72] could lead to future improved performance.
3.3.1 Manually designed rational filtering in-loop
Manual designs of feedforward functions prove time-consuming. Transfer func-
tions must be manually measured, fit, copied and incorporated into the control sys-
tem. Additional transfer functions are needed for servo in-loop gain and actuation
functions. Manual design is an inefficient choice: it is labor-intensive, and S6 suggests
that filter redesign should be performed often.
While involved, manual-designed rational filtering of MICH and PRC in-loop
provides a key part of servo controls to date. Auxiliary controls introduce noise
into the DARM channel, so without real-time correction, the performance would be
much worse than design. Most MICH & PRC subtraction so far comes from real-time
corrections; our pipeline makes one to two orders of magnitude smaller corrections.
3.3.2 Frequency-domain automated filter design
AMPS uses Vectfit for periodic re-design. Since the dynamic range in magnitude
for transfer functions varies over tens of orders of magnitude, data is pre-processed
and weighted to emphasize the most sensitive band. The method fits an infinite
impulse response (IIR) filter onto the witness-to-target transfer function. Since co-
herence and AHO are linear and transitive, it targets h(t) rather than DARM (noise
coupling enters the signal there, but it is wasteful to duplicate the response function).
Each transfer function for a typical 1024 s of data is the average of 1024 inde-
pendent ratios-of-Fourier-transforms (2047 Hann-windowed, 50%-overlapping FFTs
of 1 s samples). Since FFT error scales with the inverse square root of the number
of averages, the relative accuracy is O (1024−1/2). The minimum data length, 32 s,
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yields O (32−1/2) relative accuracy. Outside the sensitive band, the fit is deweighted
and the transfer function pre-processed, suppressing it by factors of (f/fknee)α, where
α = 8 at low frequencies and −8 at high. The fknee values are, respectively, 50 and
400 Hz. AMPS smooths and deweights (Figure 3.3) known spectral peaks, including
60 Hz harmonics, the LIGO suspension violin modes, and calibration lines. Violin
modes are internal resonances of mirror suspensions caused by thermal noise; cali-
bration lines are injections used to track the response function. De-weighting and
pre-processsing prevent biasing the filter design with transfer function bands where
coherence is low, which would introduce noise. This process leads to convergence
with fewer parameters.
Vectfit converges iteratively, starting with a posited set of poles (32nd order here).
About five iterations can converge to a good least-squares-fit for the state-space
model, but we require fifteen iterations and complex left-half-plane stability for safety.
Root-mean-square (RMS) error, is the threshold for rejecting the filter regression.
From empirical studies, RMS error above 10−18 indicates poor fit. This test isolates
a bad MICH-h(t) correction from a good PRC-h(t) one, or vice versa. We fit one
channel at a time, as Section 3.5 discusses. After this test, the transfer function
model is extracted.
Zero-pole-gain (ZPK) format is used to trim out-of-band zeroes and poles and
multiply by a 2nd order Butterworth low-pass filter just below the Nyquist frequency
of 8192 Hz, placing poles at 7 kHz to keep causality. A scale factor keeps the filter
gain at 150 Hz the same value as without the low-pass filter. Then the ZPK model
is refactored into second-order-sections (SOS) for numerical stability. Instead of the
inverse Fourier transform of Equation 3.12, the model is converted from continuous
time (or s-domain) to discrete time (or z-domain).
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Each filter is applied to its respective witness: the estimated true h(t) target
equals the original h(t) measurement minus the filtered witnesses. This procedure
assumes that coupling from each witness into h(t) is linear. Further, it assumes that
2nd-order coupling, from one witness into the other, is negligible (we estimate the
relative contributions to be O(10−5)). Spot-checks confirm that these simplifications
are justified.
3.3.3 Wiener filters
Wiener filtering [177] would give an optimal filter that minimizes the squared error
of the residual, for all the spectrum. Low-frequency MS-coherence of MICH & PRC
with h(t) is small, but Wiener fits them due to high RMS error in that band. Filtering
at high RMS power, such as the seismic and Newtonian gravity gradient bands, can
allow Wiener filtering directly, but MICH & PRC would need other methods. Noise
whitening [73, 67] uses cost functions to limit out-of-band noise. Wiener filtering
sub-spectra could also circumvent contamination, as with wavelet transforms [110].
3.3.4 Prospects for near-real-time filtering
AMPS runs a few times faster than real-time on a single 2013 CPU core whilst
conducting tests and safeguards, documented in Section 3.4. The minimal time lag
for a modal sample is one window (1024 s), undesirable for electromagnetic follow-up
and multi-messenger astronomy [77, 32] sought for Advanced LIGO. Such speed is
acceptable for secondary h(t)-reconstruction when another h(t) exists but inadequate
for in-loop, real-time production.
Near-real-time filtering might be useful for countering upconversion and non-linear
cross-coupling, using recent data for training sets, but this is not yet implemented.
Until then, the existing method can generate a filter as-needed for real-time use, as
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prototyped on H1 in the last month of S6.
3.4 Safeguard and veto methods
3.4.1 Calibration integrity
It is of vital importance for our noise subtraction scheme to keep the integrity of
the calibration of LIGO instruments intact. If the witness channel contains a cross
coupled term proportional to the differential arm length motion δ(L−), this term
is subtracted from the target and thus could change the calibration of the target in
theory. A simple calculation shows that, for a known coupling mechanism, this effect
is on the order of 10−5 for LIGO and other similarly configured instruments.
Even without considering any feedback control mechanism, theoretically MICH
and DARM signal both have cross contamination terms proportional to pi/2F [154]:
DARM ∝ δ(L−) + pi
2F δ(l−),(3.14)
MICH ∝ δ(l−,0) + pi
2F δ(L−) + n,(3.15)
where F is the finesse of the arm cavities, n the sensing noise of the MICH, and
δ(l−,0) the natural fluctuation of the Michelson path difference caused by seismic
motion etc. Since δ(l−,0) is not coherent with δ(L−), and since MICH is dominated
by n in our frequency band of interest, we can ignore δ(l−,0) in this discussion.
The servo system with an open loop transfer function of GM to keep MICH from
going out of linear range would inject pi2F δ(L−) + n term to the physical Michelson
length difference δ(l−), which in turn affects the DARM signal:
δ(l−) = − GM
1 +GM
( pi
2F δ(L−) + n
)
(3.16)
DARM ∝ δ(L−)− pi
2F
GM
1 +GM
( pi
2F δ(L−) + n
)
.(3.17)
The DARM signal, uncorrected by feedforward, is now contaminated by MICH noise
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term n as well as a small correction term for δ(L−), both due to the MICH feedback.
Note that GM/(1+GM) is on the order of 1 or smaller, and (pi/2F)2 is on the order
of 10−5, so the correction term is on the order of 10−5 or smaller.
Feedforward subtraction looks at the MICH control signal,
(3.18) MICHctrl ∝ pi
2F δ(L−) + n,
and subtracts n from DARM, and in the process also subtracts pi2F δ(L−). Looking
at Eqs. 3.17 and 3.18, as far as the noise reduction is observed in DARM, the small
δ(L−) term is also reduced, and the impact on the calibration is on the order of
(pi/2F)2 = O(10−5) at most.
A similar argument can be made for PRC, but this time the cross coupling is not
only dependent on (pi/2F) but also on the asymmetry of the arms, further reducing
the coupling.
Note that the above mentioned discussion is equally applicable to real-time as
well as post-facto feedforward. LIGO uses real time feedforward, and the oﬄine
feedforward described in this chapter subtracts only a small amount of noise left
uncaught by the real-time system. Virgo implements similar real-time feedforward
to remove the 50Hz line successfully [53]. In both of these cases, no measurable effect
caused by feedforward has been reported.
Nevertheless, two checks were performed to see if there is any unknown mechanism
to compromise the calibration of DARM, which are explained in Section 3.4.3.
3.4.2 Runtime safeguards
Safeguards and vetoes then verify data integrity against possible issues. These
issues include degrading data, offsetting and incorrectly time-stamping the data,
incorrectly subtracting h(t) from itself, and introducing windowing artifacts.
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Amplitude spectral density (using Welch’s method [175]) leads to an estimate of
inspiral range R. Inspiral range [80] in LIGO detector characterization refers to the
orientation-and-direction-averaged distance at which a 1.4-1.4 solar mass neutron
star binary coalescence could be detected with an SNR of 8 (for further details, see
Section 4.2.2; the range is given precisely by Equation 4.6). A window’s filtered
data is used only if it passes two cuts. The post-filter R must be at least 99.9% of
unfiltered R. None of the 40 points in a ‘comb’ (each point being 5/16 Hz wide) of
quiet bands can be noisier than 1.2 times uncorrected h(t). The factors are chosen
empirically to permit expected noise fluctuations; most surviving data is superior.
If cuts are triggered, the filter is rejected. To avoid discontinuities and add ro-
bustness against non-stationarity, the windowing procedure (Section 3.5.1) is re-run
to merge successfully-filtered data smoothly with unfiltered h0. Cut tests are also
re-run; if passed, the data is used, else the unfiltered data is progressively weighted
further for eight more attempts. If all fail, the final attempt is written and the
program proceeds. Empirically, almost all written data is an improvement.
3.4.3 Post-processing safeguards
Diagnostics check whether calibration lines (Figure 3.6) are preserved and injec-
tions (Figures 3.7 and 3.8) are recovered.
Calibration line studies seek to answer two questions: whether feedforward dis-
torts the signal or adds noise.
In post-processing, ‘Short Fourier Transforms’ (SFTs) were made with a frequency
resolution (1/1800 Hz) from corrected h(t). These SFTs are much shorter than the
science run; 1800 s is standard for continuous wave searches. Signal distortion is eval-
uated using the mean of three bins in [393.1 - 1/1800, 393.1 + 1/1800] Hz. Evaluating
multiple bins accounts for some spectral leakage; the bin-centered central line is much
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larger. For the 106 s of H1 science time analyzed, the before-feedforward mean was
8.7261 × 10−22(Hz)−1/2, whereas after it was 8.7569 × 10−22(Hz)−1/2. Feedforward
made the calibration line region noisier by 3.1×10−24(Hz)−1/2 or 0.35%, perhaps due
to a deweighted fit around the 393.1 Hz line, to avoid biasing more sensitive parts of
the spectrum. It does not affect the calibration, since it is consistent with MICH and
PRC leakage merely raising noise floor near the line. We also check the calibration
line at 1144.3 Hz (before: 3.1190 × 10−20(Hz)−1/2, after: 3.1188 × 10−20(Hz)−1/2),
which is actually less noisy. The 46.7 Hz line is too low-frequency to measure with
these SFTs.
To test for noise addition, we searched for windowing artifacts, e.g., spectral
combs with spacing of 1/1024 or 1/512 Hz, around a prominent line. No new combs
or other artifacts were obvious in our 1800-s, 50%-overlapping Hann-windowed SFTs
before/after comparison of approximately 106 s of H1 science time between GPS
times 931.0 × 106 (2009 July 07) and 932.8 × 106 (2009 July 28), focused on the
393.1 Hz calibration line. Strictly speaking, the line visible in h(t) is a residual from
imperfect cancellation of control and error signals used in h(t) construction from
DARM error and control signals. The nature of the line does not affect our analysis,
because neither MICH nor PRC contain or affect it.
Injection studies first examined compact binary coalescence and sine-Gaussian
injections [13] for GPS seconds 931.0 × 106 (2009 July 07) to 932.8 × 106 (2009
July 28). We then calculated the matched-filter SNR of each injection in S6. Each
SNR is directly proportional to the distance at which such a signal can be observed,
and therefore also to the instrumental sensitivity to signals of that type [34, 140].
Higher SNR (mean 3.99% H1, 2.77% L1) was found. Effective distance as recovered
is inversely proportional to signal, appeared nearly unchanged in these injections
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Figure 3.6:
Calibration line test: before-feedforward mean of the 393.1 Hz line and two neighboring
FFT bins was 8.7261×10−22, after was 8.7569×10−22. Feedforward made the calibration
line region noisier by 3.1 × 10−24 or 0.35%, suggesting that we correctly apply Hann-
windowed feedforward without subtracting true h(t). Moreover, no spectral line combs
are observed to either side of the calibration line peak at 393.1 Hz, indicating that the
method does not introduce windowing artifacts.
(mean -0.00347% H1, +0.307% L1), establishing that the SNR increase came from
N decreasing rather than S increasing. The constant injection effective distance
reinforces that the calibration is unchanged. These tests affirmed that feedforward
data contains recoverable (slightly higher SNR ratio) injections at the correct time
and phase.
We conclude that we are not subtracting h(t) from itself.
3.5 Feedforward with MICH and PRC channels
A post-facto, linear filter is fitted and applied to either MICH or PRC (serially).
Fits occur in the frequency-domain, and application occurs in time-domain. Reading
in h(t), correcting it with MICH and PRC, and writing the result (including data
quality and state vectors), the pipeline is shown in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.7:
Time-domain plot of diagnostic channels from a burst injection. Colors are illustrative
only to the fact that the envelopes of the traces increase after 1.8 s, indicating that the
burst injection time is correct in the new data. ‘Before feedforward’ and ‘after feedfor-
ward’ traces occult each other in the graph, because they are almost identical. ‘Before
feedforward’ is h(t) data; ‘after feedforward‘ is h(t) with feedforward subtraction. ‘In-
jection estimated strain’ is the digital injection as intended to be introduced into strain,
but the actual injection is made on the end test mass X (ETMX), so the calibrated ‘In-
jection estimated ETMX’ is also displayed. Raw ‘DARM ERR’ and ‘ETMX EXC DAQ’
are redundant but reinforce the trend.
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Figure 3.8:
Cross-correlation pairwise between h(t) pre-, post-feedforward, and ETMX injection
data: the extrema and zero-crossings match. Note both before-feedforward (blue) and
after-feedforward (green) strain traces are almost identical and therefore overlap. The
strains appear inverted, but in the same way, due to a sign error in the hardware
injections at this time. The absence of a time lag shift between before and after indicates
that feedforward has not altered the phase of the data, at least for this injection. The
equivalence in cross-correlation magnitude indicates that amplitude also is unaffected.
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Figure 3.9:
Feedforward subtraction pipeline to read in h(t), MICH, PRC, and write out
AMPS-corrected h(t). Data flows schematically from left to right; the MICH-
h(t) stage output is used as input for the PRC-h(t) stage, then data is written.
Code online: http://ligo-vcs.phys.uwm.edu/wsvn/MatApps/packages/detchar/
AMPS/trunk/aletheia.m
3.5.1 Filter fitting across science segments
We run one job process per science segment. Segments range in duration from
seconds to days, with a median of hours. The interferometer is locked during each
segment, meaning it is held fixed on a fringe, by servo control. Lock loss or noise
degradations can define a segment end. Segments are divided into 50%-overlapping
Hann windows, filtered, and smoothly re-merged. Windowing is idempotent for h(t)
itself; the difference from window to window is the correction added. The first 512 s
derive only from the first window; every 512 s afterward, a new window commences,
as in Figure 3.10.
Using Equation 3.13 with filters g, target S = {s+ Σj (γj × nj)} and witness Nj =
{nj}, we can evaluate sˆ(t). Since the filters for different channels are calculated in
series, with transfer functions T , Equation 3.19 has g1 ∼ TS,N1 but g2 ∼ T(S−g1×N1),N2 .
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Here, S, N1 and N2 are respectively h(t), MICH and PRC.
sˆ(t) = S(t)− Σj (gj(t)×N(t)) ,(3.19)
= S(t)− g1(t)×N1(t)− g2(t)×N2(t),(3.20)
∼ S(t)− F−1fit [TS,N1 ]×N1(t)− F−1fit
[
T(S−g1×N1),N2
]×N2(t).(3.21)
Since N1(t) and N2(t) are added linearly to S(t), we can analyze them indepen-
dently. Analyze the first two terms of Equation 3.20 and take N(t) = N1(t). Let
gA and gB be the earlier and later filters for N(t) being time-domain merged in a
Hann-window; they are respectively calculated from overlapping data sets [SA, NA]
and [SB, NB]. The sets are identical at time t, so S(t) = SA(t) = SB(t), N(t) =
NA(t) = NB(t). Windowing merges data streams sˆA and sˆB over τ = 1024 s, per
Equation 3.22:
sˆ(t) =
sˆA(t)
2
[
1− cos 2pi(t+
τ
2 )
τ
]
+
sˆB(t)
2
[
1− cos 2pi(t+ τ)
τ
]
,(3.22)
=
1
2
(
sˆA(t) + sˆB(t) + cos
2pit
τ
[sˆA(t)− sˆB(t)]
)
,(3.23)
=
2S(t)− (gA + gB)×N(t)
2
− gA − gB
2
×N(t) cos 2pit
τ
,(3.24)
= S(t)− 1
2
(
gA
[
1 + cos
2pit
τ
]
+ gB
[
1− cos 2pit
τ
])
×N(t).(3.25)
Equation 3.25 shows that the windowing process equates to evolving filter coeffi-
cients with a 512 s cadence. Substitute sˆ(t) into S(t) with N(t) = N2(t) for the next
noise channel to extend the result.
Science segments are subdivided into at most 16384 s. These subdivisions overlap
for 512 s, so each side calculates identical filters for the overlap, but only the latter
half writes the overlap, to avoid race conditions. Label gW , gX, gY , gZ the final filters
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Figure 3.10:
Schematic windowing for one LIGO science segment, illustrating windowing after an
initial half-window offset. Filters are calculated for windows up to 1024-s, then 50%-
overlapping Hann windows merged, giving a corrected measurement of h(t). Code
online: http://ligo-vcs.phys.uwm.edu/wsvn/MatApps/packages/detchar/AMPS/
trunk/eleutheria.m
calculated in job 1; gA, gB, gC , gD are the first in job 2. Where each parenthesis
contains 512 s and the addition sign denotes Hann-windowing of the filters, the end
of job 1 is . . . (gW + gX)(gX + gY )(gY + gZ) and the start of job 2 is (gA + gB)(gB +
gC)(gC + gD). Overlap denotes that filter gA is derived from the same data as filter
gY , and likewise gB 0 gZ . Thus (gA + gB) = (gY + gZ). Segments shorter than
60 s are not filtered, and dangling windows shorter than 32 s are rolled into their
predecessors. These provisions prevent filters based on insufficient data.
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3.6 Results of feedforward
3.6.1 Post-processing diagnostics
Lower spectral noise floors reveal improvement in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. Feedfor-
ward most improves the spectra with elevated noise levels. It enhances sensitivity
less when the interferometer is already optimized. This tendency is consistent with
underlying thermal and shot noise. Glitches contaminate h(t) less when the servo-
to-strain coupling is minimized. Insofar as coupling non-stationarity evolves slower
than the 512-s windowing timescale, adaptive filtering appears to reduce the impact
of glitches.
Post-processing tests also compute average SFT spectra. For GPS second 931.0×
106 (2009 July 07; GPS seconds count from 1980 January 01) to 932.8 × 106 (2009
July 28, about 10% of S6), the harmonic mean spectra are shown in Figure 3.13.
SFTs are high-pass filtered at 38 Hz. The harmonic mean spectrum shows several
percent improvement from about 80 Hz up to the 330 Hz violin mode frequencies.
Above 400 Hz, there is proportionally minor degradation, due to filter rolloff.
3.6.2 Feedforward benefits and potential
Inspiral rangeR increases for both S6 LIGO observatories, which should generalize
to any observatory with broadband noise due to contamination from auxiliary servos.
Figures 3.14 and 3.16 show the variation in achieved subtraction over about 10%
of S6; figures 3.15 and 3.17 show the entire science run.
Figure 3.18 shows a screenshot of a webpage where LIGO data analysts can access
summary graphs of the feedforward performance.
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Figure 3.11:
Exemplar of a typical case, +1.1 Mpc (5.9% inspiral range) (GPS time 953164819
to 953165839, 2010 March 21). Read ‘DARM’ as h(t), ‘MICH’ as ‘MICH-PRC’. The
most benefit is seen in the 80 to 400 Hz band, especially around 150 Hz, where LIGO is
most sensitive. The main fundamental limit in this band is thermal suspension noise,
but historically auxiliary channel noise has been a major contaminant. Note that the
60 Hz and harmonic lines are not subtracted, although a separate magnetometer servo
does reduce their impact. The 340 to 360 Hz violin mode is not likely amenable to
feedforward.
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Figure 3.12:
Best improvement seen in S6 for H1 h(t), +4.4 Mpc (29% inspiral range) (GPS
955187679 to 955188191, 2010 April 13). Read ‘DARM’ as h(t), ‘MICH’ as ‘MICH-
PRC’. Such a loud cross-coupling would be noticed in real-time by the on-site staff.
The elevated noise floor is unusual in science mode, but the fact that feedforward
corrects it suggests the importance of controlling auxiliary channels to prevent such
glitches. The post-feedforward spectrum is comparatively normal for science mode
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Figure 3.13:
Harmonic mean, GPS seconds 931.0 × 106 (2009 July 07) to 932.8 × 106 (2009 July
28): (before-after) (L), (before-after)/before (R); greater than zero is improvement.
The mean shows the absolute and relative difference of before and after, between the
average of many spectra. Improvement from 80 to 400 Hz is noticeable; at higher
frequencies there is degradation, negligible in relative terms, due to high-frequency
filter rolloff. Frequencies below 50 Hz should be disregarded; they are usually not
searched by LIGO, so spectra for this plot were generated with a high-pass filter at 38
Hz.
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Figure 3.14:
Inspiral range vs time for S6 (starting 2009 July 07) before GPS time 9.33e8 (2009
July 30): Each frequency band with reduced noise and consequent enhanced sensitivity
contributes to the inspiral range integral, detailed further in Section 4.2.2. LIGO
Hanford Observatory, H1 (top) gains 0.23 Mpc; LIGO Livingston Observatory, L1
(bottom) gains 0.84 Mpc. In this first month of S6, L1 saw greater benefit from post-
facto feedforward correction; later data from H1 and L1 would improve by fluctuating
amounts thanks to better real-time feedforward servos. Although H1 is less improved
than L1 here, real-time tunings were made soon after.
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Figure 3.15:
Inspiral range vs time for all S6 (2009 July 07 to 2010 October 20): LIGO Hanford
Observatory, H1 (top) gains 0.68 Mpc; LIGO Livingston Observatory, L1 (bottom)
gains 0.44 Mpc.
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Figure 3.16:
Inspiral range fractional gain vs time for S6 (starting 2009 July 07) before GPS time
9.33e8 (2009 July 30): LIGO Hanford Observatory, H1 (top) 1.68% better; LIGO
Livingston Observatory, L1 (bottom) 7.00% better. This plot shows relative gain for
the same data for we also show absolute gain.
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Figure 3.17:
Inspiral range fractional gain vs time for all S6 (2009 July 07 to 2010 October 20):
LIGO Hanford Observatory, H1 (top) 4.14% better; LIGO Livingston Observatory, L1
(bottom) 3.60% better.
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Figure 3.18: Screenshot of diagnostic web pages, indexed by window.
3.7 Conclusion
Auxiliary MICH-PRC Subtraction has cleaned LIGO S6 data, yielding better
strain sensitivity and inspiral range. Frequency-domain-derived, time-domain-applied
feedforward correction removes noise by fitting a rational transfer function between
witness & target. Second order sections filter the witness channels, which then are
subtracted from the measured target to produce an improved strain estimate. Diag-
nostics confirm that the corrected h(t) benefits from dynamic, adaptive, algorithmic
post facto feedforward subtraction, gaining several percent in detectable inspiral
range. Such an improvement potentially enhances the performance of any LIGO
search.
The subtraction leads to the lowest noise floor, around 150 Hz, of any time or in-
terferometer so far (the highest performance to date at shot-noise limited frequencies
has been obtained differently, with quantum optical squeezing [4, 74]). This record
has only just been surpassed by Advanced LIGO. Thereafter, adaptive feedforward
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filters, real-time or post facto, can be applied to mitigate noisy-but-inescapable cou-
plings of the servo system. Signal recycling and filter cavities will further challenge
commissioning. Angular and length sensing will need finer control servos. Advanced
LIGO will also contain more physical and environmental monitors, from seismic
and accelerometric to magnetic, that could provide witnesses for non-control-related
noise. Altogether, more auxiliary channels and loops will exist, and while they may
require sophisticated, non-linear methods, the subtraction technique presented here
is a basis. Sensitive interferometry will benefit from simple, effective methods of
suppressing instrumental influences.
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3.8 Postscript
This analysis is intended to make Advanced LIGO simpler. To that end, some of
the tools involved were directed toward the first lock stretch of the advanced detector
era, at LIGO Livingston’s L1 interferometer on 2014 May 26.
MEWD1 attained the lock. MICH noise was dominating the spectrum. Based on
the subtraction2 of MICH & PRC noise from the S6 data set (and H1 in real-time),
an investigation ensued. The Matlab function f domainsubtract (from the 40 m,
used in AMPS code to make a frequency domain transfer function) was run on data
at CIT in
/archive/frames/A6/L0/L1/L-L1 R 1085/
using the readFrames3 function to pull 2100 s of frame data starting 1085202300.
Absent a DARM ERR or CTRL channel, the IN1 DQ channels were used, fol-
lowing an example4 in the LLO aLog.
Uncalibrated PSDs from Matlab pwelch follow.
The function f domainsubtract can estimate two quantities:
• coherence between different channels
• theoretically obtainable spectrum if noise is subtracted
The first set of graphs shows (in blue x’s) sqrt(1-magnitude-squared coherence)
1Denis Martynov, Anamaria Eﬄer, Robert Ward, and Ryan deRosa.
2Meadors, Kawabe, Riles.
3by Gregory Mendell.
4due to Rana Adhikari; Kawabe subsequently confirmed that IN1 DQ has replaced ERR and OUT DQ has
replaced CTRL.
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Figure 3.19:
DARM power spectral density for first radio-frequency lock of L1 in Advanced LIGO.
Note that the spectrum is uncalibrated.
Figure 3.20: MICH power spectral density, first lock.
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Figure 3.21:
PRCL power spectral density, first lock. This corresponds to the PRC channel in
Initial and Enhanced LIGO.
Figure 3.22:
SRCL power spectral density, indicating the signal for the signal recycling cavity
length.
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Figure 3.23: MICH coherence with DARM.
and (in red) the ratio, (predicted amplitude spectral density (ASD) after subtrac-
tion)/(measured ASD before subtraction):
The second shows (in red) the ASD of the noise IN1 DQ channel, (in green) the
DARM IN1 DQ channel, and (in black) the ASD of the DARM IN1 DQ channel if
the noise can be subtracted from it:
Summary
MICH and PRCL indeed cohere with DARM, in similar ways, each with a coher-
ence (not MS-coherence) as great as 0.5 at 10 Hz, dropping off in either direction
(about 0.05 at 3 Hz and 60 Hz).
In contrast, SRCL has a coherence as much as 0.3 at 10 Hz. It is even broader
band, dropping off in either direction (about 0.05 at 3 Hz and 400 Hz, with a drop
in coherence at 50 Hz).
These results corroborate the assessment that MICH noise is currently dominant
and suggest that PRCL and SRCL noise are also significant. To be thorough this
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Figure 3.24: PRCL coherence with DARM.
Figure 3.25: SRCL coherence with DARM.
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Figure 3.26:
MICH subtraction from DARM, projection, based on frequency domain transfer func-
tion. The full AMPS machinery has not yet been applied.
Figure 3.27: PRCL subtraction from DARM, projection.
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Figure 3.28: SRCL subtraction from DARM, projection.
result should be verified using the OUT DQ channels; these results were calculated
using IN1 DQ.
Future
This is not the full feedforward code, which could be updated (not entirely triv-
ially) to subtract out the noise and calculate a spectrum post-facto. This would
require no work on the part of the commissioners. If a calibration exists, we could
calculate a morale-boosting inspiral range.
If commissioners want a real-time filter, that would presuppose the existence of a
MICH/PRCL/SRCL subtraction path in the model and closed loop response transfer
functions. Once those exist, one could update (somewhat more trivial) the real-time
calculation code to get a high-quality Foton filter.
A great deal of progress has already been made, and a great deal more can prob-
ably be made with manual filter design, but if sophistication is needed, the tools
exist.
CHAPTER IV
Squeezing: Quantum Vacuum Phase Noise
Gravitational wave interferometry measures changes in light travel time far less
than the light-crossing time of an atom; so the quantum nature of light has always
influenced detector design. Advanced LIGO aims to reduce most of the noise sources
described in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3: even so, quantum shot and radiation pressure
noise from light will remain. Carlton Caves first derived the quantum behavior of
interferometer shot and radiation pressure noise [57]. Prior work had inferred the shot
noise level from classical principles, accurately, but been ambiguous about radiation
pressure. With the quantum noise clarified, it was realized that this noise could be
reduced through so-called squeezing of the vacuum state [58]. This chapter describes
part of how squeezing was successfully realized three decades later at the LIGO
Hanford Observatory and describes the author’s contributions to this milestone. For
additional details, consult Chua [61] and Dwyer [75].
4.1 Squeezing theory
Quantum noise was initially treated as Poissonian photon counting (shot noise)
and momentum coupling (radiation pressure), but it is better understood as the
phase and amplitude uncertainty of the electromagnetic field at the interferometer
output. Roughly speaking, phase uncertainty is equivalent to semi-classical shot
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noise and amplitude uncertainty to radiation pressure. The standard quantum limit
(SQL) on displacement sensitivity can be derived independently of either argument,
as noted by Caves [58]:
(4.1) (∆z)SQL = (2!τ/m)
1/2,
where in Equation 4.1 z is the mirror (test mass) displacement, τ is measurement
duration, ! is the reduced Planck constant, and m is mirror mass. When one tries to
attain this standard quantum limit with an interferometer, then shot and radiation
pressure are found to balance at a particular optimum input power P0 [58]:
(4.2) P0 =
1
2
mc2
τ
1
ωτ
1
b2
≡ !ωα
2
0
τ
,
with ω the angular frequency of light and b the number of bounces (assuming delay
lines, whereas a Fabry-Perot value is proportional to finesse) in Equation 4.2 and α20 =
P0τ/!ω is the number of photons. Equation 4.2 shows that the optimal power P0 rises
as 1/τ 2, that is, as the square of the gravitational wave frequency. High frequency
sensitivity thus benefits from higher laser power. High mirror mass preserves low
frequency performance when P0 increases. Combined, these formulae imply that
an interferometer should be built with the largest, most massive mirrors and most
powerful lasers practicable.
4.1.1 Problems with lasers: thermal compensation
LIGO and its allied interferometers do try to operate with massive optics and
powerful lasers, but there are limits. Vacuum enclosures place a constraint, only
broken with significant expenditures, on the size of optical tables and mirror suspen-
sions and therefore on mirror mass. Large optics, both substrates and coatings, are
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also difficult and expensive to manufacture with high quality. This indirectly limits
laser power through the SQL. Laser power, however, was not limited for this reason
in initial and enhanced LIGO. In practice, thermal distortion of the test masses was
a worse problem [42]. Absorption, both in the bulk of the fused silica substrate and
in the HR coatings, of a few parts per million was sufficient to distort the radius of
curvature of the Fabry-Perot cavities. While managed with a CO2 laser-driven ther-
mal compensation system (supplemented with ring heaters in aLIGO), this thermal
distortion remains a serious concern.
Having an alternative to increased mirror size and laser power would grant flexibil-
ity. Hence squeezing: the standard quantum limit can be achieved through another
means.
4.1.2 Quantum shot noise and radiation pressure
Squeezing as used in the context of gravitational wave interferometry has a specific
meaning. While no alterations are made to the input laser light, the output ‘dark’
port of the interferometer, whence comes the light received by the photodetector, is
changed. The output port in a squeezed interferometer receives a squeezed vacuum
state from the opposite direction to the laser light. This squeezed vacuum state is
prepared on a ‘squeezer’ table. This beam is injected with the correct polarization,
using a Faraday isolator and wave plates to guard against laser light entering the
squeezer, and propagates through the interferometer arms (requiring proper align-
ment) until it and the laser light are both incident on the same output photodetector.
The desired effect is altering ∆E∆φ uncertainty for the vacuum state of the elec-
tromagnetic field. Reducing ∆φ at the cost of still-acceptable ∆E permits1 a more
precise measurement, equivalent to the beneficial effect of increasing laser power but
1∆E can also be squeezed; see Section 4.1.3
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without heating the mirrors. Loosely, more laser power boosts the shot-noise lim-
ited ‘signal’ of a high-frequency measurement whereas squeezing reduces the ‘noise’.
Formally, the expectation value of quantum operators is improved.
Caves’s prescription [58] is as follows:
• Vacuum fluctuations couple through the anti-symmetric port, so inject a
• Squeezed −→E field (uncertainty ellipse with smaller ∆E) defined by
• Squeeze operator S in Equation 4.3 (with squeeze angle θ, factor r, creation
operator a):
(4.3) S(ζ) = exp[
1
2
ζ∗a2 − 1
2
ζ(a†)2], ζ = reiθ
thereby reducing shot noise by a factor of e−r. The optimum power changes accord-
ingly: Caves shows that Popt = P0e−2r, so long as |α|- sinh2 r and |α|- e2r sinh2 r.
For a 20-W interferometer using 1064 nm light to measure at 100 Hz, the latter
squeezing condition would be an issue around r ≥ 10, but to reduce optimal power by
1/2 only requires r ≈ 0.34. Trying to reduce optimal power by orders of magnitude
is unlikely to occur any time soon: rather, a modest laser as would ordinarily be
used in an interferometer can be supplemented with a squeezed beam to increase
its effective power. Squeezing is an addition, not a replacement. Yet the squeeze
beam still must be physically generated, and this along with optical losses in the
interferometer prove a much more significant challenge than theoretical constraints.
Squeezing can be physically generated through the use of an optical paramet-
ric oscillator (OPO). Optical parameteric amplifiers, including an OPO, involve a
nonlinear optical medium that is pumped with an electromagnetic wave at ωp. An
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OPO [58] is an optical parametric amplifier for which the output ‘signal’ (at ωs) and
‘idler’ (at ωi) beams2 are degenerate (for any amplifier they satisfy ωs + ωi = ωp,
the input, pump frequency). As Takahashi noted [159] (and others, see Wall for a
review [170]), a degenerate amplifier will transform a coherent state into a state with
unequal uncertainties in its two quadratures, to wit, phase and amplitude.
By placing a degenerate amplifier in the cavity resonant at ωs, the amplifier be-
comes an optical parameter oscillator, with high effective interaction length and
thus squeeze factor. Nonlinear media come in many varieties, but the material
used in LIGO squeezing experiments (as in this chapter) has typically been PPKTP
(periodically-poled potassium titanyl phosphate). For an effective second-order non-
linear susceptibility d, pump electric field amplitude Ep, effective interaction length
L, and index of refraction at the signal frequency ns, the amount of squeezing is [58],
(4.4) r =
(
4piωsL
cns
)
d|Ep|.
Another, heuristic3, understanding of the OPO (when ωp = 2ω) is that a vac-
uum fluctuation ! at Aeiω!t+φ! couples to the pump and so induces a second beam,
Aei(2ω−(ω!t+φ!)). The superposition of these two beams has amplitude ≈ 2A but phase
≈ (φ, − φ,), i.e., the amplitude fluctuations (radiation pressure) have increased but
the phase fluctuations (shot noise) have been reduced.
One caveat: the pump must be phase matched to the main laser (at ω) of the over-
all interferometer. This is usually accomplished (as at the Hanford experiment) with
a small beamsplitter diverting a portion of the laser (then, at Hanford, through
a polarization-preserving fiber) and directing it to a second harmonic generator
2The nomenclature is historical, sometimes distinguished by ωs ≥ ωi. After alignment is complete, the output
beams contain no power by design.
3Popularized by Daniel Sigg, formally described as sidebands in Dwyer [75].
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(SHG), which yielded ωp = 2ω. SHGs themselves operate using non-linear crys-
tals to frequency-double incident laser light. Imperfect phase matching is one of
two chief reasons why squeezing can underperform. Phase matching the squeezer
requires stable optical fiber over distances of at least 10 meters. The other reason
for degraded squeezing is optical losses.
Optical losses can include absorption, scattering, and imperfect mode-matching.
While beyond the scope of this chapter, these optical losses are the principal reason
that interferometer squeezing at the H1 photodetector in our experiment was about
half what was generated in the OPO and must be addressed as squeezed light sources
become more widespread.
Demonstrated first at GEO600 [162], then on H1 at the LIGO Hanford Observa-
tory [4], squeezing is now a proven technique. At Hanford, the subject of this chap-
ter, 2.15 dB of squeezing (28%, equivalent to a 64% increase in laser power [4]) was
achieved with the combined efforts of Sheila Dwyer, Sheon Chua, Lisa Barsotti, Matt
Evans, Keita Kawabe, Daniel Sigg, Conor Mow-Lowry, Alexander Khalaidovski,
Maxim Factourovich, Nicola´s Smith-Lefebvre, Robert Schofield, Mike Landry, Cheryl
Vorvick, and Richard Gustafson, along with the author. Figure 4.1 shows a diagram
of the squeezer in relation to the interferometer. A picture of the squeezer and some
of its scientists is shown in Figure 4.2. The squeezing experiment was well supported
by the entire staff4 of Hanford Observatory, to whom the squeezers were grateful.
This success encourages development of a production-quality squeezed light source
for a future upgrade to Advanced LIGO, along the lines of Section 4.1.3. Squeezed
light should increase aLIGO’s performance and could prove critical to its successors,
especially should they operate at cryogenic temperatures for which excess heat would
4Quite busy themselves with Advanced LIGO installation.
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be problematic.
4.1.3 Squeezing filter cavities
Future squeezed light sources may prove more sophisticated still. Equation 4.3
includes an angle ω. When ζ is positive, squeezing is generated and phase fluctuations
diminish, as discussed above. The converse, ζ negative, yields anti-squeezing, where
amplitude fluctuations are smaller. This angle ω is controlled by adjusting the phase
of the main laser pickoff as it enters the OPO. It would be benefical if amplitude
fluctuations could be reduced at the frequencies where they are the dominant noise
sources and likewise simultaneously with phase fluctuations at other frequencies.
Such simultaneous reduction can, in principle, be accomplished with a filter cavity,
which can rotate the squeezing uncertainty ellipse in a frequency-dependent way, as
Chua summarizes [61]. Prototypes at gravitational wave interferometer frequencies
are under construction. If promising, they might be tested at the observatories in a
few years time.
4.2 LIGO Hanford Observatory quantum vacuum squeezing
4.2.1 Collaboration and contributions
Squeezing tests at LIGO Hanford Observatory had been planned for several years
in advance of the 2010-2011 experiment. Nergis Malvalvala at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, David McClelland at Australian National University, and
Daniel Sigg at Hanford made arrangements for a prototype squeezer to be developed
at MIT, with an OPO developed by ANU. Experience with squeezing at GEO600
(Roman Schnabel and Henning Vahlbruch) informed planning. When the proto-
type squeezer had been made functional at MIT, it was disassembled and shipped
cross-country to LHO. There it was reassembled and integrated into the 4-kilometer
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Figure 4.1:
Diagram of squeezer integration into the LIGO inteferometer. Red lines show 1064 nm
laser light, green 532 nm; dashed are squeezed (1064 nm) beams. A pump laser, phase-
locked to the PSL, generated laser light at 1064 nm, boosted to 532 nm by the second
harmonic generator (SHG). This 532 nm beam resonates in the optical parametric
oscillator, containing a periodically-poled KTP crystal for non-linear optical effects.
The squeezed beam is generated there and exits the OPO, passes through the Faraday
isolator and into the interferometer. Simplified and adapted figure [4].
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Figure 4.2:
Image by Lisa Barsotti in Hanford eLog.
Counterclockise from lower left: Sheila Dwyer, Lisa Barsotti, Conor Mow-Lowry, Grant
Meadors. This photograph shows the uncovered squeezer table with components from
the MIT squeezer experiment unpacked at LIGO Hanford Observatory in November
2010. The table sat in a temporary location by HAM6, where it was recommissioned
by Dwyer, Mow-Lowry, Sheon Chua, and Alexander Khalaidovksi until H1 could be
brought back online for the squeezing experiment in late 2011.
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interferometer by a team led by Barsotti, Sigg, and Kawabe, with Dwyer and Chua
in charge of optics and operation. This author’s contributions were in support: the
design and installation of supports for the optical table, assistance with in-vacuum
installation and measurements of both optics and electronics, as well as interpretation
of the squeezing results in astrophysical significance.
Optical table support assembly
No space for an entire squeezing table or the constituent optics as then laid out
existed inside the H1 vacuum enclosure. Thus a new location had to be found,
situated close to the beam splitter’s dark port. This site was by the vacuum chamber
known as HAM4. HAM4 had a free viewport, initially covered by steel then provided
a vacuum window by Vorvick and Gerardo Moreno, wherein the squeezed light beam
could be injected toward the dark port. While the optics were installed and aligned
on a spare, standard optical table, additional support for the table needed to be
manufactured. Existing prototype legs for the table were incorporated because of
their good theoretical isolation performance, but the table height would have been too
short for the optics to reach the viewport without a periscope, and such a periscope
would likely have caused unacceptable beam movement. Some interest existed in
using the prototype legs together with added spacers rather than entirely new legs
both because of cost and the potential for using the prototype legs for other aLIGO
applications.
After several design iterations, the author designed and ordered four table leg
spacers. These closely followed the design of Figure 4.4 with several subsequent
adjustments (see caption). On arrival in March 2011 (Figure 4.3), the full leg as-
semblage was installed (with a clear, also spare, optical table on top) at the final
site with the help of Landry, Dani Atkinson, the Apollo Sheetmetal crew, and the
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Figure 4.3:
Table legs testing. The squeezer table is raised to its final height by the leg extensions.
From top to bottom: table (WISCT10), existing leg extensions (with flanges), new
leg extensions (flangeless), triangular high table legs. This assemblage provided the
squeezer a serendiptously-stable (as measured by Sheila Dwyer, Sheon Chua, and Robert
Schofield) platform at low cost. Photo in temporary location; the actual squeezer table
was anchored to these table legs, grouted, by HAM4.
author. The vibration isolation on the table was measured by Schofield and Chua,
using mechanical shakers to obtain the transfer function 5. The legs having decent
performance, Schofield recommended grouting the legs to the floor to achieve better
stability. Once this was done in June, the clean optical table was deinstalled and
the now-reassembled squeezer table emplaced on top6. Cables, including the optical
fiber transporting light from the main laser for the phase-locked pump, were laid
again. Finally, surrounded by a physically seperate platform for accessibility onto
the table, the squeezer was in position to inject a beam into H1.
5Later, final numbers were measured in October 2011: http://ilog.ligo-wa.caltech.edu/ilog/pub/ilog.cgi?
group=detector&date_to_view=10/03/2011&anchor_to_scroll_to=2011:10:03:23:49:25-lisabar
6See http://ilog.ligo-wa.caltech.edu/ilog/pub/ilog.cgi?group=detector&date_to_view=06/24/
2011&anchor_to_scroll_to=2011:06:24:11:49:32-gmeadors (public URL) for details
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Figure 4.4:
Table legs SolidWorks schematic. This initial design for the table leg extensions on
the squeezer table incorporated a flange, which was removed immediately prior to fab-
rication, replaced with a larger diameter flangeless tube with incorporated tap-holes.
Flanges were thought necessary for a flexible alignment initially, they would be pro-
hibitively expensive to machine, and welding would induce unacceptable distortions
into the metal. Manufactured by Brockman Machine Works, of Kennewick, Washing-
ton. Design in consultation with Daniel Sigg, Lisa Barsotti, Keita Kawabe, Gerardo
Moreno, Richard Savage.
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Faraday isolator measurement
Squeezing is helpful only if it helps detector sensitivity more than harms it.
Backscattered light from the interferometer, reflected by the squeezer back into the
main detector [61, 4], is a serious concern, particularly phase noise in the scattered
light fields. In order to mitigate this, an additional Faraday isolator is put into the
optical path of the squeeze beam, which acts to supplement the intrinsic 40 dB iso-
lation thanks to the OPO. Measuring the isolation ratio of this Faraday isolator was
a task for Kawabe, Barsotti, Evans, and myself.
Our results 7 were that the Faraday isolator, as measured in air, transmitted 480
of 500 mW injected in the correct direction (96% transmission), attenuated 460 mW
to 35 µW when injected in the wrong direction (-41.3 dB isolation ratio), and would
back-scatter 2.5 mW of 500 mW (-23 dB) input power toward the squeezer. These
numbers sufficed to proceed with in-vacuum installation.
In-vacuum installation
Installing the additional Faraday isolation in vacuum was necessary before the
squeezed beam from the table could be injected directly into the dark port. The new
Faraday, but not the existing initial LIGO Faraday, had an opening to accommo-
date the beam. Because Advanced LIGO installation, concurrent with the squeezing
experiment, involved opening the vacuum, our own installation team (Kawabe, Bar-
sotti, Dwyer, Chua, Gustafson, and the author) were able to emplace and align the
new Faraday isolation on the optical table inside HAM4, move a baﬄe in HAM5
(optically downstream), and direct the beam onto HAM6 (the optical terminus), the
location of the output photodiode8.
7See http://ilog.ligo-wa.caltech.edu/ilog/pub/ilog.cgi?group=detector&date_to_view=06/09/
2011&anchor_to_scroll_to=2011:06:09:16:58:36-lisabar for more details.
8Detailed in http://ilog.ligo-wa.caltech.edu/ilog/pub/ilog.cgi?group=detector&date_to_view=06/29/
2011&anchor_to_scroll_to=2011:06:29:18:31:51-lisabar on the electronic log.
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Once the squeezing beam was on the output photodiode, the vacuum enclosure
pumped down and H1 restored to operation9, it was determined that the interfer-
ometer was not functioning as expected. The output mode cleaner transmission was
about 25% lower than previously measured [169,156]. This loss was severe enough to
warrant an additional vacuum incursion. Our task was to install the now-unused L1
OMC as a tentative replacement. First, Evans, Barsotti, Chua, Kawabe and myself
verified10 that the L1 OMC had superior finesse to that inferred for the H1 OMC.
A rapid replacement of the H1 OMC by the L1 followed, over the course of two
days11, involving Bram Slagmolen, Smith-Lefebvre, Kawabe, Evans, Dwyer, Chua,
Factourovich and myself. Once installation was complete and the vacuum pumped
down, H1 returned to operation.
In the optics lab, the H1 OMC was found [169] to have one of its control elements,
a heater, out of place. It was occulting the beam inside its resonant bowtie cavity,
reducing the finesse. The transplanted L1 OMC worked as intended inside H1.
Data digitization
Full control of the squeezer required more of its digital computer input and readout
to be accessible proximal to the rest of the interferometer controls. Before H1 was
resuscitated, the author had made and helped lay cables and, with Dave Barker,
selected computer channels for the analog-to-digital conversion of squeezer data 12.
Commissioning began.
9And local wildlife rescued: http://ilog.ligo-wa.caltech.edu/ilog/pub/ilog.cgi?
group=detector&date_to_view=09/23/2011&anchor_to_scroll_to=2011:09:23:21:37:25-sheilad
10See http://ilog.ligo-wa.caltech.edu/ilog/pub/ilog.cgi?group=detector&date_to_view=10/21/
2011&anchor_to_scroll_to=2011:10:21:11:12:21-sheon
11Day 1: http://ilog.ligo-wa.caltech.edu/ilog/pub/ilog.cgi?group=detector&date_to_view=10/24/
2011&anchor_to_scroll_to=2011:10:25:09:11:32-kawabe
Day 2: http://ilog.ligo-wa.caltech.edu/ilog/pub/ilog.cgi?group=detector&date_to_view=10/25/
2011&anchor_to_scroll_to=2011:10:25:19:49:56-kawabe
12Fuller information in the electronic log: http://ilog.ligo-wa.caltech.edu/ilog/pub/ilog.cgi?
group=detector&date_to_view=08/16/2011&anchor_to_scroll_to=2011:08:16:21:27:49-gmeadors and
wa.caltech.edu/ilog/pub/ilog.cgi?group=detector&date_to_view=08/26/2011&anchor_to_scroll_to=2011:08:
26:15:08:16-gmeadors
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Figure 4.5: Integrand of inspiral range as a function of frequency, with and without squeezing.
4.2.2 Squeezing’s scientific benefit
Squeezing worked in spite of optical losses, did not make the interferometer worse,
and in fact increased shot noise limited performance by over 2 dB [4]. The benefits
translate directly into measureable scientific benefits.
Figures of merit: inspiral range
As noted in Chapter III, gravitational wave interferometers are regularly charac-
terized by their inspiral range [80]. This figure of merit integrates the gravitational
wave strain spectrum into a single number: the distance to which a pair of 1.4 solar
mass neutron stars (canonically, with average orientation and sky location and a
signal-to-noise ratio of 8) could be detected if they inspiralled together:
(4.5) F7/3 =
∫ fh
fl
[
f 7/3h2(f)
]
df,
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Figure 4.6:
Net effect of squeezing on inspiral range integrand. Scientific benefit from squeezing
is evident at the few hundred Hz ‘bucket’ where initial LIGO is most sensitive, and
although low frequency noise is slightly worse, this in an already noisy spectral band.
Enhanced LIGO unambigiously benefitted from squeezing, proving the technique’s effi-
cacy.
(4.6) R = Θ
(
5c1/3M5/3ch F7/3
96pi4/3SNR0
)1/2
L,
where R is inspiral range in kiloparsec, f is frequency, h the strain sensitivity as a
function of frequency, Θ is a correction factor of 1.77 for orientation and sky location,
c is the speed of light, Mch = Gc−2Msun(M1M2)3/5(M1+M2)−1/5 is the chirp mass of
two stars with masses M1 =M2 = 1.4Msun, F7/3 is as defined in Equation 4.5, SNR0
is typically 8, and L is the interferometer length in meters. The range integrand in
Equation 4.5 can itself be multiplied by the external coefficients in Equation 4.6 to
yield a plot of the contribution of each frequency band to the scientific performance
of the interferometer, as in Figure 4.5. Taking the difference of before- and after-
squeezing shows where squeezing yielded improvement – and demonstrates that it
did not seriously degrade interferometer performance13.
13For additional plots in the log, http://ilog.ligo-wa.caltech.edu/ilog/pub/ilog.cgi?
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From the improved high frequency shot noise, we can see that squeezing bought
Enhanced LIGO a megaparsec of inspiral range. This number is impressive in several
respects: our goal was to achieve a squeezing factor of perhaps as much as 3 dB, but
to do it in the shot noise-limited region, at high frequencies, where the inspiral range
equations count for much less. The range integrand shows squeezing down to 150
Hz, which is the lowest yet achieved for a gravitational wave interferometer, as can
be seen in the Nature Photonics paper [4]. Squeezing at such low frequencies brings
most of the inspiral range improvement. In all, the squeezer experiment added about
another five percent to H1’s range, but also something more significant: prospects for
enhancing gravitational wave interferometers beyond the standard quantum limit.
4.3 Squeezing large interferometers: success and prospects
Over 2 dB of squeezing were achieved by the LIGO Hanford squeezing experiment
on H1 [4]. Building on the previous success of GEO600 [162], squeezing is now a
mature technique that we hope to incorporate into LIGO permanantly as soon as it
is feasible. Publications by Dwyer [74] and Chua [62] detail the remaining hurdles.
Dwyer notes that quadrature phase noise will become increasingly significant as losses
are reduced, particularly for filter cavities. Chua proposes a path toward reduced
backscattered light noise. As we develop an understanding of these two principal
problems, work at MIT is progressing (led by Tomoki Isogai) on realizing a filter
cavity suitable for the LIGO frequency band. With it, future interferometers will
be able to introduce frequency-dependent squeezing to finally reduce, not just shot
noise, but radiation pressure as well, below the standard quantum limit.
group=detector&date_to_view=11/30/2011&anchor_to_scroll_to=2011:11:30:12:54:18-gmeadors
feedforward MICH correction was attempted but unneeded, as detailed also, http://ilog.ligo-wa.caltech.
edu/ilog/pub/ilog.cgi?group=detector&date_to_view=12/02/2011&anchor_to_scroll_to=2011:12:02:15:06:
38-gmeadors.
CHAPTER V
TwoSpect: Search for a Simulated Scorpius X-1
5.1 Neutron stars in binary systems
Continuous waves from neutron stars in binary systems are distinctive. As Sec-
tion 2.3.2 comments, binary systems constitute 211 of 379, or 55%, of known pulsars
with rotation frequency above 10 Hz and thus in the LIGO band (see the ATNF
catalog, currently containing 2328 pulsars total [119]). CW search methods prove
powerful, probing well below the LIGO amplitude spectral density (ASD) noise floor
given year-length science runs, yet computationally-demanding. A non-trivial possi-
bility exists that there are CWs from neutron stars (NS) in binary systems, buried in
existing or forthcoming data, that could be seen with a fast, tractable search method.
TwoSpect [91, 90, 7] is such a method. Developed as a search for neutron stars
in binary systems with unknown sky location, orbital period, projected semi-major
axis or frequency, it has been tested and run on S6 data. In such a mode it accepts
some degradation of sensitivity in order to scan the entire parameter space. If some
parameters are known, a deeper search becomes possible. This chapter describes
the development of this ‘directed’ search and its application to a simulated data set
(a ‘Mock Data Challenge’ or MDC). The next chapter summarizes the preliminary
results when applied to data from the last science run, S6.
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5.1.1 Continuous gravitational waves from neutron stars
Choosing to pursue binary sources is itself a choice of search direction. Neutron
stars can be in isolated systems as well, for which many searches have been conducted
(summarized in Section 2.3.2). Yet isolated stars have several issues that make them
challenging to detect. Isolated stars have a finite lifetime (albeit many millions
of years) over which they are hypothesized to emit detectable GWs. During this
detectable lifetime, they are losing energy to GWs – this energy loss results in a
continually slowing frequency, denoted by the spindown rate f˙ = df/dt. GWs are
not the only contributor to spindown: non-gravitational energy loss due to friction or
magnetic interactions with an accretion disk will also sap the rotational energy of the
star and thus its GW emission amplitude. Non-GW losses broaden the uncertainty
in spindown rate. Spindown in turn makes GW searches more computationally
challenging: templated-phase mismatch over a science run of many months is often
significant enough to require additional templates to search over putative spindown
values. Since many searches are already computationally limited, a GW source
without these challenges would arouse interest.
Accreting binary systems generate such interest. LMXBs, low-mass X-ray bina-
ries, of which Scorpius X-1 (Sco X-1) is an exemplar, are at the focus. As understood
from the work of Papaloizou & Pringle [139] and Wagoner [168], LMXBs might ex-
hibit several key properties:
• Longer GW lifetime than isolated sources, due to accretion recycling
• Ellipticity & hot spots, due to accretion
• Hypothetical torque balance frequencies
Not only are LMXBs an abundant fraction of the neutron star population, they
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also constitute a disproportionate quantity of fast period, millisecond pulsars – and
interestingly may be capped at a speed limit (hypothesized by Chakrabarty [59])
below the relativistic breakup limit. If so, LMXBs in particular would constitute
an ideal search target. Let us review the points of lifetime, ellipticity, and torque
balance in further detail.
5.1.2 Binary spin-up and detectable lifetime
As stated, isolated, elliptical, rotating NS will lose energy to GWs. This intrin-
sically makes their GW radiation short-lived. Binary systems, in contrast, can be
recycled by accretion. Not necessarily a steady process, recycling of infalling matter
from an orbital partner can raise the spin frequency of a neutron star by conserva-
tion of angular momentum. Energy is released as heat and radiation on impact with
the surface of the NS, in particular as X-rays in the case of an LMXB. The work
of Papaloizou, Pringle and Wagoner elucidates the implications for GW detection.
As infalling matter hits an NS, the matter stream can not only increase the spin
frequency – and thus GW radiation amplitude – of the NS, but it can also increase
NS ellipticity from matter accumulated at the hot spot. Equation 2.25 shows that
this further increases radiated GW amplitude. Insofar as the infall stream continues,
the NS can be ‘spun-up’ to rotation frequencies with non-negligible GW emission,
potentially for a far longer detectable lifetime than an isolated star.
Spin-up might proceed, as Wagoner derives, only up to a specific frequency. In
this torque balance hypothesis, the matter infall delivers a torque offset by angular
momentum loss from GW emission; since GW emission rises with frequency, an
NS that is spinning up due to accretion will eventually reach a limiting frequency
beyond which GW emission prevents it from spinning faster. This idea, developed
by Bildsten [47], connects accretion rate with GW emission. Since accretion rate can
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be measured electromagnetically, in X-ray flux FX-ray, this lets us estimate what level
of GW emission at frequency f could be expected for a star rotating at frequency
ν = f/2 (Equation 5.1 in general, Equation 5.2 for Scorpius X-1 [91, 47]):
(5.1) h0 ≈ 5× 10−27
(
300Hz
ν
)1/2( FX-ray
10−8erg cm−2s−1
)1/2
,
(5.2) h0 ≈ 2.8× 10−26
(
600Hz
f
)1/2
.
Torque-balanced neutron stars would remain at their torque-balance frequency: ac-
cretion would counteract spindown. This frequency stationarity is computationally
useful.
Although the torque-balance equation predicts GW strains for Scorpius X-1 and
similar sources that are below even the Advanced LIGO noise floor, there is cause
for optimism. Scorpius X-1, although the brightest steady extrasolar X-ray sources,
is not (see Section 5.1.3) necessarily the only object of its kind. Particular if other
sources emit their X-ray flux in beams, those other sources might be underestimated
or unknown to us – and they might be closer, a motivation that drives an all-sky
search ??. For Scorpius X-1, there is much incentive to connect extensive electro-
magnetic observations with GWs. As astrophysical ephemeris data from the source
becomes available, search techniques can become more targeted, which when com-
bined with analytical techniques designed to take advantage of that information (and
a science run of several months) could push substantially below the Advanced LIGO
noise floor. Under these conditions, the torque-balance limit may be attainable.
Reaching that limit – whether or not GWs are detected – would tell us about the
astrophysics of LMXBs.
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5.1.3 Detection rate projections
Equation 5.1 is incentive to develop searches especially for LMXBs. Although the
predicted h0 is still low, it is conceivable that high-luminosity sources such as Scorpius
X-1 (see Section 5.8.1 for full parameters) or possible transients might just be within
reach of advanced detectors such as aLIGO. Unknown sources with potentially higher
GW flux are a motivation for making this search capable of scanning the entire sky.
It is difficult to infer how many sources might exist, but over 50 accretion-powered
X-ray pulsars were already known as of 2005 [119]. Known, especially-promising
sources such as Scorpius X-1 warrant scrutiny with a deeper, directed search over
their known parameter space. Such searches are the purpose of TwoSpect.
5.2 TwoSpect searches
TwoSpect offers a way to calculate a statistic and infer detection probability
for a putative template waveform of a neutron star emitting continuous GWs in
a binary system. LIGO CW searches generally use matched filters, like inspiral
searches. Although the CW filter is easier to calculate than inspiral filters for merging
black holes, the net computational cost is much higher, since integration covers a
much longer timespan, compensating for weaker signals. Matched filtering a binary
pulsar search in the time-domain, with complete phase information, appears to be
computationally intractable for terascale computer clusters in the early 2010s. By
switching the problem to frequency domain power instead of amplitude, the search
becomes feasible, albeit at a cost in sensitivity.
TwoSpect performs two transforms: it first parcels a science run (year-scale) into
overlapping short Fourier Transforms (SFTs, hour-scale or less). SFT frequency
bins for a given data stretch are then adjusted to the frequency at the solar system
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barycenter, accounting for Doppler shifting that would be induced at the sky loca-
tion, frequency, and time under investigation. Each row of constant-barycentered
frequency bins is then treated as a time series. That time series is then Fourier
transformed too – the two in TwoSpect. This transform yields a plane of pixels:
the frequency-prime f ′ vs frequency f plane. Goetz and Riles [90,91] developed this
technique in the context of GWs. The plane of pixels provides a tractable data set
on which binary CW templates can be tested.
Detectable strain sensitivity h scales poorly with time, T−1/8, due to the double
transform, instead of T−1/2 for a coherent search or T−1/4 for semi-coherent, but
matched templating techniques are powerful enough that being able to use them is
promising. Goetz developed a noise-subtracted R-statistic to measure the cumulative
power in each binary CW template. This statistic follows a distribution as the sum
of many χ-squared distributions (see Taylor [160] as well as Casella and Berger [56]
for statistical reference) and yields consistent p-values. These p-values can be extrap-
olated from Davies’ method, having been vetted by Monte Carlo [90]. By providing
these statistics, TwoSpect yields information on a large fraction of parameter space
hereto unsearchable. The code is open source and available online [161].
5.2.1 Two spectra: a double Fourier transform
The double-Fourier transform is illustrated in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. Existing LIGO
routines perform the steps needed to generate the first figure: SFTs are made in
pre-processing and then barycentered. TwoSpect then re-invokes the Fast Fourier
Transform routines to transform the frequency vs time plane into a frequency vs
frequency-prime plane. Although GW phase information is lost (and, for now, tem-
plates ignore orbital phase), the resulting search domain is robust against spin wan-
dering.
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Figure 5.1:
After Doppler-shifting the frequencies into the solar system barycenter, TwoSpect anal-
yses begin on this first, time-frequency plane. A simulated signal at 100.015 Hz and
asini = 1.44 is injected with h0 = 4 × 10−21 into 106 seconds of Gaussian noise at
Sh = 4×10−24 (the projected minimum Advanced LIGO noise level); the signal period
is 68023.8259 seconds, as with Scorpius X-1.
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Figure 5.2:
Fourier-transforming along the ‘rows’ (constant frequency bin, variable time bin) gen-
erate a second plane, the frequency-frequency plane. The power of each bin in this
transform is plotted as a pixel. By aggregating power, this second Fourier transform
enhances signal so that matched templates can be applied for a search. The x-axis label
is in fact bin number and each value is the 2nd Fourier frequency in Hz times 1800 s.
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5.2.2 Inferring neutron stars with companions
With the search domain prepared, templates can be tested. The modulation
induced by LMXB partners on their NS companions is typically fractions of a Hertz.
Modulation depth is, more precisely [90],
(5.3) ∆f =
2pif(a sin i)
cP
,
where f is GW emission frequency, a sin i is projected semi-major axis, and P is
orbital period. Equation 5.3 specifies the amplitude of the sinusoid seen in Figure 5.1,
though it must be noted again that it is the power of the transform of that sinusoid
in Figure 5.2 that is actually template-tested.
5.2.3 TwoSpect algorithm detection statistic
Template-testing proceeds from a given test frequency f , modulation depth ∆f
(via astrophysical a sin i), and period P using data prepared for some sky location.
Having a time series n SFTs long with k frequency bins, a template weight can be
computated for a number of pixels M < n ∗ k. Applying these weights yields the
R-statistic:
(5.4) R =
ΣM−1i=0 wi[Zi − λi]
ΣM−1i=0 [wi]2
,
where
• R: template detection statistic
• w: template weight
• i: pixel index of M pixels
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• Z: spectral power (after barycentric correction)
• λ: expected noise power
Testing various template models against simulated neutron stars in binary sys-
tems reveals the benefit of the R-statistic. Figure 5.3 shows that the statistic re-
sponds markedly when the input template values match the simulated ‘injection’
sufficiently well. The sharp response assures accurate parameter estimation. Further-
more, Monte Carlo simulations by Goetz quantify the probability of high R statistics
arising from Gaussian noise. Using generating functions and Davies’ method, this
probability has already been incorporated into a single-template p-value, seen in fig-
ure 5.4. Further, multi-trial Monte Carlo studies done by the author have validated
the probability of R- and p-values arising from Gaussian noise.
5.3 Directed TwoSpect’s greater sensitivity
Searching over a wide range of right ascension and declination can multiply com-
putational times for gravitational wave searches by many orders of magnitude. Each
GW frequency needs to be corrected for Doppler shift and antenna pattern unique
to each sky location. The number of distinct sky points needed is discretized by the
allowed mismatch in sensitivity between points. Typically, we search over the pa-
rameter space with a grid that allows a 0.2 relative mismatch in R statistic; the space
is smooth enough that this grid can be smooth and rectangular. Looking across all
LIGO frequencies requires over 1018 templates, of order O(109) more templates [90]
to do an all-sky analysis than a search at a single location and known period. Thus
the all-sky search is, in practice, only feasible when the R-statistic is the last in a
stage of hierarchical statistics for candidate GW signals. The initial stage of this
hierarchy, an incoherent harmonic sum, is known [90] to reduce potential sensitivity.
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Figure 5.3:
Exact templates for putative signals weight the pixels in the frequency-frequency plane
to generate R statistic for a simulated pulsar (note: not the same as pulsar 40 in the
Scorpius X-1 mock data challenge) at 100.015 Hz and asini = 1.44. The resulting R
values are heatmap-plotted on the modulation depth vs frequency plane.
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Figure 5.4:
The Davies algorithm translates R statistic values for exact templates into (single-
template) p-values, plotted on the modulation depth vs frequency plane.
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A directed search could be narrowly focused enough to calculate R-statistics for all
interesting binary CW models for a point in the sky. With a known electromagnetic
counterpart, such as an LMXB or X-ray transient (XTE), the parameter space can
often be reduced to a particular sky location (known to a few milliradians or better)
and period (known to fractions of a second). Frequency may (as with XTE J1751-
305 [120]) or may not (as with Scorpius X-1 [88]) be known1. Let us consider a search
for an object such as Scorpius X-1 (P ≈ 68023.7 s, a sin i ≈ 1.44± 0.18 light-s). The
number of templates needed to cover the parameter space at a mismatch of 0.2 is
known from studies that find a spacing of 1/(2Tcoh) in frequency and 1/(4Tcoh) in
a sin i provided sufficient coverage, given coherence time Tcoh. Here, assume a search
over 6σa sin i, that is, ±3σ around the known orbital parameter a sin i. Then,
(5.5) Ntemplate = [1 + 2fbwTcoh]
[
Σ
j=
fmax−fmin
fbw
j=1 1 + 2pi (fmin + jfbw)
4Tcoh
P
6σa sin i
]
,
simplified,
(5.6)
Ntemplate = 2
(
Tcoh +
1
fbw
)[
1 +
4piTcoh
P
(6σa sin i)(fmax + fmin + fbw)
]
(fmax − fmin)
for a single interferometer.
fbw is the width of a single analysis band. At present, we use 0.1 Hz bands.
Ntemplate is O(108) for 3 interferometers over a 500 Hz band given the Sco X-1 orbital
parameters. Such a search is tractable, since a single template test requires on the
order of a second. This search promises to be significantly more sensitive than the
all-sky search. We chose to test this new method first in a Mock Data Challenge
1At our 8.5 kiloparsec galactic radius [107] both these sources are located in the direction of the galactic center.
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(MDC). This MDC lets us ascertain our sensitivity relative to other GW-search
algorithms. TwoSpect is 1 of up to 6 existing programs looking for 50 “open” and 50
“closed/blind” Sco X-1-like “pulsars” (LMXBs). Full MDC results are the subject
of a forthcoming paper. The rest of this chapter expounds on the development and
testing of methods in the course of this MDC.
5.3.1 Sky maps using exact templates
At the beginning of the MDC, this author’s work on TwoSpect played a key role
in verifying that the simulation was correctly set up. Although the author played no
role in the data generation – and was blinded to the parameters of the closed pulsars
– TwoSpect is sensitive both to relatively weak signals and to sky location. Thus it
was able to confirm that injected pulsars, as seen in Figure 5.5, were in fact in the
expected location of a signal from Scorpius X-1.
5.4 Scorpius X-1 mock data challenge
5.4.1 Fully-templated search for Scorpius X-1
Scorpius X-1 MDC data necessitated an efficient means of searching over a few
hundred million putative templates using similar data streams from three interfer-
ometers (Hanford H1, Livingston L1, and Virgo V1). Ideally, all one hundred 5-Hz
search bands would be illuminated in the manner of Figure 5.6. Achieving this goal
required some development by the author.
5.4.2 Narrow-band heat maps in parameter space
Initially, TwoSpect was configured for all-sky searches with the capability to by-
pass the incoherent harmonic sum and test a single point in parameter space. It was
possible to test multiple templates only by rerunning the entire TwoSpect pipeline.
Initial input/output loaded and Doppler-shifting made this highly wasteful, although
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Figure 5.5:
All-sky maps, {H1, L1, V1} interferometer analysis from top to bottom, for template
tests varying right ascension and declination. Scorpius X-1 mock data challenge pulsar
16 (101x101 templates), showing log10 p-value on a Mollweide projection. Contour lines
at 1-radian great-circle distance intervals from the intended injection location of Sco X-1.
The results match the intended injection and confirm that the simulation is accurately
representing the known sky location of Sco X-1.
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Figure 5.6:
Scorpius X-1 Mock Data Challenge (MDC) pulsar 40 {H1}: 5 Hz band. The p-value
(single-template, applying Davies’ Method to the R statistic) in is show in this heatmap,
peak in red. All templates are plotted on the (frequency, modulation depth) plane. This
is a relatively broadband view.
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Figure 5.7:
Heatmaps {H1, L1, V1} of 11x11 templates centered around Scorpius X-1 MDC pulsar
8. This is a relatively narrowband view.
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it was possible to obtain results in narrow regions around which the unblinded, open
MDC pulsars were specified. Figure 5.7 illustrates one such result.
5.4.3 Wide-band heat maps in parameter space
The author’s first contribution to the pipeline was streamlining searching over
arbitrary-width frequency bands. Input/output is now done only once for a given
search band, as is Doppler-shifting, expediting the testing of many templates for
the R-statistic by several orders of magnitude. While testing so many templates
is arguably unnecessary – the results are highly correlated – it is computationally
straightforward and yields the best gain in sensitivity over previous searches. Fig-
ure 5.8 shows that these results match up with prior work, from Figure 5.7.
Whereas much existing TwoSpect post-processing to data had been focused on
follow-up of all-sky results, parts of the directed search post-processing have needed
to be re-invented. The MDC validated these methods.
5.4.4 Revisiting & refining detection criteria
Running TwoSpect as a directed-search algorithm involves calculating the R-
detection statistic across the probable parameter space. A search is conducted with
templates for each grid point in the Scorpius X-1 parameter space; period is known
sufficiently well to restrict the search to the two dimensions of signal frequency and
frequency modulation. The grid spacing, inversely proportional to spectrum co-
herence time, was chosen to allow a mismatch no more than 0.2 in the detection
statistic. Because of known period and sky location, the incoherent harmonic sum
stage of TwoSpect, used for the all-sky search, was bypassed entirely.
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Figure 5.8:
Scorpius X-1 MDC pulsar 8 {H1}: 5 Hz band. This heatmap shows 3.6×105 templates,
10 to 22 mHz modulation depth, 120-125 Hz frequency. The peak signal at about (df
= 0.019, f = 121.9) Hz.
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Figure 5.9:
Scorpius X-1 MDC statistics. These histograms of the R statistic and p-value dis-
tribution helped in understanding noise, temporal gap & spectral leakage, as well as
establishing a threshold p-value ∼ false alarm probability of 1%. These p-values are for
single templates, appropriate to the all-sky search but not to a dense templated search
with a large trials factor. Here, histograms show statistics in the absence of a signal.
The left-skew of the p-values is associated with gaps in the data (as is right-skew, with
different gaps). Diurnal bias in barycentering is assumed, but the correlation is not
fully understood.
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5.5 Mock Data Challenge procedure
Each interferometer in the data challenge was analyzed individually for the de-
tection statistic and corresponding single-template p-value. A set of highest p-value
outliers in 5 Hz bands was produced for each interferometer, subject to a p-value
threshold inferred from Gaussian noise. These sets were compared in pairwise co-
incidence (H1-L1, H1-V1, or L1-V1), where coincidence required proximity within
a few grid points in the parameter space. Any surviving outliers were classified as
detections.
The highest p-value outlier in a single interferometer in that band yielded the
estimated parameters. Uncertainties in these parameters were also determined from
unblinded injections, using method of moments for signal frequency and modulation
depth and confidence intervals for signal amplitude. Upper limits were declared from
the best estimate of the 95% confidence level of non-detected, unblinded, injected
signals. The largest uncertainty in upper limits and signal amplitude estimation
derives from the ambiguity between true h0 signal and cos ι inclination. This am-
biguity cannot be resolved with the present algorithm and depends partially on the
assumed prior distribution of signal ampltitudes; the uncertainty was estimated by
simulation.
Put another way, TwoSpect in its directed search mode, tests templates with a
model of f , a sin i, and P , as well as sky location. The latter two are fixed for
Scorpius X-1, as they are well-known. The R-statistic is not sensitive to time of
ascension. If a coincident detection is made between any interferometer pair in a
5 Hz band, model parameters are read off from the extremal p-value template at
any one interferometer; h0 is proportional to the quarter-root of the test statistic.
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Uncertainty in f and a sin i is determined from the standard deviation of known
injections; it is on the scale of the template grid except for marginally detected
pulsars. The h0 uncertainty is largely due to the uncertainty in cos ι.
5.5.1 Detection Claims
After studying the Gaussian noise in the Scorpius X-1 MDC open data set, we
were able to set thresholds for detection claims.
TwoSpect’s R-statistic and p-value space on the frequency vs modulation depth
plane showed significant structures, particular around loud injections. These struc-
tures corresponded to the distribution of power into pixels by way of modulation
depth, Earth’s Doppler motion, and possibly spectral leakage. These regions of the
open data set parameter space were excised before proceeding with the Gaussian
noise study.
TwoSpect also found later-explained differences in the noise between the 360-
s SFTs, used for pulsar bands above 360 Hz, and the 840-s SFTs, used for those
bands below. The shorter SFTs were ostensibly noisier, requiring a more extreme
log10p of −12.0, rather than −7.75 as in the longer SFTs, to cut single-IFO outliers
and prevent any false alarms from surviving the coincident test between IFOs. On
revisiting the issue after the MDC, it was found that a misconfiguration bug explains
the discrepancy (along with the larger number of templates and imprecise order
statistics). With the bug-contaminated Gaussian noise excluded, removing 3 million
of 21 million Gaussian noise templates, the required log10 p for 360-s SFTs would
only be −8.80. This conclusion is consistent with our expectation that the p-value
calculation should be independent of coherence time.
After studying the effect of pairwise coincidence requirements on surviving Gaus-
sian noise outliers, we were satisfied that we would achieve a false alarm rate of 0.01
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or better by setting the following detection criteria. Note that the log10 p values refer
to single-template p-values; nearby templates are correlated in the presence of signal.
5.5.2 Detection criteria
• single-IFO candidates are the up-to-200 most extreme p-value outliers in a 5-Hz
band that had a log10 p ≤ threshold, where threshold = −7.75 if f < 360.0 Hz
(those that used 840-s SFTs) or −12.0 if f ≥ 360.0 Hz (those that used 360-s
SFTs).
• each candidate must survive at least one double-IFO coincidence test, involving
a pairwise comparison of single-IFO candidates to see whether they are within
1/TSFT in both frequency (f) and modulation depth (df).
→ if there is any candidate surviving these criteria in a 5 Hz band, we mark
detected, else not detected.
5.5.3 Parameter Estimation
MDC data allowed checking TwoSpect’s parameter estimation on the 31 pulsars
detected in the open data set.
Note that the h0 reported in this section had not yet been recalibrated for either
the cos ι ambiguity due to assumed circular polarization (see subsequent section, fac-
tor of 1.74) or a systematic rescaling endemic to TwoSpect (factor of 1.11). Instead,
the first step was to rescale the known h0-injected from the MDC open data table
into an h0-effective. This h0-effective equaled,
(5.7) h0−effective =
1√
2
√(
1 + cos2 ι
2
)2
+ (cos ι)2 × h0-injected,
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Figure 5.10:
Error in strain estimation versus circular-effective injected strain. Higher injected
strain results in higher absolute errors.
the rescaling necessary to convert the strain into effective units of detected strain.
Any pipeline that assumes circular polarization should require a similar procedure.
We plotted the error (h0-effective, as inferred, minus h0-effective, as calculated
from the true injection parameters) in the h0 reported by TwoSpect versus h0-
effective for the 31 open pulsars detected.
This same error was also plotted vs p-value and frequency, for h0 in Figure 5.11,
f estimation in Figure 5.12, and a sin i estimation in Figure 5.13 These values are
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reported in the header of the graphs.
Blue lines indicate the overall uncertainty. Red lines (on plots vs p-value) indicate
a least-squares power-law regression.
5.5.4 Upper Limits and Detection Efficiency
Upper limits and detection efficiency were also calculated using data in the open
pulsar set.
For detection efficiency, we calculated the h-effective for the 31 detected and 19
non-detected pulsars and found the average detection rate in bins according to h-
effective. These bins were non-uniform in size due to the interest in finding the 95%
detection efficiency point despite the paucity of statistics (only 50 pulsars total).
Binomial uncertainty was also calculated and each bin’s 1-σ worst case was graphed
in Figure 5.14.
Consequently we plotted the distribution of recovered h0 versus injected h0-
effective (the error of which is shown above, for detected pulsars) in Figure 5.15.
Further injection studies should show how this upper limit varies with frequency,
for a given injected h0, but at the time of the MDC, we did not feel confident in
extrapolating this relationship.
5.5.5 cos ι Ambiguity
The cosine of the inclination angle of the pulsar, cos ι, casts an ambiguity over
the determination of h0. For TwoSpect, which assumes circular polarization, the
approximate true value of h0 will indeed be as reported if | cos ι| = 1, but will be
greater for smaller | cos ι| is less (i.e., the gravitational wave is elliptically polarized).
In the case of linear polarization, h0 will be about 23/2 times larger than reported.
While an analytical calculation of the expectation value of the correction factor
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Figure 5.11:
Parameter estimation: error in strain and dependence on recovered p-value (top) and
frequency (bottom). The strain appears broadly distributed, without any systematic
patterns. The overall error vs frequency is shown at bottom after a rerun to fix a
misconfiguration where inadequate data was read in at high frequencies.
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Figure 5.12:
Parameter estimation: error in frequency and dependence on recovered p-value (top)
and frequency (bottom). The overall error vs frequency is shown at bottom after a
rerun to fix a misconfiguration where inadequate data was read in at high frequencies.
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Figure 5.13:
Parameter estimation: a sin ι (projected semi-major axis; directly proportional to mod-
ulation depth for a given frequency and period) and dependence on recovered p-value
(top) and frequency (bottom). The overall error vs frequency is shown at bottom after
a rerun to fix a misconfiguration where inadequate data was read in at high frequencies.
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Figure 5.14:
Open pulsar detection efficiency curve. Because only 50 pulsars were in the open set,
this curve is relatively-poorly defined – the binning has been chosen to give the most
accurate representation based on the chosen thresholds. The 95% level is approxi-
mately about 3× 10−25 (again, without the corrective factors of 1.74 and 1.11) but is
too imprecise to judge using this method.
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Figure 5.15:
Detections and upper limit determination. Depending on whether a injection was seen
in three, one, or no detector pairs, it was assigned a color-coded circle and plotted
in recovered strain versus effective circular strain injected. (There are no injections
seen with two detection pairs, because this plot only shows the loudest outlier from
each 5 Hz band; if some injection were seen in two and not three pairs, it would mean
two distinct coincidences were seen, only one of which would be the loudest). Color-
coding red pulsars as non-detected, blue as single pairwise detection, and green as
triple pairwise detection, we identified a shelf of non-detected pulsars that was 95%
contained by an upper limit about 2.19×10−25. This number, when corrected, yielded
the upper limit of 1.74*1.11*2.19×10−25= 4.23×10−25 for TwoSpect. The unity-slope
line is shown to ascertain whether a further empirical rescaling factor was needed (it
was: constant 1.11). The zero-slope line is shown to indicate the ninety-five percent
confidence upper limit in the absence of detection.
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is easy, it will not easily take into account the circular bias of detected signals.
That is, a pipeline will tend to see a slightly greater proportion of signals that are
more circularly polarized, because the effective h0 of those signals is greater. This
“circularizes” the correction factor in a way dependent on the detection efficiency of
the pipeline and on the assumed prior distribution of pulsars. Although the effect is
relatively minor, we decided to simulate it because the size of the effect was unknown
at the time.
In this simulation, 2 million pulsars were generated with h0 between 3×10−26 and
3×10−24 with a distribution of 1/h0.
We made a toy model of our detection efficiency, assuming no pulsars were de-
tected below 1×10−25 effective, all were above 3×10−25, and the fraction detected
was linear in h0 between those values (Figure 5.16).
Together with a uniform cos ι distribution on [-1, 1], this led to a trapezoidal
distribution of recovered, detected h0 values with a curved lower (left) edge (Fig-
ure 5.17).
The upper end of the distribution (right side of the trapezoid, Figure 5.17) was
excluded because we are trying to find the average bijective mapping (slope) f: (de-
tected h0) → (true h0), and including detected h0 > 1×10−24 meant that we were
failing to see the complete injected h0 space. There was f−1: (true h0) → (de-
tected h0), but not f . More plainly, suppose we looked at a detected h0 reported
as 1.5×10−24, and that our average corrected factor had been calculated to be 2.5
(it was not) – this would imply that the true h0 was 3.75 ×10−24 – but this would
be outside the domain of the simulation, so there would be no way to check it. The
analogous problem should not happen at the lower end of the distribution (left side
of the trapezoid).
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Figure 5.16:
Simulated detection efficiency curve. Because the cos ι ambiguity simulation require
a priori model of detection efficiency, we described it simply. Here, no detections were
claimed below 1 × 10−25, all were detected above 3 × 10−25, and the probability of
detection rose uniformly on the intervening interval.
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Figure 5.17:
Distribution of 2 million simulated stars, strain between 3×10−26 and 3×10−24 under
a log-uniform distribution, following application of cos ι and detection efficiency cuts.
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In turn, we looked for the relationship between the recovered h0 of this “detected”
distribution and the corresponding original, true h0. The slope would give us the
conversion factor. The first attempt was to grid the (detected h0)×(true h0) space
into 2D pixels. This was suggestive, and yielded the regressed slope in Figure 5.18.
There is a systematic bias in the grid method, both by one pixel (hence why the
mean was adjusted downward to 1.74) and in the associated uncertainties. Plotting
these uncertainties on the distribution of detected h0 vs true h0 shows how wide
those error bars are, in Figure 5.19.
This bias in Figure 5.19 is likely due to sampling: numerical fluctuations in the
grid method made it unstable, especially toward the high h0 end of the distribution.
Instead, we manually adjusted a ±σ until the CDF encompassed the appropriate
68% confidence interval, finding a σ in the slope of 0.37 with a mean slope of 1.74.
The reason for the aforementioned restriction of the plot to h0-effective < 1×10−24
can be seen in the distortion at levels above that in the following plot:
The chosen 1.74± 0.37σ, however, yielded the necessary correction factor.
Finally, we tested all of our calibration factors for h0 with the associated confidence
intervals and found the fraction of open data estimated h0, f and a sin i within their
1 σ error bars. The results were conservative:
h0: 77.4%, f: 74.2% asini: 67.7%, Period: 100%, [n.b., we tested only one period,
68023.8259 s].
These error bars were then used without modification for claiming uncertainties
on the closed pulsars.
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Figure 5.18:
Regression using grid. By binning the simulated stars on the true strain vs detected (re-
covered) strain plane, an accurate mean slope for the cos ι correction was ascertained.
It had to be modified downwards by the equivalent of one bin, to 1.74. However
suggestive, the 1-σ thresholds proved inaccurate, probably due to noise fluctuations.
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Figure 5.19: Simulation with fit lines as given by the bin-method regression.
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Figure 5.20:
Confidence intervals with final fit. After manual optimization of the cumulative dis-
tribution function, and constraint to the region with a full bijective mapping between
injected and recovered strains (below 1× 10−24), a 1-σ value of 0.37 in the slope was
found to give accurate confidence intervals. The reason for the aforementioned restric-
tion of the plot to h0-effective < 1×10−24 can be seen in the distortion at levels above
that. The chosen 1.74± 0.37σ, however, yielded the necessary correction factor.
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5.6 Summary of the MDC
TwoSpect competed extremely effectively in the MDC. Comparisons are the sub-
ject of a forthcoming paper, but for our own work, the author can report the following
successes.
5.6.1 Mock data challenge results
Analyses of the MDC correctly recovered about two-thirds of the simulated stars:
• 34 of 50 closed (and 31 of 50 open) ‘pulsar’ signals detected
• f , a sin i and h0 estimated
• 4.23× 10−25 strain upper limit (UL) in 4× 10−24 strain Hz1/2 noise declared for
the 16 non-detected, closed signals
• with injections to refine UL, applicable to real data
As of the current draft of the comparison paper [52], TwoSpect has detected more
pipelines that the other three pipelines with results; the Radiometer [43] method
detects slightly fewer, followed by the Sideband [129] and then Polynomial [166]
searches.
One challenge in the transition to real data is that the MDC used entirely Gaus-
sian data. Non-Gaussian test injections are the subject of Chapter VI. Although
the distribution of h0 values in the MDC was astrophysically optimistic, we gained
knowledge about the transition from low- to high-SNR detections. This MDC also
validated our ability to recover orbital and GW parameters accurately, including for
blinded simulations.
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5.6.2 Binary search summary beyond the MDC
TwoSpect is well-suited to the Scorpius X-1 mock data challenge. With this
experience, the author is pursuing Scorpius X-1 (and J1751-305) searches in real
data, as described in Chapter VI. It is also believed that directed binary searches
can be made more sensitive with straightforward changes (see Section 5.8). In the
near term, the author and the LIGO continuous waves group will direct TwoSpect
and kindred binary searches toward promising targets such as LMXBs. In the long
term, this work will enhance all searches, the bridge of accreting binaries providing a
firm link to electromagnetic astronomy as the age of gravitational wave astrophysics
begins.
5.7 Plans for improvement
TwoSpect presents a viable obtion for seeking continuous gravitational waves from
neutron stars in binary systems; yet more sensitivity would reveal a richer sky. In-
deed, aLIGO designs and the Scorpius X-1 torque-balance limit do not guarantee
detection in the coming generation of intereferometers. Several improvements can
thus be investigated.
• Coherently combine multiple interferometer outputs:
Add complex Fourier coefficients (with phase corrections)
to create a multi-detector statistic (under way by Goetz)
• Elliptical polarization:
search antenna pattern weightings corresponding to
elliptical polarization – better sensitivity and
parameter reconstruction, including h0
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• Orbital phase:
Search over initial orbital phase by coherently combining
template and doubly Fourier-transformed data –
better sensitivity and discrimination
• Parameter space patterns:
Exploiting patterns in the R-statistic parameter space
to improve search time, sensitivity, or both
5.7.1 Coherent interferometer synthesis
Coherent interferometer synthesis for H1-L1-V1 is already well-underway by Goetz.
Data from multiple interferometers can be added in-phase for a putative signal model,
and this technique already appears to be yielding improvements in detection effi-
ciency. To wit, the synthetized h is given by Equation 5.8:
(5.8) h(f, t) = Σj
(
hj(f, t)e
iφj(f,α,δ)
)
,
(5.9) φj(f,α, δ) = 2pifTj(α, δ) + φ0,
where hj(f, t) is the complex h value in SFT for interferometer j, time t, frequency
j and φj(f,α, δ) is the phase shift for right ascension α, declination δ (an overall
phase shift φ0 factors out because TwoSpect computes its test statistic from power,
not the complex SFT coefficient). Here, Tj(α, δ) is the time-of-flight delay between
interferometers (projected on vector from α, δ). Further investigations are forthcom-
ing.
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5.7.2 Circular & elliptical polarization
The general formula for the polarization components of gravitational radiation is
well-known. The equation is stated (for instance, with Φ = 2φ, in an earlier Scorpius
X-1 search [24] or more recently in the TwoSpect all-sky search [7]) in terms of two
polarization components, F× and F+:
(5.10)
h(t) = h0
(
F×(t,α, δ,ψ)
1 + cos2(ι)
2
cos[Φ(t)] + F+(t,α, δ,ψ) cos(ι) sin[Φ(t)]
)
.
Presently, TwoSpect effectively searches only for circular polarization, making it
most sensitive when cos ι = 1. If antenna pattern weighting is adjusted to test for
F× and F+ according to a general, elliptical polarization model, sensitivity to other
values of cos ι should be enhanced. It remains unclear whether this test would be
sufficient by itself to remove the cos ι ambiguity in estimated h0 if a detection is
obtained, but earlier work on the PowerFlux all-sky, isolated star pipeline suggests
improved parameter estimation is achievable [65, 128].
The current algorithm calculates pixel powers P for SFT n, bin k:
(5.11) P˜ nk =
F 2n(P
n
k − < Pk >n)
(< Pk >n)2
[
ΣNn′
F 4n′
(< Pk >n
′)2
]−1
,
(5.12) F 2(t,α, δ) = F 2×(t,α, δ) + F
2
+(t,α, δ),
where F is antenna pattern polarization weighting. Generalizing to elliptical polar-
ization angle ψ with weights a, b:
(5.13) F 2(t,α, δ,ψ) = aF 2×(t,α, δ, i,ψ) + bF
2
+(t,α, δ, i,ψ)
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5.7.3 Orbital phase & beyond
Orbital phase is currently ignored. Only power information in the 2nd Fourier
plane is used to inform R-statistic templates. Epherimis data (e.g., time of ascension
or periapsis) to inform the orbital phase is often available for LMXBs.. Orbital phase
might be incorporated into the R-statistic calculcation, by checking the phase of the
2nd Fourier plane pixels (the 2nd transform obscures GW phase information but
should preserve orbital phase). Even for extremely short SFTs, a year-long science
run produces only hundreds of thousands of SFTs, not billions of time samples, so
a rough orbital phase-match would be attempted. This step might reduce the noise
background in a directed search with a known orbital phase, allowing a weak signal
to stand out. Conversely, it could be used to infer orbital phase. Depending on the
computational costs of this step, it might be aimed toward follow-up searches.
5.7.4 Parameter space patterns
Computational costs for TwoSpect have led to suggestions for ways to exploit
the R statistic’s behavior over our parameter space. Simulated annealing2 would
address the wrong issues in our high-noise, weak-signal analyses. ‘Hill-climbers’3
could explore the parameter space until encountering one of theX-pattern arms. Low
SNR compared to available computational resources means this climbing strategy will
probably not be necessary. Other features of the X-arms could still be exploited.
These X-patterns follow the lines df = fsignal± (f − fsignal), intersecting at fsignal.
We na¨ıvely expect the X pattern to be defined by templates with turning-point
frequencies in the time-frequency plane, with an R proportional to the peak in a
way that is as the relative power of that bin compared the power in the whole
2Discussed with Maria Alessandra Papa, Sam Finn and others.
3Proposed by Ethan Obie Romero-Severson.
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sinusoid. Since the template touches only once per period, the ratio would na¨ıvely
be thought to be Tcoh/Psignal. For Scorpius X-1 (P = 68023.8259 s), that would lead
to ratios of roughly 0.026 ≈ 1/38 for 1800 s SFTs, 0.01 ≈ 1/81 for 840 s SFTs,
and 0.0053 ≈ 1/189 for 360 s SFTs. In actuality, the wrong putative template
and the true signal are both stationary at the same turning-point frequency in the
time-frequency plane, where the derivatives vanish:
(5.14)
dftrue(t)
dt
=
dftemplate(t)
dt
= 0,
at which point there is only gradual deviation of df from the true modulation depth,
governed by the frequency bin resolution, 1/Tcoh. This stationarity means that the
R-statistic in the X-pattern is much larger than na¨ıve predictions. With this under-
stood, we expect to exploit the observed X-patterns in Figures 5.3 and 5.4.
Point spread function deconvolution in astronomy presents a parallel to the pat-
terns observed in TwoSpect. While an ansatz deconvolution proved counterpro-
ductive4, future work could be fruitful, especially for ‘proper’ maximum likelihood
estimation of orbital parameters.
5.7.5 Relevance to follow-up
TwoSpect currently estimates f and a sin i, limited by the accuracy of its grid-
spacing and some noise fluctuations. More refined grid spacing is possible in the event
of a detection, although this has not been studied. Determining h0 with greater ac-
curacy should be possible if we know cos ι by another means. Section 5.7.2 could
yield knowledge of gravitational wave polarization angle, informing cos ι, and coher-
ent combinations of detector data within TwoSpect might reduce noise in detected
LMXBs, as well as making quieter sources detectable.
4Summing up pixels in the X-pattern with guesswork weights yielded worse SNR.
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Coherent synthesis, elliptical polarization, and orbital phase improvements need
implementation, validation and testing. It can be hoped that they will provide
additional sensitivity for TwoSpect to yield more detections, and possibly to add new
parameters to the list of what TwoSpect can estimate. Although these enhancements
will increase computational cost, we can also attempt to oﬄoad some of that cost to
distributed computing, such at the Einstein@home project. Together with the quieter
noise floors of advanced detectors, we may reasonably hope to detect gravitational
waves from neutron stars in binary systems.
Since data from the initial detectors exists now, it is, in fact, prudent to see
whether, despite the astrophysical predictions, a signal might already be seen. Chap-
ter VI presents this search.
5.8 Addendum
5.8.1 Scorpius X-1 parameters
Many Scorpius X-1 parameters are known to high accuracy [88]. The first LIGO
search was published in 2007 [24].
• Distance: 9000 light-years (2.8 kpc)
• Eccentricity: < 3× 10−3
• Sky location: α=16h19m55.1s, δ=-15d38m24.9s
• X-ray luminosity: 2.3× 1031W, 60000 LSol (2.5× 10−10 Wm−2 at Earth)
• Period: 68023.70± 0.04 s
Sco X-1 torque-balance limit (from X-rays) [47, 91]:
h0 ≈ 2.8× 10−26
(
600Hz
f
)1/2
.
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Note that Chakrabarty [59] has hypothesized the existence of an LMXB speed
limit; given a fastest known millisecond pulsar of 716 Hz, this could imply that a
search up to 2ν ≈ 2 × 716Hz = 1432 Hz, plus a margin of error, should suffice to
cover the astrophysical parameter space.
CHAPTER VI
Directed TwoSpect: Scorpius X-1 and XTE J1751-305
Results from this chapter are preliminary and have not been reviewed yet by the
LIGO Scientific Collaboration.
6.1 Directed TwoSpect
TwoSpect performed well in Chapter V’s Mock Data Challenge, which warrants
using the program to analyze the best existing GW data. At the time of this writing,
the best consistent stretch of GW data remains that of Science Run 6 (S6) taken
from 2009 July 09 to 2010 October 20 by LIGO Hanford Observatory (LHO) and
LIGO Livingston Observatory (LLO). Advanced LIGO (aLIGO) commissioning is
already surpassing the sensitivity of S6 for short periods of time. While early LIGO
continuous wave (CW) searches used short science runs such as S2 [24], aLIGO data
duration is for now too short for an analysis competitive with present upper limits, in
particular the 2011 Radiometer [12] S5 high frequency results and 2014 TwoSpect [7]
S6 low frequency results. The increased sensitivity anticipated from aLIGO Observ-
ing Run 1 (O1), which is planned to last several months in summer 2015, could yield
interesting results, and the 9-month O3 is planned for 2017. Preliminary Scorpius
X-1 broadband upper limits from S6 are presented in this chapter.
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6.1.1 Targeted, directed and all-sky search sensitivity
Several approaches exist toward a search for GWs from known objects such as
Scorpius X-11. When seeking continuous GWs, these methods are classified as all-sky,
directed, or targeted, in order of increasing focus of the search. More focused searches
make sense as more prior information is known, such as sky location, neutron star
frequency and binary system orbital parameters. Additional information lets some
CW searches refine, for instance, their template models of GW signals. If the search
is designed for minimal information, in particular if sky location is unknown, it is
generally called an all-sky search. Some information – such as a low-uncertainty sky-
location, less than a square arcminute – helps what are called directed searches gain
sensitivity. Sources with comprehensively documented parameters, such as rotation
frequency and spindown rate, lend themselves to targeted searches that search over
a very narrow range of parameters, e.g., putative GW phase and orientation angles.
TwoSpect was designed [91, 90] as an all-sky search for unknown neutron stars.
The voluminous parameter space of that search, as described in Chapter V, prompted
tradeoffs in sensitivity vs computational cost, in particular the limitation of test
statistic calculation to only those outlier candidates that survived an incoherent
harmonic sum stage. For objects with constrained sky location and NS parameters,
thorough calculations of the R test statistic become feasible.
For Scorpius X-1, many parameters are known (updated ephemerides were de-
termined in 2014 by Galloway [88]), but critically, rotation frequency is not. Sky
location is known, and the period is 0.7873114±0.0000005 days, i.e., 68023.70±0.04
s with 1-σ uncertainty2. The projected semimajor axis, a sin i, is 1.44±0.18s with 1-
1Discovered by Riccardo Giacconi in 1962 with a sounding rocket [89].
2Access to a preliminary ephemeris in the MDC led us to use P = 68023.8259s in for searches in the MDC and
S6; MDC simulations justify assuming that this variation has negligible impact on TwoSpect, which would only be
able to discriminate between different periods around 68023s at a resolution of about 40s or greater, depending on
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σ uncertainty3. Rotation frequency uncertainty drives the cost of the search. While
the Chakrabarty speed limit [59] and neutron star breakup limit 2ν, the GW emis-
sion frequency of an NS quadrupole, to O(2 to 3) kHz, the dominant high frequency
limit fh is driven as much by the noise floor of the LIGO detectors. This noise floor
increases linearly with frequency and at 2 kHz is an order of magnitude worse than
its most sensitive, about 2 × 10−23 strain Hz1/2 between 150 and 200 Hz. Photon
shot noise, that is, quantum vacuum fluctuations are the limiting noise source at
those frequencies. The low-frequency limit, fl, is also driven by the noise floor of the
detector, which becomes contaminated by seismic noise below about 40 Hz.
A search for Scorpius X-1 in S6 data should thus take place between about 40
and 2000 Hz. TwoSpect requires shortened Short Fourier Transforms (SFTs) [90]
to fully capture the spectral power if a GW source has a high frequency or large
a sin i. This suggests dividing the main search: 40 to 360 Hz can be searched in 840-
s coherence time SFTs and 360 to 2040 Hz in 360-s coherence time SFTs. These sets
constitute the primary search. Although MDC and simulation experience suggests
spectral power is lost only slowly as GW frequency exceeds optimal coherence time,
we have also prepared 260 Hz to 360 Hz SFTs with 360-s coherence time and 1400
Hz to 2040 Hz SFTs with 300-s coherence time; these are most useful for high a sin i
signal models. These additional sets constitute the ‘overlap’ search. Calculating the
number of templates in the primary search (the overlap search is smaller because of
shorter coherence times) over these frequencies and ±3σa sin i, if analyzed in 0.1 Hz
computational bands4 using Equation 5.6,
Fourier transform coherence time.
3Orbital parameters interpreted in correspondence between C. Messenger and D. Galloway.
40.1 Hz computational bands fit efficiently on cluster memory in under 2 GB of RAM; for convenience, templates
are (redundantly) tested at both the lower & upper bounds of the 0.1 Hz.
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(6.1)
Ntemplate = 2(840.1)
[
1 +
3360pi
68023.8
400.1
]
(320)+2(360.1)
[
1 +
1440pi
68023.8
2400.1
]
(1680),
or 3.392 × 107 templates in 840-s SFTs and 1.9434 × 108 templates in 360-s SFTs,
per interferometer. Searching both LHO’s H1 interferometer and LLO’s L1 interfer-
ometer, the grand total is 4.5652× 108 templates.
Each of these templates takes between 0.3 and 3 s to run on late-2000s to early-
2010s CPUs, depending on vector extensions (such as SSE) and clock speed. Given
approximately two thousand cores at a cluster such as the LIGO Data Grid at the
California Institute of Technology and the LIGO observatories or Atlas at the Albert
Einstein Institute in Hannover, Germany, a fully templated TwoSpect search for
Scorpius X-1 in S6 data can be completed in roughly a month. This has been carried
out by the author and is the subject of the remainder of this chapter. Because of the
enhanced sensitivity and wider frequency range of the directed search, this analysis
can improve on the TwoSpect all-sky limits by Goetz [7] despite consuming much
fewer computational resources (albeit for a single, promising source).
6.1.2 Enhancements enabled by directed searching
Directed TwoSpect as used for the search in this chapter closely resembles the all-
sky TwoSpect pipeline, except for post-processing. The post-processing is discussed
below. The bulk of the processing, skipping the incoherent harmonic sum stage that
reduces the number of templates search, involves generating the test statistic, R, for
each point in a rectangular grid spaced at 1/(2Tcoh) in frequency and 1/(4Tcoh) in
a sin i, which keeps mismatch between putative signal and template to within 20%
of the peak R value [90]. Since sky location and period are fixed, the search is
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two-dimensional on the f and a sin i plane. Because the detector-frame realization of
a sin i is as a frequency modulation, df , this search space can be describes as the ‘df vs
f ’ plane. Each pixel in the ‘df vs f ’ plane has an h0 and log10 p-value associated with
its R statistic, as noted in Chapter V. The h0 is proportional to R1/4. Estimating
log10 p is more complicated, but it loosely scales with R in Gaussian noise and has
been calibrated into an accurate, single-template p-value using Davies’ method, a
computational implementation of the Gil-Pelaez formula5. Our search uses O(108)
templates. This number is in contrast to the few, distant-and-uncorrelated, templates
used for outlier follow-up in the all-sky search. Thus the directed search necessitates
enhancements to post-processing.
In the near future, enhancements enabled by the directed search will be possible.
Sensitivity from full templating is the first step. The next steps can involve a search
over orbital phase and polarization with additional computation steps and templating
techniques, as discussed in Section 5.7. Before these extra dimensions, however, the
author has had to validate new approaches to analyzing this dense 2D parameter
space.
6.2 Quantifying directedness: sensitivity studies in real data
Gaussian noise studies, of which the Mock Data Challenge was one, led to the
development of most of the code for detection and parameter estimation, as well as
a set of upper limits (ULs). UL determination in the MDC was severely constrained
by the sample size of 50 unblinded ‘open’ injections. While detection criteria and
parameter estimation were sound, ULs demanded more simulated injections. With
the MDC complete, resources were free to conduct these injections into several fre-
5Gil-Pelaez lets us solve R statistic as a sum of weighted χ2 variables. For such sums, the joint probability
distibution can be derived using characteristic functions [91] or generating functions [147].
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quency bands of S6 data, at 142 Hz as well as 162 and 222 Hz (the latter two are
consistent, detailed in Appendix B). A Feldman-Cousins approach [79] (to accomo-
date the possibility of a detection) then let us set one-sided confidence intervals: the
upper limits.
6.2.1 Real S6 data: detection efficiency
Figure 6.1 plots the detection efficiency of TwoSpect in a 0.1 Hz test band starting
at 142 Hz. Five hundred signals are injected into each LIGO interferometer (H1 and
L1). For each injection, the astrophysical parameters were the same, but antenna
pattern detector responses were applied per interferometer. A separate TwoSpect
analysis was run for each injection simulation to avoid cross-contamination. The
results of corresponding analyses were compared between IFOs. Templates meeting
the detection criteria of the Mock Data Challenge (as discussed in Chapter V, having
a single-template log10 p ≤ −7.75) were, if coincident in both interferometers by being
in adjacent df , f pixels, counted as detections.
Every injected signal had some amplitude h0, but we expect the weakest injections
to be swamped by detector noise. Detection efficiency curves illustrate when the
signal becomes detectable, a certain fraction of the time, as injection amplitude is
varied. Some signal parameters vary as well, such as polarization (via astrophysical
cos ι and ψ), frequency and a sin i, and in-band differences in the noise realization
make the same h0 detectable or not, depending on these nuisance parameters. The
detection efficiency curve is marginalized, that is, ignores these extra parameters to
show only detection rate vs h0. TwoSpect begins to detect roughly 95% of injections
when h0 is about 10% of the strain amplitude spectral density (in 1/
√
Hz) of the
detector.
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Figure 6.1:
Detection efficiency of 500 injections (each at H1, L1) into S6 data at 142 Hz, given
threshold log10 p = -7.75. The least-squares curve fit is to a symmetric sigmoid, which
matches the data well at high detection efficiency. Since the 95% efficiency region is the
most interesting, the relatively poor fit at low efficiency is not much concern, although
the fit could be improved with additional parameters.
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Figure 6.2:
Raw h0 & tentative 95% confidence UL > 2×10−24; 500 injections into S6 data at 142
Hz (injections also done at 162, 222 Hz)
6.2.2 Real S6 data: h0 recovered vs injected
Using the same set of injections as for detection efficiency, one can also recover es-
timated h0 values, as Figure 6.2 illustrates. TwoSpect returns an h0 proportional to
R1/4, but the proportionality constant was found to be slightly off in the MDC from
that used in all-sky searches, prompting an empirical rescaling by 1.11 6. Moreover,
studies of the cos ι uncertainty had led us to correct h0 estimates further when as-
6This scale factor appears the same across declinations, simply an update to the conversion factor from R to h0.
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suming random polarization: a uniform distribution of cos ι values near the detection
threshold induced a 1.74 ± 0.37 factor, so we multiplied the S6 injections by 1.74.
The real data injections were necessary to clarify how these h0 levels corresponded
to a given confidence level. In other words, the reported UL should be above the
injected h0 at least 95% of the time.
Figure 6.2 reports the fraction of the total injection set for which our final formula
yields a UL greater than the injected h0, which is higher than 95% because the
formula must hold locally over the entire range. When attention is restricted to
h0 > 2× 10−24, we find that the confidence level multiplier must be 2.0. Assembled,
a UL for each 0.1 Hz band is reported by the formula,
(6.2) h0, UL, band = 2.0× 1.74× 1.11× sup({h0, reported, band}).
With coincident analysis of interferometers, the lowest UL reported for a band is
taken as the joint UL. This criterion and Equation 6.2 supersede the single MDC
UL with a frequency-dependent UL, calculated for each 0.1 Hz band between 40 and
2040 Hz.
See Appendix B for more details on injection studies.
6.3 Scorpius X-1 search using Directed TwoSpect in S6
6.3.1 S6: Scorpius X-1 search plan
MDC studies completed, the author has conducted a 2 kHz, ±3σa sin i search over
all S6 data from H1 & L1. Stated again briefly, we analyzed the following:
• 40 to 360 Hz with 840-s SFTs,
• 360 to 2040 Hz with 360-s SFTs,
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• Overlapping band verifying 260 to 360 Hz with 360-s SFTs,
• Overlapping band verifying 1400 to 2040 Hz with 300-s SFTs
As of this writing, all of these production searches are complete. The similarity in
results between primary (840-s SFT) and overlapping (360-s SFT) bands between
260 and 360 Hz suggests that the high frequency overlap will also yield concordant
results. Thus the author derives preliminary ULs for 40 to 360 Hz from the 840-s
SFTs and 360 to 2040 Hz from the 360-s SFTs, as described below.
6.3.2 S6: Scorpius X-1 heatmaps
As the S6 search was run on the Atlas cluster at AEI Hannover, individual bands
could be checked for consistency with known artifacts. Heatmaps plotting the in-
tensity of R, log10 p and estimated h0 (as reported, not corrected by Equation 6.2)
were generated. Figure 6.3 shows one set of 50 bands, spanning 5 Hz, on H1. This
band clearly shows the presence of the 46.7 Hz calibration line7. Seeing known spec-
tral features at their expected frequencies confirms that TwoSpect is reading data
accurately. The heatmaps can also be used to follow up on interesting outliers.
6.3.3 S6: Scorpius X-1 upper limits, random polarization
Most important are the upper limits (ULs). TwoSpect has been configured to
analyze only ‘usable SFTs’, which must pass a Kuiper’s test. Non-Gaussian or oth-
erwise extremely noisy data is not used. The 60 Hz and first three harmonic lines
(120, 180, 240) Hz harmonic lines, as well as frequencies near the violin modes around
340 to 350 Hz, are excluded by these tests. Altogether, the 40 to 360 Hz H1 search
excluded 16.4 Hz and L1 16.2 Hz, while the 360 to 2040 Hz H1 search excluded 21.4
7These lines help calibrate the h0 amplitude spectral density [127], although their TwoSpect reported amplitudes
do not match the intended h0 because the lines are not modulated like neutron stars in binary systems.
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Figure 6.3: S6 h0 heatmap shows real data features, such as 46.7 Hz cal line
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Figure 6.4:
Joint 95% upper limits for Scorpius X-1 in S6 data, using a confidence interval given
by reported h0 × (1 + 1.0)× [cos ι factor] in 0.1 Hz bands. This spectrum covers 40 to
2040 Hz using the lower upper limit from either interferomer (H1 or L1) when both
yielded data. A total of 28.8 Hz were in bands that yielded no real upper limit (because
the quarter root of the test statistic was imaginary) in either interferometer, gener-
ally due to excessive noise in that band. Bands were left-closed and right open, e.g.,
[40.0, 40.1) , [40.1, 40.2) . . . [2039.9, 2040.0). These results are promising, given that the
Advanced LIGO noise floor is expected to be up to 5 times lower at the most sen-
sitive current frequencies of a few hundred Hz. Advanced LIGO will also make even
larger relative improvements from 10 to 40 Hz, where the torque-balance equation al-
lows higher GW strain than at high frequencies. Together with recent and anticipated
improvements in TwoSpect analyses, order-of-magnitude better upper limits should be
anticipated for full-sensitivity Advanced LIGO results.
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Hz and L1 16.9 Hz of search bands. For generating upper limits, only 28.8 Hz out
of 2000.0 Hz could not be determined from either interferometer.
A 95% confidence level requires (Equation 6.2) a correction factor: h0 (1 + 1.0) . . .
× [cos ι factor]. The entire spectrum, with the final 95% confidence UL for random
polarization, is shown in Figure 6.4.
Previous Radiometer searches using S5 data [12] may appear to show a bet-
ter, lower UL, but the results are not directly comparable. The Radiometer UL
is calculated for 90% and is for circular (optimal) rather than random, polariza-
tion. In addition, signal leakage across the 0.25 Hz bins used in the Radiometer
search leads to UL degradation by as much as 70% at a frequency of 1500 Hz8. The
complete transformation from Radiometer hRMS to an upper limit is believed to be
hUL = 2.43×1.2×1.7×hRMS at 1500 Hz, based on current understanding of the differ-
ences in algorithm. TwoSpect’s S6 ULs are then an improvement. Moreover, given
an outlier, TwoSpect could do something not yet possible with other comparable
pipelines: measure the projected semimajor axis, a sin i.
6.3.4 S6: Scorpius X-1 outliers
Table 6.1 presents a list of outliers present in both interferometers between 40
and 360 Hz. Tables C.1 to C.3 in Appendix C present a list of outliers present
in both interferometers between 360 and 2040 Hz. Follow-up of 40 to 2040 Hz
outliers is beginning, but the search is not yet complete. Some coincident outliers
present in the initial analysis include lines at powers of 2 and a probable trace of
a hardware-injected simulated pulsar. As noted earlier, power line frequencies and
violin modes were automatically dismissed by TwoSpect, using a Kuiper’s Test on
SFTs. More exhaustive study of the candidates in Tables 6.1 and C.1 through C.3
8Confirmed in private communication and will be noted in the forthcoming Bulten et al Sco X-1 paper [52].
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Outlier Number Frequency (Hz) Explanation
1 42.00 2 Hz comb
2 64.00 Power of 2 line
3 108.10 –
4 108.85 Injected pulsar 3
5 109.50 –
6 111.02 –
7 128.00 Power of 2 line
8 139.52 –
9 154.04 2 Hz comb
10 156.82 –
11 157.99 2 Hz comb
12 158.36 –
13 158.87 –
14 190.86 –
15 192.54 Injected pulsar 8
16 200.53 –
17 200.60 –
18 209.21 –
19 209.28 –
20 223.66 –
21 256.02 Power of 2 line
22 268.13 –
Table 6.1:
List of Scorpius X-1 outliers in stage I of the search of S6 data. This list covers 40 to
360 Hz.
will continue, although GW detection would be a rather optimistic prospect given
the torque-balance limit for Scorpius X-1 [47] and estimated detection efficiency.
GW emission is informed by torque-balance, but enough uncertainties exist to
justify careful searches, particular when Advanced LIGO data will become available:
detection may be plausible. These uncertainties are challenging to quantify. The
significance of the torque-balance limit is that accretion should drive the neutron
star to spin at the frequency of GW emission. Any slower, and accretion would
spin it up faster. Any faster, and GW emission would sap its energy. Yet the
implicit assumption is that rotational energy is not being depleted by friction or other
means. X-ray flux must also be accurately estimated, which for other systems may be
complicated by X-ray beams, collimated for instance by the accretion disk – indeed,
all-sky searches [7] assume many LMXBs are unseen. Moreover, the frequency of
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Scorpius X-1 is unknown, and this means that the torque-balance limit ranges from
a strain of 1.1× 10−25 at 40 Hz to 1.5× 10−26 at 2040 Hz. The overall uncertainty
on the torque-balance limit is thus at least this large.
Two further notes: we have assumed that the orbital tilt of Scorpius X-1 leads
to a projected semi-major axis of a sin i = 1.44 ± 0.18 light-seconds. This is mani-
fest in the search range of frequency modulations, as greater a sin i leads to greater
relative modulation depth. Ephemeris data for a sin i may improve in the future,
which would ease future investigations. Additionally, ephemeris data for cos ι, the
neutron star inclination angle, is becoming available. Knowing cos ι would make our
upper limits more meaningful, and possibly more constraining. If a GW detection
is eventually made, cos ι would connect the observed GW strain to the actual GW
strain emitted. This would be crucial in connecting observations of Scorpius X-1
and similar systems to astrophysics. When actual GW strain emitted is known, the
torque-balance equation can be tested, and we can probe the process of accretion
in LMXBs and beginning probing the surface, and perhaps interior physics [117], or
neutron stars.
The search for GWs from Scorpius X-1 continues, and the imminent observational
runs of aLIGO give hope that its signature may soon be detected. Although the S6
upper limit is about 1.3 × 10−24, we saw in Chapter V that at the minimum of
the Advanced LIGO noise floor, the expected upper limit is 4.23 × 10−25. This is
within a factor of 4 of the 40 Hz torque-balance estimate, which itself has comparable
uncertainty, and we expect TwoSpect improvements to be of order of a few. With
continued improvements to CW algorithms and the enhanced sensitivity of future
interferometers, we expect that Giacconi’s discovery [89] of the first and brightest
extrasolar X-ray source will be paralleled with a GW discovery.
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6.4 XTE J1751-305 search using Directed TwoSpect in S6
6.4.1 S6: XTE J1751-305 background
Discovered by Markwardt et al in 2002 [120], the X-ray transient (XTE) J1751-
305 has indications it too could emit GWs [158]. As detailed by Strohmayer and
Mahmoodifar, J1751 has been searched for signs of non-radial oscillation modes, such
as r- (and g-) modes. Preliminary results suggested that r-modes might be consistent
with X-ray observations. Subsequently, Andersson et al [38] argued that an r-mode
would have already spun down below detectable levels, but Lee [114] suggested that a
crust-only surface r-mode might still be present. J1751 is an intriguing candidate in
its own right and highlights the different kinds of directed GW search that TwoSpect
can conduct.
J1751 is the XTE with the shortest known period, P ≈ 2545.3 seconds or 42
minutes, and a sin i ≈ 0.010 ± 0.003s. Crucially, its spin frequency, unlike that of
Scorpius X-1, is known with microHertz precision: f = 435.31799 Hz. A search can
thus be fast (< 105 templates). At an estimated d > 7 kpc, near the galactic center,
J1751 is distant for a CW source, but the chance of a r-mode motivates a quick look.
We expect GW emission to be most likely at the following frequencies:
• νspin: 435.31799 Hz
• r-mode: (2-0.5727597)*(435.31799 Hz) = 621.3034 Hz
• 2νspin: 870.63598 Hz
6.4.2 S6: XTE J1751-305 heatmaps
A straightforward search over +14,−3σa sin i has been conducted, having searched
frequency bands of [434.5,436.5] & [620.5,622.5] Hz, & [869.5, 871.5] Hz.
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Figure 6.5: Quick look at J1751-305, H1 log10 p, 435 Hz ν0 rotation frequency.
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Figure 6.6: Quick look at J1751-305, L1 log10 p, 435 Hz ν0 rotation frequency.
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Figure 6.7: Quick look at J1751-305, H1 log10 p, 621 Hz r-mode.
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Figure 6.8: Quick look at J1751-305, L1 log10 p, 621 Hz r-mode.
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Figure 6.9: Quick look at J1751-305, H1 log10 p, 870 Hz 2ν0, twice rotation frequency.
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Figure 6.10:
Quick look at J1751-305, L1 log10 p, 870 Hz 2ν0, twice rotation frequency. The
dominant feature is believed to be an instrumental line.
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A TwoSpect analysis and heatmaps have been made for the νspin, r-mode, and
the 2νspin frequency bands. Upper limits and candidate comparison can then be
made. Even if no GW signal is seen – the probable outcome absent r-modes – XTE
J1751-305 offers a prototypical search strategy for well-characterized, directed CW
sources.
6.5 Summary of Directed TwoSpect S6 searches
The author has conducted the initial, primary stage of a 2 kHz, ±3σa sin i directed
search for Scorpius X-1 over all S6 data from H1 & L1 using TwoSpect. The analysis
from 40 to 360 Hz used 840-s SFTs, and from 360 to 2040 Hz used 360-s SFTs, (to
prevent spectral leakage). This primary analysis (4 kHz of data between the two
detectors) has yielded preliminary joint upper limits over the 2 kHz from 40 to 2040
Hz. Overlapping bands are being used to confirm the results using 360 s SFTs to
validate the 260 to 360 Hz band and 300 s SFTs to validate 1400 to 2040 Hz, but
initial output justifies treating the existing results as valid.
Production analysis for this S6 search was 100% done in roughly 30 days. In
the process, our post-processing methodology has been adjusted from all-sky tech-
niques [7] to one appropriate for a densely-sampled, correlated ‘df vs f ’ parameter
space. The remaining questions are in the identification of outliers – already ∼ 22
coincident features have been noted between 40 and 360 Hz – and explanation of
too quiet bands. Too quiet bands, seen in Figure 6.4, appear due to the noise sub-
traction in the R statistic; further investigation will see whether these presumably
non-genuine ‘good’ bands can be systematically rectified.
In addition, a search for XTE J1751-305 has been completed, with its own post-
processing underway.
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Scorpius X-1 and XTE J1751-305 are among the best potential sources of GWs in
the sky. This chapter shows that we can extract an upper limit around 1.3× 10−24
from Scorpius X-1 in S6 data and demonstrates that these searches will be practicable
in the future. Advanced LIGO will turn on for O1 in summer 2015: TwoSpect, one
of the prime algorithms for finding continuous GWs from neutron stars in binary
systems, is ready.
As previously noted, results from this chapter are preliminary and have not been
reviewed yet by the LIGO Scientific Collaboration.
CHAPTER VII
Outreach: Exhibit at the World Science Festival
Science is understanding the world – θ!ωρια; art is affecting the world – piραξισ.
Outreach for scientists is a matter not just of connecting with colleagues in the
academy, as C.P. Snow [157] said, bridging the Two Cultures. It is reaching back
to our innate humanity and the world from which it came, the universe trying to
understand itself. No single exhibit reaches this goal, though we do our best with
rubber sheets, lasers, and interactive light and sound sculptures. Diligence nonethe-
less can spark curiosity. LIGO has made concerted efforts to reach further into the
universe with ever more sensitive technology, and in leadup to the World Science
Festival (WSF) exhibit on LIGO in 2010 in Manhattan, we tenaciously developed
more sophisticated exhibits to connect with a broader audience.
Many kinds of exhibits have been made to showcase aspects of general relativity.
Rubber sheets of ‘spacetime’ are familiar to many museum-goers; the WSF had one
too, with a central mass to deform the sheet like gravity and a smaller marble that
could ‘orbit’ it. More central to the WSF exhibit about LIGO, however, was an
interferometer. Requiring a strong laser, stable alignment, and asymmetric-length
arms to great a distinct bullseye fringe pattern, this interferometer’s design, instal-
lation and commissioning was the responsibility of the author. As a microcosm of
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the challenges mentioned in the introduction, the WSF offers humbling insight into
both gravitational wave astronomy and its significance to the public.
7.1 Prototypes: travelling kiosks and the Ann Arbor Hands-On Museum
The Michigan Gravitational Wave Group (MGWG) came to the WSF project
with experience. Ramon Armen had developed a small interferometer with Goetz
and Riles, approximately 50 cm square, that integrated into a kiosk design. This
kiosk was developed in collaboration with the Ann Arbor Hands-On Museum exhibits
director John Bowditch. Charlie Stout wrote an interactive Flash program for the
kiosk.
In the small interferometer, a 0.9 mW Helium-Neon laser beam passes through
a beam splitter, travels down two arms of slightly different length, and reflects off
retroreflecting mirrors at the end of each arm. The retroreflectors contain three
mutually perpendicular planes that redirect the beam parallel and opposite to its
incident path, offset by twice the distance from the retroreflector corner. Retrore-
flectors are more robust against misalignment than flat mirrors, although reflected
images cast a six-spoke shadow pattern due to the three intersecting lines between
the planes. Slight beam offset away from the center can avoid these spokes. These
optical elements are mounted on a portable breadboard with pre-fabricated optical
table-style holes. Recombined at the beam splitter, some light goes to a beam dump
while the remainder is directed to a screen. As the path length of the beams and
consequent phase delay changes – due to thermal expansion of the breadboard, vi-
brations, and so on – the screen shows a fluctuating fringe pattern that illustrates
the constructive and destructive interference of light waves. Mismatched wavefront
curvatures, arising from travel along the different-length arms, give this fringe pat-
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tern a well-defined circular bulls-eye shape. Speakers, when used, let exhibit-goers
hear how vibrations, which they themselves can make by tapping on the kiosk, rever-
berate through the mirrors and and be both seen on-screen and heard as fringes pass
the photodiode. In the kiosk, a swinging lever arm, controlled by whomever stands
at the kiosk, can block the light from one of the arms, blocking the interference; the
user can see that the fringe pattern indeed comes from the wave nature of light.
A full set of parts for the kiosk interferometer was assembled by the author (Ta-
ble 7.1) according to Figure 7.1 in the process of building another unit. This addi-
tional interferometer went on travelling exhibition, organized by Marco Cavaglia of
the University of Mississipi, across the United States starting with the 2009 WSF,
and it was most recently on display at Stanford University in August 2014. It is
durable, but for the LIGO ‘Astronomy’s New Messengers’ 2010 WSF exhibit, the
MGWG crafted something more dramatic.
Bill of materials: interferometer parts
Equipment as below builds one interferometer for our Ann Arbor Hands-On Mu-
seum outreach design. We include company names, part numbers, quantities, and
prices, after the work done in 2008 by Ramon Armen. Assembly follows from the
work detailed on
http://gallatin.physics.lsa.umich.edu/~keithr/outreach/,
in particular the parts list (plain text file) written by the author,
http://gallatin.physics.lsa.umich.edu/~gmeadors/Interferometer_parts,
and the schematic
http://gallatin.physics.lsa.umich.edu/~keithr/outreach/ifo_schematic.
jpg.
See Table 7.1 for details on parts from each of the manufacturers: CVI Melles-
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Description Part Number1 Quantity Approximate Unit Price
HeNe laser 05 LLR 811-249 1 $320
Laser stand 07 LHE 001 1 $40
Description Part Number2 Quantity Approximate Unit Price
-50 lens NT32-996 1 $27
-25 lens NT32-992 1 $27
Lens holder NT54-980 2 $33.00
Description Part Number3 Quantity Approximate Unit Price
Beam splitter 038-0590 1 $250
Retroreflector 055-2340 2 $289.00
”” holder 113-0045 2 $69.00
Description Part Number4 Quantity Approximate Unit Price
BS holder LMR2 1 $23.50
Rotary mount RP01 1 $91.00
1.0” holder PH1-ST 1 $7.03
1.5” holder PH1.5-ST 4 $7.22
0.75” post TR075 1 $4.74
1.0” post TR1 4 $4.74
Screw base 1 BA1S 6 $5.13
Screw base 2 BA1 1 $5.56
Screw type Length Quantity
1/4”-20 capped 5/4” 8
1/4”-20 capped 3/4” 7
1/4”-20 set 3/8” 5
#8-32 set 1/2” 1
Table 7.1:
Bill of materials (lasers, lenses, mirrors, optic mounts and screws) for interferometer
assembly. Manufacturers: 1 CVI Melles-Griot, 2 Edmund Optics, 3 OptoSigma, 4 Thor-
Labs
Griot1, Edmund Optics2, OptoSigma3, and ThorLabs4.
Figure 7.1 shows the base structural dimensions of this kiosk interferometer.
7.2 World Science Festival interferometer manufacture
Based on the kiosk interferometer, we collaborated with Cavaglia on a larger
interferometer for the WSF. Displayed first in June 2010 in New York City, the WSF
interferometer incorporates new features. The projection screen was enlarged, made
free-standing, and incorporates an integrated audio-frequency photodiode connected
to a new speaker system. Laser power is greater, to be seen better on the bigger
1CVI Melles-Griot: +1 505 296 9541; press 2 at menu
2Edmund Optics: +1 800 363 1992; press 1 (?) for sales
3OptoSigma: +1 949 851 5881
4ThorLabs: +1 973 579 7227; press 1 (?) for sales
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Figure 7.1: Kiosk interferometer schematic
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Figure 7.2: Interferometer fringes during construction in Ann Arbor
screen, and laser light has been carefully contained with the use of multiple baﬄes.
All are contained inside a plexiglass ‘beam tube’ fastened with security screws. This
interferometer stood at the center of the WSF exhibition on LIGO, which received
around 2200 visitors in four days.
7.2.1 Laser, optics and display
Starting from the request for a larger interferometer, the MGWG found a brighter
laser with longer coherence length. Laser Lab Components, Incorporated (LLCI)
manufactured a 60 mW Nd-YAG 532 nm laser rated to a coherence length of 50
meters, plenty for the longer path length. The laser intensity was so bright that
we installed a times-8 attenuator to provide just 7.5 mW of visible light. As the
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wavelength is green, it is even more visible to the human eye than the red HeNe
of the kiosk laser. To protect visitors’ eyes, the author designed a system of eight
black-painted, wooden baﬄes to intercept all ghost beams and secondary reflections
(both specular and diffuse).
These baﬄes were manufactured, along with the free-standing display screen, in
Ann Arbor by Fingerle Lumber. Additional black, corrugated cardboard baﬄes were
made by the author to shield the multiple reflections immediately around the laser
and the retroreflectors. This display screen was hollow in order to accomodate a
photodiode, BNC connection, and cable for the aforementioned speaker system. In-
stallation of the photodiode assembly and hookup to a speaker system was performed
by the MGWG.
Optical installation and alignment was done by the author. Retroreflector and
beam-splitter follow the kiosk model except in size, using a 3-inch diameter beam-
splitter to avoid beam clipping. The large interferometer adds a beam-focusing lens
between the laser and beam-splitter, which serves with the beam-splitter to steer
the beams onto the retroflectors. In order to avoid clipping the beam-splitter and
to avoid the retroreflector spoke shadows, the retroreflector mounts allow for one-
dimensional sliding on the shorter X-arm and two-dimensional sliding on the longer
Y -arm. These adjustments are typically fine-tuned after an initial image is formed
on the output port of the beam-splitter.
A trio of first steering mirror, beam-expanding lens, and second steering mirror
project the beam from the beam-splitter output onto the display screen. The steering
mirrors are both flat; the first is at a ninety degree angle, in-plane with the other
optics, and the second is also ninety degrees in the main optical plane but tilted
upwards to shine toward the screen. In between, the beam-expanding lens is chosen
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to maximize the width of the image on-screen, constrained by the clipping of the
second steering mirror, Unfortunately, the beam path after the second steering mirror
is too high for a conventional lens mount to insert the lens there. In practice, the
arrangement highlights the fringe pattern.
While the fringe pattern fluctuates considerably, with an amplitude sometimes of
several wavelengths, this is to be expected in a meter-scale instrument with path-
length in air and without an insulation from ground motion.
Initial estimation of optics locations was done in Matlab with a Gaussian beam,
ABCD matrix model, followed by physical fine-tuning, both done by the author. The
BOM of large interferometer core optics (superceding Table 7.1’s beamsplitter and
retroreflectors) includes the following:
• (1 unit) OptoSigma, 112-2855 (50 mm gimbal, 360 degree rotation): $305
• (2 units) OptoSigma, 055-2370 (50 mm retroreflector, 425-675 nm): $315 each
• (2 units) Edmunds Optics, NT63-114 (50 mm mirror, 532 nm): $220 each
• (1 unit) Newport Optics, Fused Silica Broadband Dielectric Beamsplitter (76.2
Dia, 12.45mm, λ/ 20, 480-700nm): $1190.00
• (8 units) Thorlabs, 50 mm lens holders
7.2.2 Aluminum baseboard
All optics are mounted on a purpose-made aluminum baseboard. Prototyping was
conducted on an optical table, which would be too large to ship conveniently. No
breadboards were known of adequate size, and typical honeycomb construction would
also likely be heavy. Alro Steel of Jackson, Michigan manufactured the baseboard
used in the exhibit. Although the author tried using neoprene rubber sheets as a
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x-position (in) y-position (in)
10 80
04 18
04 12
04 10
08 10
12 12
12 10
10 12
10 10
10 08
10 06
12 04
10 02
44 10
46 10
Table 7.2:
Hole locations (in inches from origin) for the WSF interferometer aluminum baseboard,
plotted with suggested alterations on Figure 7.5.
form of seismic isolation for the baseboard, this was found to offer no improvement
in the fringes.
Table 7.2 and Figure 7.5 reference the positions of holes in the aluminum base-
board that must be tapped. These holes permit the attachment of plexiglass blocks
with perpendicular screw tappings that in turn allow the attachment of the plexiglass
enclosure described in Section 7.2.3.
7.2.3 Plexiglass enclosure
To protect the interferometer and visitors from each other, the laser and optics
were included on a plexiglass enclosure, also mounted to the aluminum baseboard.
Figure 7.3 presents an AutoCAD view of the enclosure as a whole, with dimensions
shown in Figure 7.4. The AutoCAD design file can be found online:
http://gallatin.physics.lsa.umich.edu/~keithr/outreach/meadors_wsf_draft_
08-unified.dwg
To manufacture the enclosure, the author visited and contracted with Plex Lab
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Figure 7.3:
AutoCAD corner view of plexiglass and aluminum interferometer enclosure. Plexiglass
in light gray, aluminum in dark gray. Plexiglass is attached to aluminum with small
plexiglass blocks (a refinement to the design), placed three to the long Y -arm, two to
the short X-arm, and three to the corner station. The triangular prism is not anchored
to the aluminum block. It is open to the bottom so that a projection screen can be
inserted, typically atop a flexible rubber sheet. In the World Science Festival exhibit,
this projection screen included a photodiode and attached signal cable.
Figure 7.4: Front view of interferometer aluminum and plexiglass enclosure, with dimensions.
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Figure 7.5:
Dimensions and hole locations of the aluminum plate (dark gray) relative to plexiglass
(light gray), with proposed hole locations given by Table 7.2. These hole locations were
as tapped.
Corporation (formerly of Warren, Michigan). The enclosure was fabricated in pieces:
the arms were made from joined half-tube ceilings together with straight walls. A
laser ‘end station’ and triangular prism enclosure for the projection screen were joined
to it. Joints endured significant stresses during transport and the arms became
detached; in the future it would be better to fabricate the enclosure with detachable
arms from the start. Plexiglass enclosure pieces attached to the baseboard using
small rectangular plexiglass blocks. Blocks were fastened to the tapped baseboard
with screws, then the enclosure lowered overhead (requiring at least two people to
handle the prism section). Through-holes through the enclosure allowed security
screws to clamp into tapped, perpendicular holes in the blocks from the outside.
A unified view of the plexiglass and aluminum, with aluminum screw-holes indi-
cated for the optics, is seen in Figure 7.5, and a view of the finished product (minus
the projection screen) in Figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.6:
Inteferometer assembly in Ann Arbor, Michigan. Projection screen not yet installed.
Note the outer end of the Y -arm (bottom left of photo), with perforated-and-covered
plexiglass to allow sound passage. Humans (e.g., Evan Goetz at left, Keith Riles at
right) can be protected during alignment processes by laser safety curtains, seen in
back.
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Figure 7.7:
World Science Festival interferometer installed in the New York City exhibition hall,
June 2010. Optics aligned and baﬄes installed to protect visitors from scattered light.
Also visible: left center, an initial LIGO input mirror and suspension.
7.3 Exhibitions: New York City, Portsmouth, Fort Wayne
Built in Michigan, our interferometer was transported by U-Haul truck (driven
by Riles) for exhibition at the WSF.
According to Equation 2.36, the interferometer, if limited only by shot noise, could
transduce GW strain to power P :
(7.1) P =
[
4(1m)
2pic
532nm
(60/8)mW
c
sin
(
2pi
532nm
(Ls + L0)
)]
h+.
If operated where the sine term equalled one (not done in LIGO for reasons noted
in Chapter II), then this would give yield 3.5 × 108 Watts per unit strain, or 7
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attoWatts for a gravitational wave at the initial LIGO noise floor, h0 = 2 × 10−23.
Though we never measured the photodiode dark current, it seems dubious that such
a signal would be detectable. In the audio band the interferometer was visibly noisy,
as the plexiglass enclosure and aluminum baseboard afforded little acoustic isolation.
Though no measurements were taken, it is conceivable that it was quieter at several
kiloHertz, where the shot noise argument would be valid. Were isolation better, the
full 60 mW laser power used, and photodiodes calibrated, it would not be so strained
to compare the WSF larger interferometer to Robert Forward’s [82], which had 35 to
55 mW single-mode laser power and a 8.5 m folded arm length. Scaling down from
Forward, we could expect 10−15(strain)/
√
Hz.
While rather worse scientifically than LIGO, our WSF large interferometer at
least could travel to the masses. The exhibit has seen four locations and several
thousand visitors, including 2200 in the June 2010 WSF itself. After its debut in
New York City, it visited Portsmouth, Ohio in April 2011 and Fort Wayne, Indiana
in September 2011; it now resides in the LIGO Livingston Science Center. Figure 7.7
gives the scale of the interferometer in the whole exhibition.
7.3.1 Exhibit overview
One part of a larger exhibit, the interferometer sat at the center. Next to it, on
the same table, sat an actual small mirror from one of the LIGO interferometers.
Surrounding it was a curved fabric wall, nestled into which was a complete kiosk
interferometer, on the left. Two video screens played Einstein’s New Messengers, a
documentary about LIGO, on the walls, along with a third, silent video screen outside
showing a shorter feature. Also snug in the exhibit, on the right, was a rubber sheet
of deformable spacetime. At back, two computers were set up for playing Black Hole
Hunter, a program developed at Cardiff for participants to try to hear a gravitational
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wave inspiral buried in noise. In the center, another computer, directly behind the
large interferometer, linked to a vast light sculpture (built by Leni Schwendinger);
the computer could illuminate the sculpture’s LEDs according to the sounds of an
inspiral, a burst, the stochastic background, a continuous wave (audio simulations
generated by Riles), or the user’s own voice5. Solid-backed posters hung from several
points along the fabric wall. Initial setup in New York required about three days,
although the Fort Wayne installation, without the light sculpture, was complete in
one. The author re-commissioned the interferometer, and, at the WSF, explained
the exhibit to visitors.
7.3.2 World Science Festival 2010
Our exhibition, situated in the Broad Street Ballroom in Lower Manhattan, re-
ceived a spectrum of visitors. All ages, from preschoolers to grandparents, found
something with which to interact. Many expressed curiosity about the meaning of
gravitational wave astronomy, how soon GWs will be seen, and what the implica-
tions mean for humans and the universe. The exhibit was hosted with the help of
Cavaglia and Brooke Rankins from Mississipi, as well as Szabi & Zsusa Marka and
their students from Columbia University, including Max Factourovich and Maggie
Tse, along with Michael Hartman from the University of Florida. Figure 7.8 shows
the author with our interferometer.
7.3.3 Portsmouth and Fort Wayne
Following the success of the WSF, the entire exhibition went into temporary
storage. Ten months later, it was erected again at Shawnee State University by
Cavaglia, the author, and Shawnee’s Tim Hamilton. There it stood in a student
lounge. Five months after that, Science Central, a museum in Fort Wayne, showcased
5As demonstrated by an opera singer in attendance, although all participants made beautiful patterns.
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Figure 7.8:
Helping to host the exhibit at the World Science Festival. Optics aligned, with fringe
pattern, but an edge of the beam-splitter reflection is visible in the projected image.
Additional features: the reflected blue lights of the sculpture above and posters of the
exhibit.
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the exhibition (save for the light sculpture) in their travelling exhibit hall. Although
the plexiglass is slightly worse for wear, the interferometer endures, just requiring
re-alignment at new locations.
7.4 Future LIGO outreach
Epilogue: as of June 2014, the exhibition is safely on display in the Livingston
Science and Education Center at LIGO Livingston Observatory. Cavaglia reports
that the interferometer still works as well as in New York, with some fixes to the
plexiglass. LIGO has not yet been cast into the public’s vision. Dedicated individuals
have created exhibits, both travelling and stationary, tangible and digital. Most
recently, data from the fifth science run, S5, has been released to the public. Though
the author contributed directly to these efforts only by building interferometers and
giving talks, we can expect more to be asked of us when Advanced LIGO and its
peers make their first discoveries. We must convey the meaning of a new astronomy.
————————————–
CHAPTER VIII
Conclusion
8.1 Cycles of science
Science connects us to the world. From scientia to Wissenschaft, science has ever
connoted both sense and wisdom. It is how humanity takes in from, and the arts
are how humanity gives back to, nature. Yet the neat duality of modern identity
is no more mysterious than those in modern physics. Experimental physics unites
insight and craft: it makes tools of discovery. As physicists, our aspiration to know
the cosmos is realized if and only if that knowledge is both true and understood.
Gravitational waves will give new information about the universe. For the present,
we do strive for gravitational wave astronomy to be understood, as in Chapter VII.
Above all, we must know whether or not it is true. The author’s projects detailed
in Chapters II through VI explain how we may yet learn what is. This thesis covers
both instrumental and analytical improvements to the experimental & observational
science of gravitational wave astrophysics.
8.1.1 Improvements to observatories
Gravitational wave interferometry is a young science. The astrophysical potential
is even more nascent. First, we must have a view. Techniques for interferometry, as
in LIGO, are continually evolving: this thesis details my engagement with efforts to
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make the interferometers more stable and more sensitive, including in going beyond
the standard quantum limit imposed by vacuum fluctuations. These methods will
be key to improving on Advanced LIGO.
Chapter II details how the LIGO Scientific Collaboration is reaching out to our
colleagues in the astronomical community to unite our view of the universe. The
author also discusses contributions made to characterizing the LIGO Hanford Ob-
servatory, building a phase camera for use in future interferometers, and studying
detector glitches. Chapter IV shows that more fundamental improvements are pos-
sible. By way of quantum optical squeezing, the standard quantum limits of the
electromagnetic field can be surpassed. Using squeezing in lieu of laser power, the
observatory reached unprecedented sensitivity.
8.1.2 Understanding instruments, refining data
LIGO interferometers are complicated instruments with many interacting parts.
The study of these parts is known as Detector Characterization. Characterizing
the detector tells us the difference between earthbound glitches and spaceborn sig-
nals. Detector characterization has many enhancements to give to LIGO. My own
contribution has been in translating characterization into correction.
Chapter III explains how the couplings between the auxiliary length controls
and the gravitational wave strain introduce unwanted noise – and how it can be
subtracted. Great care is taken to ensure that these fixes do not add any noise or
unphysical signal. These methods can both be applied post facto and, without the
surrounding machinery, in real-time. The author’s work began at the end of the last
science run, S6, and similar techniques may make such challenges a smaller obstacle
in the future.
Advanced observatories are becoming ever more complex: as Section 8.2.1 will
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summarize, we need means to see and disentangle their ties. This thesis shows how
automated techniques can loosen some knots in our servo loops.
8.1.3 Searching deep-space
Data analysis itself must be sophisticated. Even the quietest, most sensitive
gravitational wave interferometer is uninteresting if we cannot understand it. Here we
present the interpretation of S6 in the context of low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs).
There are four key ways to listen to the gravitational wave sky: inspirals, bursts,
stochastic, and continuous wave. Our search in Chapters V and VI has been for the
last: continuous waves from neutron stars in binary systems. TwoSpect is already
a capable search for unknown systems across the entire sky; the author modified
the search to focus on Scorpius X-1 and XTE J1751-305, having honed methods on
simulated data in collaboration (and friendly competition) with fellow searchers.
Preliminary TwoSpect results from Sco X-1 and J1751, as Section 8.2.2 will con-
clude, will soon be presented and appear to be best so far for frequencies above
500 Hz. Given Advanced LIGO data, these techniques should take gravitational
wave analyses to the verge of the torque-balance limit and start to tell us about the
astrophysics of LMXBs.
8.1.4 Reaching out, looking up
The sky excites the mind. Just as astronomy with light and X-rays, radio waves
and neutrinos has caught the popular imagination, it is the hope of projects like those
in Chapter VII to inspire others to ponder gravitational wave astronomy. While
increasingly confident in the sources we see, the adventure lies in the unknown. The
author has shown a simple and effective tool, a model interferometer, for showing a
new kind of antenna, a new sort of observatory, to search out that unknown. Over
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two thousand people saw the model interferometer on exhibit at the World Science
Festival. As interest in gravitational waves grows, we hope to communicate our
findings even more broadly.
8.2 Scientific merit: filtering and analysis
8.2.1 Feedforward improvement to LIGO data
Quantitative enhancements to LIGO are hard. The LIGO Scientific Collabora-
tion is composed of over a thousand scientists, and most contributions are indirect.
Feedforward subtraction of auxiliary channel noise is a rare case where an individ-
ual can directly improve the scientific power of a gravitational wave interferometer
operating at full sensitivity after the data taking. This algorithm enhanced inspiral
range by about four percent in S6 (4.14% H1, 3.60% L1), potentially allowing 12%
more inspiral events to be detected.
More exciting still is the community forming behind a family of related techniques.
Automated subtraction of a large class of noise sources – not only length control but
glitches, gravitational gradients, and Schumann resonances of the Earth’s magnetic
field – could be cancelled, according to work underway by fellow LIGO researchers.
One of the author’s chief interests in this project was in proving that such a technique
can be both effective and safe for the data. We believe that this has been shown.
Although the 12% increase in inspiral events detectable in S6 will soon be eclipsed
by Advanced LIGO, Advanced LIGO in turn is built of the success of techniques akin
to the feedforward this chapter proves valid. We hope that commissioning silences
most noise sources, but we are glad to offer this filtering method for consideration in
case it is needed.
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8.2.2 TwoSpect directed search for neutron stars in binary systems
Neutron stars are the densest laboratories in the universe. This thesis does not
detect gravitational waves from neutron stars, but it does help validate a method for
finding them as they emanate from LMXBs.
Detecting gravitational waves is not easy, or else it would have been done long ago.
Nonetheless, our algorithms, like our observatories, are better than they have ever
been. The TwoSpect search has evolved into a form suitable for searching Scorpius
X-1 and XTE J1751-305. On Scorpius X-1, we set a 95% confidence upper limit
(UL) of GW strain for random polarization GW from 40 Hz to 2040 Hz. This UL
appears to the best (lowest) so far, particularly for shot noise-limited frequencies.
The UL constrains possible GW emission to be lower than 1.3 × 10−24 in the most
sensitive LIGO bands.
TwoSpect is already prepared for better data to arrive when Advanced LIGO
begins observing runs in 2015. Indeed, enhancements are possible between now and
then that may make it yet more capable. Neutron stars, the heaviest compact objects
entirely in our universe – black holes in some sense having left the universe behind
– remain opaque to our scrutiny for now. Our work complements X-ray and radio
observations. Gravitational waves will unveil some of the secrets of neutron stars.
With TwoSpect’s sensitivity demonstrated in this thesis, we think that seeing
gravitational waves from LMXBs is a serious possibility in the Advanced LIGO era.
8.3 Entering the advanced detector era
Second-generation interferometers, Advanced LIGO and its peers, are almost here.
Both LIGO Hanford and LIGO Livingston have completed installing all their com-
ponents, have sealed their vacuum, and are actively commissioning. Advanced Virgo
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Figure 8.1:
LIGO Hanford Observatory sunset, inital detector era. Photo by author. Like the
Hanford desert wiped clean by the Missoula floods, the gravitational wave sky may
relate cosmic tales of cataclysm and rebirth in the distant past.
is also underway. Tunnels for KAGRA have been completed. Gravitational waves
may not yet be seen for several years, and perhaps only faintly at first. As a fellow
scientist1 noted, Kepler saw two supernovae in the Milky Way in his lifetime; there
have been none since. Perhaps we will be profoundly unlucky. Yet we have planned
with circumspection and care for what we think we can expect: if two neutron stars
merge within 200 Megaparsecs of Earth, then our observatories, by decade’s end,
should hear that inspiral. The bursts of supernovae and bumps on neutron stars will
be sensible too, and, in time, the Big Bang. Even if we fail to see these (it would
require much inspection and introspection before we are certain there is nothing to
be seen), something will be learnt. Should more be there than we expect, then all
our curiosity will be justified.
8.4 Vision of a dark sky
Why gravitational wave astronomy at all? What could be out there?
At the dawn of the twenty-first century, the Standard Model of physics, and quan-
tum field theory in general, can be studied on curved spacetime, but the spacetime
1Brian O’Reilly of Livingston.
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itself remains scarcely better understood than when Einstein first proposed it general
relativity. After almost a century, the fabric of the universe still keeps its secrets.
Gravitational wave astronomy will perceive ripples in that fabric.
In this thesis, we have made inroads to this new astronomy. Superficially seper-
ate, the common thread is the pursuit of fundamental issues by skillful choice of
perspective. With squeezing, the optical experimenter views a gravitational wave
interferometer as a quantum system and sees how fluctuations in the vacuum, not
just in the laser, create noise – which can be cancelled with a beam of no-light. With
feedforward, the noise due to intrinsic couplings between the interferometer servos is
found by coherence in the frequency domain – and cancelled with subtraction that
can take place either in real-time or long afterward. With TwoSpect, signals buried
beneath noise are uncovered by comparing multiple instruments – cancelling noise,
in effect, with the build-up of signal in other observatories. Communicating these
advances to a wider world is the final question of fundamental issues and choice of
perspective. Gravitational wave observations have not yet seen a signal, yet we find
ways to make our research meaningful.
Until we can understand gravity, we will be ignorant to the range of forces present
in the cosmos. LIGO is a way to hear the echoes of gravitation. For long-lasting
signals, we can even ‘see’ them, just as our ears can triangulate sounds. From the
windswept, tumbleweed-coated plains of Hanford and the pine forests of Livingston
may emerge our first visions of this thus-far dark sky. From it may come unexpected
sources. Even if, though, we see only what we imagine will be seen, the insight into
the hearts of neutron stars, the explosions of giant suns, the collisions of black holes,
and the earliest, as-yet opaque instants of the primordial universe will be wonder
enough. The author hopes to have contributed in some small way to this project.
APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A
Fields and curvature
Gravitation as described by general relativity is complex, so let us start with a
simpler theory: electromagnetism. The same mathematics that predicts electromag-
netic waves (light), which are our means of detecting gravitational waves in LIGO,
can then be extended by analogy to gravitational waves. This derivation is detailed
so that the gravitational analogue can be expressed more simply. Definitions follow
Carroll [55]; for a primer in physical mathematics, see Boas [50].
A.1 Mathematical conventions
Let us set geometric, natural units where 1/4pi!0 → 1, c → 1, GC → 1. Greek
indices indicate four dimensions, Latin indices three, unless specified otherwise. As-
sume the Einstein summation convention, e.g., xiyi ≡ Σ3i=0xiyi Anti-symmetrization
of indices can be indicated by subscripted square brackets (n.b., all differential forms
are antisymmetric), symmetrization by parentheses.
Vectors are typically expressed by reference to index, e.g., a vector vµ, although
implicitly a geometrical vector includes its basis vectors, eµ such that v = vµeµ. Note
that when the vector indices are contravariant, the basis vectors are covariant. Let
subscript commas indicate ordinary partial derivatives, i.e., xj,i ≡ ∂ixj . Semicolons
indicate covariant derivatives in general relativity, which reduce to commas (partial
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derivatives) in flat space. Suppose we work in a space supplied with a metric tensor,
gµν , which acts as a bilinear operator (generalizing the inner product) to produce
infinitesimal arclength ds according to ds2 = gµνdxµdxν for infinitesimal lengths dxµ
in the direction of, and dual to, basis vectors eµ. The metric allows index raising
and lowering, e.g., gµνxµ = xν , gµνxµ = xν .
Vectors and matrices can be indicated by boldface, e.g., v = vµeµ is a vector,M =
Mµνeµeµ is a matrix, whereas differential forms (dual to vectors) can be indicated
by sans serif, e.g., v = vµdxµ is a 1-form, M = Mµνdxµ ∧ dxν is a differential
2-form. Tensors generalize vectors and differential forms, including both co- and
contra-variant components, and can be built from tensor products ⊗, such as T µνρσ =
(M)⊗ (N) = (Mµν)⊗ (Nρσ) = (uµ ⊗ vν)⊗ (xρ ⊗ yσ).
The wedge ∧ is the exterior or Grassman product, the antisymmetric operator
on differential forms that generalizes the cross product, e.g., for the wedge of two
1-forms, v ∧ w = −w ∧ v. Generally, for p-form A, q-form B, (A ∧ B)µ1···µp+q =
(p + q)!/(p!q!)A[µ1···µpBµp+1···µp+q ]. The Levi-Civita symbol is !µ1···µn , in R
n, +n for
even permutation, −1 for odd, 0 otherwise. The Hodge star maps differential k-
forms in an n-dimensional space to (n − k)-forms, e.g., in 3-space, 5dx = dy ∧ dz,
5dy = dz ∧ dx, 5dz = dx∧ dy, or from a scalar f , 5f = (f)dx∧ dy ∧ dz, generally in
n-space, (5A)µ1···µn−p = 1/(p!)e
ν1···νp
µ···µn−pAν1···νp.
Index raising and lowering creates a homology between vectors and differential
one-forms, eµ ↔ dxµ (for coordinate-free math, this is implicit). By itself, d indicates
the exterior derivative; df of a scalar (0-form) f is (modulo homology) its gradient ∇,
and da maps a k-form to a (k+1)-form, but d2 is always 0. Precisely, (dA)µ1···µp+1 =
(p+ 1)∂[µ1Aµ2···µp+1].
The divergence ∇· of a vector field X is homologously given by 5d 5X, the curl
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∇× by 5dX, and the Laplacian ∇2 (in 3-space) or d’Alembertian ! (in 4-space) of
a scalar function are given by 5d 5 f . Covariant exterior derivatives will be noted by
Dv = dv+ω ∧ v for a differential form v and a connection; this derivative reduces to
dv in flat space.
The usual, coordinate basis vectors set eµ = ∂µ.
A.2 Electrodynamics
Modern physical theories are usually described as extremizing an action, S. The
action is defined as the integral, over space-time, of a Lagrangian density L. To
integrate, the integral generally requires a metric, gµν . Writing the determinant of
the metric as |g| = det(gµν), the action to be extremized (setting δS to 0) is
(A.1) S =
∫
L
√
−|g|d4x.
The minus sign accounts for the −1 in the Minkowski metric, which physically
corresponds to the hyperbolic transformation between space and time in special
relativity. Whereas the usual R3 Euclidean metric below is gij, the Minkowski R1,3
metric is ηµν :
gij = I
3 =


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 , ηµν =


−1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


.(A.2)
Given a Minkowski metric ηµ′ν′, a curved 4-space R1,3 metric can be written in
vielbein terms: eµ
′
µ , e
ν′
ν such that gµν = e
µ′
µ e
ν′
ν ηµ′ν′ .
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The question then becomes how we can define the Lagrangian density for different
physical theories. In both electromagnetism and gravitation, the quantity is a kind of
curvature, contracted from respectively the Maxwell and Ricci tensors. This curva-
ture, analogous to an energy term, is then extremized subject to a conserved source
term: 4-current in electromagnetism, stress-energy and the cosmological constant in
general relativity.
As educated coordinate transformations make a great number of problems simpler
– a theme of the both the feedforward regression and the data analysis presented in
later chapters of this thesis – let us proceed with the derivation in a way that is
manifestly covariant under transformations. If desired, one can then extend this
treatment to electromagnetism in curved spacetime, such as under the influence of a
gravitational wave.
Electromagnetism is theoretically defined by a 1-form A = Aµdxµ where Aµ is a
vector potential [131] given by Aµ = (φ,−Ax,−Ay,−Az) [92]. The scalar electric
potential is φ and the magnetic vector potential is Ai. In a given gauge φ, the theory
is gauge symmetric (φ invariant) such that the addition of the differential dφ to A
does not change the theory. This changeless symmetry, in the group U(1), arises
because the physics of the theory can be described through the derived Maxwell field
tensor Fµν , or curvature form F:
F = dA = (∂µAν)dx
µ ∧ dxν = 1
2
Fµνdx
µ ∧ dxν ,(A.3)
Fµν = Aν,µ − Aµ,ν ,(A.4)
By the usual flat-space definitions of potential for an electric field E and magnetic
field B, Ei = −φ,i−Ai,0, Bi = !ijk∂jAk = !ijkAk,j. Electrodynamics in curved space
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are well-studied; many equations can be translated by replacing partial with covariant
derivatives. Therefore, the Maxwell tensor in explicit coordinate form is
(A.5) Fµν =


0 Ex Ey Ez
−Ex 0 −Bz By
−Ey Bz 0 −Bx
−Ez −By Bx 0


.
Maxwell’s theory then corresponds to the minimization of the action, finding δS = 0,
for a Lagrangian L with a stress-energy term for the field itself constrained by an
interaction with the current 1-form J = Jµdxµ:
S =
∫ (
−1
4
F µνFµν + JµA
µ
)√
−|g|d4x.(A.6)
A Hodge dual 5 then defines the dual to the Maxwell form, G ≡ 5F. Maxwellian
electromagnetism then is concisely described by extremizing the action to derive the
following equations:
dF = 0,(A.7)
d 5 F = 4pi 5 J.(A.8)
Applied in flat space, where gµν = ηµν , and substituting in the explicit coordinate
form of the Maxwell tensor, the theory is easily expressed as four familiar first-order
differential equations of the E and B fields in terms of electrical charge density ρ and
3-current J i (see the textbook by Jackson [105]), in (1 time)+(3 space)-dimensions:
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5 d 5 E = Ei,i = ρ,(A.9)
5dE+ ∂tB = !
ijkEk,j +Bi,0 = 0,(A.10)
5d 5B = Bi,i = 0,(A.11)
5dB− ∂tE = !ijkBk,j − Ei,0 = 4piJ i.(A.12)
Returning to four full dimensions and specifying the Lorenz gauge, where we
choose any vector potential for which 5d 5 A = Aν,ν ≡ 0,
5 d 5 dA = −4piJ,(A.13)
with ! ≡ ∂µ∂µ, this is often written as !Aσ = −4piJσ – a wave equation. This
derivation has been laborious in order to establish how differential forms allow a
cleaner expression of electromagnetism; the differential form equation also is covari-
ant, accurate in curved spacetime. Our task now is to compare with general relativity
to see whether a similar wave equation will emerge.
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APPENDIX B
Scorpius X-1 real data detection efficiency
Further injection tests have been conducted in real data. The figures in Chapter VI
illustrate the efficiency by which TwoSpect recovers simulated stars in a 0.1 Hz
band starting at 142.0 Hz in S6 data. Additional injection tests, here, show bands
with starting frequencies of 162.0 and 222.0 Hz. In each band, 500 injections were
introduced into S6 data. For each injection, physically-expected corrections are made
for location and orientation differences between the two LIGO interferometers (H1
and L1). The 500 injections varied f and cos ι. The injection was made and TwoSpect
analyzed the entire stretch of S6 (2009 July 09 to 2010 October 20), approximately
4 × 107 seconds of data, with gaps in the duty cycle of the observatories. These
gaps, arising from trains, logging, wind, earthquakes and other factors disrupting
the interferometers, have been a concern, and we wished in part to demonstrate
TwoSpect’s robustness against them.
B.1 Real S6 data: detection efficiency at 162 Hz
Figure B.1 shows the detection efficiency curve of TwoSpect at 162 Hz, where
the noise floor of the interferometers is very similar to that of 142 Hz. Results are
consistent with Figure 6.1. The sigmoid trace shows the least-squares best fit to the
raw data, which is also plotted at several levels of binning.
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Figure B.1:
Detection efficiency of 500 injections (each at H1, L1) into S6 data at 162 Hz, given
threshold log10 p = −7.75
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Figure B.2:
Raw h0 & tentative 95% confidence UL > 2 × 10−24; 500 injections into S6 data at
162 Hz (injections also done at 142, 222 Hz)
B.1.1 Real S6 data: h0 recovered vs injected
Figure B.2 correspondingly shows the h0 upper limit versus h0 injected curve of
TwoSpect at 162 Hz. Analogously, it resembles Figure 6.2. Note that the lower
h0 injected values, on the left side of the plot, return a higher upper limit than
their true value. Injections are recovered more rarely as h0 diminishes, eventually
blending into interferometer noise. One of our concerns has been how non-Gaussian
data might affect upper limits, and this figure shows that TwoSpect is again highly
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Figure B.3:
Detection efficiency of 500 injections (each at H1, L1) into S6 data at 222 Hz, given
threshold log10 p = −7.75
robust. On the right side of the plot, with increasing h0 injected, the recovered upper
limit parallels the injection value, with a confidence level multiplier to ensure that
the UL is higher than the true value at least 95% of the time even with arbitrary
underlying cos ι and uncertain a sin i.
B.2 Real data: detection efficiency at 222 Hz
Just like Figure B.1, Figure B.3 shows the detection efficiency curve, albeit in the
slightly-higher noise floor at 222 Hz.
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Figure B.4:
Raw h0 & tentative 95% confidence UL > 2 × 10−24; 500 injections into S6 data at
222 Hz (injections also done at 142, 162 Hz)
B.2.1 Real S6 data: h0 recovered vs injected
Injections, as in Figure B.2, are shown with recovered upper limits in Figure B.4.
TwoSpect successfully recovers injections with the same confidence level factor in
each of the three injection bands: 142, 162, and 222 Hz.
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Figure B.5: H1: loudest h0 in 0.1 Hz bands, effectively circular polarization
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Figure B.6: L1: loudest h0 in 0.1 Hz bands, effectively circular polarization
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B.3 S6: Scorpius X-1 upper limits, raw circular output
TwoSpect’s h0 output, proportional to the R statistic, has been tested and is
informative for the all-sky search [90, 7]. This h0 value corresponds to a circularly
polarized gravitational wave. Without any corrections, the output is seen in Fig-
ures B.5 and B.6. The confidence level of these values in the multi-trial, directed
search over the fully-templated df vs f plane required Figures 6.2, B.2, and B.4 to
interpret. Corrected by Equation 6.2 and taking the lower of either upper limit when
a band is covered by both H1 and L1, the joint upper limit is seen in Figure 6.4. With
this knowledge, the author has interpreted the TwoSpect S6 results as a broadband
upper limit, from 40 to 2040 Hz, on gravitational wave emission from Scorpius X-1.
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APPENDIX C
Scorpius X-1 further preliminary upper limits and outliers
C.1 Upper limits at 90% confidence levels
Figures C.1 and C.2 show tentative ULs that, in the final analysis, correspond to
approximately 90% confidence for random polarization. The 90% confidence level
requires a correction factor of h0×(1 + 0.8) [cos ι factor]. These figures also illustrate
the most sensitive part of the LIGO spectrum.
C.2 Preliminary high frequency outliers
The production analysis of Scorpius X-1 data in Chapter VI yielded the following
lists of Stage I outliers for follow-up, detailed in Tables C.1 to C.3, covering coincident
outliers (present in both intereferometers) between 360 and 2040 Hz. These and the
outliers in Table 6.1 are planned to be followed-up with run-averaged spectra and
strain histograms, and their relative values in H1 and L1 will be compared. When
finished, we will have an indication whether these outliers are artifacts, as expected,
or could be signals from Scorpius X-1.
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Figure C.1:
H1: loudest h0×(1 + 0.8)× [cos ι factor] in 0.1 Hz bands. The ‘Tentative h0 95 percent
UL’ statement was later revised; the 95% confidence level is higher by 2.0/1.8. This
plot shown corresponds to about 90% confidence in random polarization ULs in the
final analysis.
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Figure C.2:
L1: loudest h0×(1 + 0.8)× [cos ι factor] in 0.1 Hz bands. The ‘Tentative h0 95 percent
UL’ statement was later revised; the 95% confidence level is higher by 2.0/1.8. This
plot shown corresponds to about 90% confidence in random polarization ULs in the
final analysis.
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Outlier Number Frequency (Hz) Explanation
23 360.01 60 Hz mains power line harmonic
24 360.10 60 Hz mains power line harmonic
25 361.47 –
26 375.37 –
27 383.18 –
28 400.10 –
29 403.77 –
30 404.80 –
31 419.79 –
32 419.89 –
33 420.00 –
34 420.10 –
35 420.20 –
36 435.25 –
37 440.10 –
38 448.08 –
39 450.95 –
40 468.10 –
41 479.88 –
42 479.92 –
43 479.95 –
44 480.01 –
45 480.10 –
46 482.21 –
47 500.05 –
48 539.95 –
49 540.00 –
50 540.10 –
51 551.85 –
52 552.02 –
53 568.10 –
54 570.35 –
55 599.78 –
56 599.89 –
57 600.00 –
58 600.06 –
59 646.52 –
60 656.64 –
61 691.00 –
62 691.07 –
63 691.15 –
64 692.14 –
65 719.78 –
66 719.89 –
67 719.97 –
68 720.03 –
69 770.23 –
70 839.99 –
71 870.00 –
Table C.1:
List of Scorpius X-1 outliers in stage I of the search of S6 data. This list covers 360 to
900 Hz.
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Outlier Number Frequency (Hz) Explanation
72 908.93 –
73 942.74 –
74 957.69 –
75 963.21 –
76 1022.97 –
77 1033.98 –
78 1091.47 –
79 1098.21 –
80 1147.69 –
81 1166.13 –
82 1166.20 –
83 1171.08 –
84 1190.61 –
85 1216.10 –
86 1305.99 –
87 1306.12 –
88 1306.36 –
89 1306.47 –
90 1306.66 –
91 1306.97 –
92 1307.06 –
93 1312.45 –
94 1318.69 –
95 1374.10 –
96 1375.81 –
97 1397.90 –
98 1398.22 –
99 1489.21 –
100 1495.19 –
101 1495.29 –
102 1495.50 –
103 1495.94 –
104 1496.00 –
105 1505.59 –
106 1506.02 L1 detector artifact
107 1514.16 H1 detector artifact
108 1563.03 –
109 1574.28 –
110 1578.44 –
111 1600.32 –
112 1607.70 –
113 1607.90 –
114 1608.00 –
115 1608.08 –
116 1611.51 –
117 1627.74 –
Table C.2:
List of Scorpius X-1 outliers in stage I of the search of S6 data. This list covers 900 to
1700 Hz.
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Outlier Number Frequency (Hz) Explanation
118 1719.26 –
119 1719.40 –
120 1738.20 –
121 1738.63 –
122 1738.76 –
123 1738.92 –
124 1824.02 –
125 1842.91 –
126 1920.08 –
127 1940.69 –
128 1940.81 –
129 1976.25 –
130 2005.58 –
131 2007.77 –
Table C.3:
List of Scorpius X-1 outliers in stage I of the search of S6 data. This list covers 1700 to
2040 Hz.
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